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Introduction
Lexical resources are one of the main sources of linguistic information for research

and applications in Natural Language Processing and related fields. In recent years ad-
vances have been achieved in both symbolic aspects of lexical resource development
(lexical formalisms, rule-based tools) and statistical techniques for the acquisition and
enrichment of lexical resources, both monolingual and multilingual. The latter have
allowed for faster development of large-scale morphological, syntactic and/or seman-
tic resources, for widely-used as well as resource-scarce languages. Moreover, the
notion of dynamic lexicon is used increasingly for taking into account the fact that the
lexicon undergoes a permanent evolution.

WoLeR 2011, the First International Workshop on Lexical Resources, aimed at
sketching a large picture of the state of the art in the domain of lexical resource mod-
eling and development. It was also dedicated to research on the application of lexical
resources for improving corpus-based studies and language processing tools, both in
NLP and in other related fields, such as linguistics, translation studies, and didactics.

WoLeR 2011 was an ESSLLI 2011 workshop. The European Summer School
in Logic, Language and Information (ESSLLI) has been organized every year by the
Association for Logic, Language and Information (FoLLI) in different sites around
Europe. The main focus of ESSLLI is on the interface between linguistics, logic and
computation. In 2011, ESSLLI was held in Ljubljana, Slovenia and was organized by
the Slovenian Language Technologies Society (SDJT), the Jožef Stefan Institute (IJS)
and The Faculty of Mathematics and Physics (FMF) in Ljubljana, Slovenia. Chair
of the Program Committee was Makoto Kanazawa (National Institute of Informatics,
Japan), and Chair of the Organizing Committee was Darja Fišer (U. of Ljubljana).

The invited talk at WoLeR 2011 was Caroline Sporleder, head of the “Computa-
tional Modelling of Discourse and Semantics” group at the Computational Linguistics
and Phonetics Department, Saarland University located in Saarbücken, Germany. The
title of her talk was Towards Large-Scale Lexical Semantic Resources. In the name of
all participants, I would like to thank her very warmly for her rich and inspiring talk.

All 22 submissions were reviewed by at least two members of the Program Com-
mittee, and 12 were accepted for an oral presentation. They cover a wide range of
topics from the point of view of lexical resources, from morphology to syntax and
semantics, but also didactics, and a large range of languages, such as Arabic, Dutch,
English, French, Spanish, as well as contemporary and 19th century Slovene.

I would like to thank all members of the Program Committee who did an fantastic
job in reviewing the submitted papers and providing the authors with invaluable com-
ments. I would like to thank also Alpage, a joint team at INRIA and Université Paris
Diderot – Paris 7 (France) and the research project EDyLex (ANR-09-CORD-008),
funded by the Agence Nationale de la Recherche, for their financial support, as well
as FLaReNet for its endorsment. Finally, special thanks go to the ESSLLI 2011 orga-
nizers, and in particular Darja Fišer, who have dealt with all the logistics and helped
us focusing on the topic of WoLeR: lexical resources.

Benoît Sagot
Paris, August 2011
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Nomage: an electronic lexicon of French deverbal nouns
based on a semantically annotated corpus

A. Balvet*, L. Barque**, M.-H. Condette*, P. Haas*, R. Huyghe***, R. Marı́n*, A. Merlo*

*STL, CNRS UMR 8163, **LDI, CNRS UMR 7187, ***EILA
U. Lille 3, U. Paris 13, U. Paris 7

prenom.nom@univ-lille3.fr, pnom@ldi.univ-paris13.fr, pnom@eila.univ-paris-diderot.fr

Abstract
ANR-funded Nomage project aims at describing the aspectual properties of deverbal nouns taken from a corpus, in an empirical way.
It is centered on the development of two resources: a semantically and syntactically annotated corpus of deverbal nouns based on the
French Treebank, and an electronic lexicon, providing descriptions of morphological, syntactic and semantic properties of the deverbal
nouns found in our corpus. Both resources are presented in this paper, with a focus on the comparison between corpus data and lexicon
data.

1. Introduction
From a theoretical standpoint, the works of (Lees, 1960),
through (Chomsky, 1970) and (Grimshaw, 1990), provide a
laying ground for our description of deverbal nouns’ prop-
erties, though these works focus mainly on morphologi-
cal and syntactic aspects. We elaborate on this theoreti-
cal framework, by providing fine-grained descriptions of
the morphological, syntactic, semantic (more precisely as-
pectual) properties of deverbal nouns in an empirical way.
In this paper, after a brief revision of related work (sec-
tion 2.), we present the Nomage corpus and the semantic
annotation process applied to deverbal nouns (section 3.).
We then present the structure and content of our lexicon,
which describes the deverbal nouns extracted from our cor-
pus, alongside the morphologically-related verbs we man-
ually associated to each of these nouns (section 4.). Since,
in our project, the description of deverbal nouns is carried
out by means of two different methods, in the last section
we confront annotations taken from the corpus with those
taken from the lexicon (section 5.).

2. Related work
Leaving aside Verbaction (Tanguy and Hathout, 2002), an
xml database of nominalizations paired with their verbal
bases, the resource we present here is, as far as we know,
the first attempt to semantically annotate both a corpus and
a lexicon of French deverbal nouns.
Similar resources exist for other languages, particularly for
English and Spanish. For English, the most relevant re-
source is NOMLEX, a lexicon of English deverbal nomi-
nalizations containing 1,025 entries (Macleod et al., 1998).
It is mainly focused on argument structure: the allowed
complements of nominalizations are described and linked
to their corresponding verbal arguments. NOMLEX-PLUS
(Meyers et al., 2004), an integral part of the NomBank
project (Meyers, 2007), is an extension of NOMLEX. It
includes 7,050 additional entries: 4,900 for verbs’ nomi-
nalizations, 550 for adjectives’ nominalizations, and 1,600
corresponding to other argument-taking nouns.
For Spanish, one can cite AnCora-Nom (Peris et al., 2010),
a lexicon of 1,655 lexical entries corresponding to the

different deverbal nominalizations appearing in the anno-
tated corpus Ancora-Es (Taulé et al., 2008). Ancora-Nom
not only includes information on argument structure, like
NOMLEX, but also on lexical aspect.

3. The corpus
In this section, we outline the main features of the elec-
tronic corpus we use, the French Treebank, and we describe
the deverbal noun candidates’ extraction process. Then, we
proceed by describing our semantic annotation protocol.
The French Treebank is a 1 million words corpus of news-
paper articles taken from Le Monde. It provides sev-
eral levels of linguistic annotations: simple and com-
pound tokenization, lemmas, part-of-speech tags aug-
mented with morphological information, together with con-
stituent boundaries and syntactic functions for half of the
corpus (Abeillé et al., 2003).
Based on morphological cues (suffixes: -ion, -age, -ment,
etc.), we extracted over 10,000 nominalization candidates
(simple tokens only) from the functionnaly-annotated half
of the French Treebank. After close inspection, only 4,042
candidates were considered in the course of the project: all
nouns that were not syntactic heads (e.g. un permis de
construction (a construction permit) versus la construc-
tion européenne (the European integration)) of a NP were
discarded, because of their incompatibility with the trans-
formation tests we used for the semantic annotation pro-
cess (see below, section 3.2.). Moreover, some nominal-
izations stem from an adjectival base, and not a verbal one:
e.g. INDULGENCE stems from INDULGENT, but our project
aims exclusively at deverbal nouns. The Nomage project is
dedicated precisely to the study of the inheritance of se-
mantic and aspectual features from the verbal bases, thus
some of the extracted candidates, which were possible con-
verted nouns, were also discarded. Even though a link to
a verbal lexeme can be found, the directionality of the in-
heritance relationship cannot be clearly established; this in-
cludes cases such as VOYAGE (travel, noun) and VOYAGER
(travel, verb). Finally, some amount of noise is attributable
to the extraction process itself. Morphological cues in
themselves do not discriminate between true nominaliza-
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tions and false-positives: items such as SARCOPHAGE (sar-
cophagus) had to be filtered-out, based either on an auto-
matic filtering (“stop-list” lookup) or a manual process.

3.1. Aspectual annotation of deverbal nouns

One of the central methodological features of project No-
mage is that the semantic descriptions rely on the applica-
tion of transformation tests, carried out by “naive” anno-
tators and not on forged examples. These tests were de-
vised so as to highlight a selection of semantic properties
for each candidate: its aspectual structure, together with
its mass/count status. We wish to emphasize here that the
transformational tests were intentionally devised so as to be
applied by native speakers that had received no training in
linguistics. These annotators were not aware of the fine-
grained semantic and aspectual distinctions we were try-
ing to describe, but rather they were simply asked to assess
whether each transformation yielded acceptable sentences
or not.
Originally, we had planned to implement a cross-annotation
process for each candidate, in order to provide minimal
inter-annotator agreement (kappa) assessment. Unfortu-
nately, due to a lack of available annotators, this methodol-
ogy had to be abandoned: up to 7 “naive” annotators were
hired for this project, some of them at different points in
time, working on partially intersecting annotation batches,
while a minimum of 10 distinct annotators would have been
required. Moreover, due to data integrity issues, part of
the candidates had to be manually corrected by researchers
(and thus far from “naive”) associated to the project. There-
fore, it is not possible to provide inter-annotator agreement
scores for our data.

3.2. Using transformational tests to assess semantic
properties

The transformational tests were voluntarily presented in an
unstructured manner to the annotators, so as to avoid any
implicit theory-forming on their part. We present below the
semantic annotation of nominalization ÉVALUATION, based
on our methodology.

L’évaluation faite selon les critères du BIT (Bureau Interna-
tional du travail) n’est pas plus rassurante. [The evaluation
carried out by the BIT is not more reassuring.]

T1 Plusieurs : yes : → Plusieurs évaluations
T2 Avoir lieu : yes→ L’évaluation qui a eu lieu hier
T3 Éprouver/ressentir : no
T4 Un peu de : no
T5 Durer x temps : yes→ L’évaluation qui a duré 2 jours
T6 Se trouver (qq part) : yes→ L’évaluation qui se trouve

sur ton bureau
T7 Effectuer/procéder : yes→ L’évaluation effectuée hier
T8 État de : no
T9 Se dérouler : yes→ L’évaluation qui s’est déroulée hier
T10 Card : yes→ Deux évaluations

Table 1: Semantic annotation of évaluation

Our tests allow us to uncover two main semantic features:
mass/count status, and aspectual structure. Annotators had
to assess whether the original determiner could be replaced
by plusieurs ‘several’ (test 1), un peu de ‘some’ (test 4) or
by a cardinal determiner (test 10). Here, tests 1 and 10 yield
a positive outcome, while test 4 is impossible, which allows
us to categorize ÉVALUATION as a count noun.
As for aspectual properties, avoir lieu ‘happen/hold’ (test
2) and effectuer/procéder ‘complete/perform’ (test 7) are
meant to identify whether the candidate has an event read-
ing. Here, it is precisely the case: both tests can be applied.
In addition, “se dérouler” (test 9) indicates that the consid-
ered noun is a durative event. Other tests are aimed at non-
event readings: tests such as éprouver/ressentir ‘feel’ (test
3) and état de ‘to be in a state of’ (test 8)1 allow us to iden-
tify state readings. Here, this occurrence of ÉVALUATION
is not compatible with these latter tests, which is, in itself,
a confirmation of its event reading. Finally, se trouver (qq
part) ‘to stand/be located at’ is meant for capturing object
readings.

3.3. Test outcomes and semantic categorization
Test outcomes on our 4,042 items are interpreted so as to
yield 3 classes: EVT (events), ETAT (states) and OBJET
(objects). In order to be categorized as a state, a candi-
date must exhibit at least one positive outcome for tests
3 or 8. For objects, only test 6 is considered, while for
events a candidate must yield one positive outcome for test
2. Therefore, even though our tests may appear partly re-
dundant, this is intentional, as some tests are considered as
more generic and others more specific. In the case of events
for instance, test 2 is more generic than test 9, it is thus more
discriminating: “avoir lieu” allows us to distinguish event
and non-event readings, while test 9 allows us to further
specify an event subclass. Moreover, this design serves as
a rough control mechanism so as to avoid inconsistencies
in annotations: for example a positive outcome to test 9 is
supposed to entail a positive outcome for test 2. Annota-
tions that do not follow this pattern are easy to spot and
are put under close scrutiny in the final validation process.
As for test 5, it is used along with test 9 to discriminate a
certain subclass of events –the durative ones as opposed to
the punctual ones. But test 5 is also valid for states2 and
in some cases may help categorize them. As can be seen in
table 2, the conjunction of different test outcomes is used to
yield “inferred” semantic classes, which will be compared
to hand-coded semantic classes in the lexicon, in section 5.
Examples (1a) through (1c) and table 2 give an illustration
of the semantic classes that can be associated to each oc-
currence, based on their respective test outcomes, as coded
by our naive annotators.

(1) a. L’évaluation faite selon les critères du BIT (Bu-
reau International du travail) n’est pas plus ras-

1For this test, the sequence “état de” has to be inserted between
the candidate and its determiner : * L’état d’évaluation faite selon
le BIT . . .

2Test 5, to some extent, is also valid for objects (e.g. Sa télé
a duré 2 mois avant de tomber en panne) but has not the same
interpretation.
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surante. [The evaluation carried out by the BIT is
not more reassuring.]

b. Il s’agit de produits récupérés à l’état liquide dans
les installations de traitements des gaz. [This
refers to liquid-state products recovered from gas
processing facilities.]

c. Le mécontentement est de plus en plus grand en
Pologne à la suite des fortes hausses des prix du
gaz, de l’electricité et de l’eau chaude appliquées
au début de l’année. [Discontent grows in Poland
following a sharp increase in gas, electricity and
hot water prices.]

(1a) (1b) (1c)
2. Avoir lieu yes no no
3. Éprouver no no yes
5. Durer x temps yes no yes
6. Se trouver yes yes no
7. Effectuer/procéder yes no no
8. État de no no no
9. Se dérouler yes no no
Inferred class EVT or OBJET OBJECT STATE

Table 2: Interpretation of aspectual test outcomes

As can be seen, based on test outcomes (table 2), the oc-
currence of EVALUATION in (1a) has two related mean-
ings, an action and its result, that can be co-predicated in
the same sentence (Pustejovsky, 1995; Godard and Jayez,
1996; Milicévic and Polguère, 2010).

4. The lexicon
4.1. A lexicon entry
The Nomage lexicon describes each deverbal noun from
our corpus (amounting to 746 nominal lexemes)3, as well
as their verbal base (679 verbal lexemes). Each nominal
lexeme is associated with an aspectual class and a seman-
tic argument structure. Note that the aspectual class is not
attributed to lexemes according to the results of the tests
applied to their occurrences in the corpus (see section 3.
above) but following a classical method that will be ex-
plained in section 4.1.2. below. We emphasize here that
our goal is precisely to contrast two aspectual annotation
methodologies.
Tables 3, 4 and 5 below illustrate the kind of in-
formation that can be found in the Nomage lexicon,
with the description of AMÉNAGEMENT#1 and its ver-
bal counterpart AMÉNAGER#1. As illustrated in table 3,
AMÉNAGEMENT#1 has two arguments (X and Y) and de-
notes an accomplishment (i.e. a durative event).4

3These 746 nominal lexemes correspond to the 4,042 tokens in
the corpus. The average number of examples per lexemes is thus
5.5.

4The aspectual classes assigned to each lexeme are based on
a finer-grained ontology than the habitual three classes (EVT,
STATE, OBJECT). In our lexicon, we distinguish for instance du-
rative events from non durative ones, and telic from non telic ones
(see below section 4.1.2.).

id 45
Lexeme AMÉNAGEMENT#1
Argument structure ∼ de Y par X
Aspectual class ACC
Occurrences in the FT {id:1794 ; id:1929}
Verbal base id:44

Table 3: Description of noun AMÉNAGEMENT#1

Alongside the information given above, each entry points
to a verbal source. It is thus possible to have access to a
description of the verbal lexeme AMÉNAGER#1 through the
nominal one AMÉNAGEMENT#1. As can be seen in table 4,
the verb’s argument structure and aspectual class are also
described in our lexicon.

id 44
Lexeme AMÉNAGER#1
Argument structure X ∼ Y
Aspectual class ACC

Table 4: Description of verb AMÉNAGER#1

Finally, each entry is associated with its corresponding oc-
currences in the original corpus, and the actual realization
of the lexeme’s arguments (table 5).

id 1794
Deverbal id:45
Occ. Tout ce travail préparatoire sera fondamental

pour l’aménagement universitaire au cours
des cinq prochaines années.

Réal. Arg. X:∅, Y:adj. rel.

Table 5: An occurrence of AMÉNAGEMENT#1

4.1.1. Argument structure
In our lexicon, we describe the semantic arguments of each
nominal and verbal predicates in a systematic manner. By
semantic arguments we mean the required participants in
order to define the state of affairs denoted by the consid-
ered predicate (Mel’čuk, 2004a). Semantic arguments are
represented by variables (X, Y, Z), as can be seen in the de-
scription of AMÉNAGEMENT#1, which is associated with
two arguments X and Y. The Dicovalence lexicon (Van den
Eynde and Mertens, 2003) frequently helped us to iden-
tify the semantic arguments of verbal predicates, which are
generally also those of the corresponding nominal predi-
cate. This is the case for AMÉNAGER/AMÉNAGEMENT: X
represents in both cases the “agent” and Y the “undergoer”.
Each lexeme is associated with a description of the sur-
face realization of its semantic arguments in the corpus5

(Mel’čuk, 2004b). Lexeme AMÉNAGEMENT#1 occurs for
example in the following sentences of the corpus :

5Note that not all possible realizations of a given semantic ar-
gument structure are described: we only consider the realizations
found in our corpus.
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(2) a. Tout ce travail préparatoire sera fondamental
pour l’aménagement universitaire au cours des
cinq prochaines années. X:∅, Y:adj. rel. (cf. table
5 above)

b. IBM devient ainsi actionnaire de Dassault
systèmes à hauteur de 10% et assure la commer-
cialisation de ses logiciels Catia. X:∅, Y:adj. rel.,
Verbe Support= X assurer det N

In sentence (2a), argument X of AMÉNAGEMENT#1 is not
realized, while argument Y is realized by a relational adjec-
tive (universitaire). Note that arguments that are syntacti-
cally dependent from the light verb of a nominalization are
also described: for example, semantic argument X of COM-
MERCIALISATION is realized as the subject of the light verb
assurer in sentence 2a.

4.1.2. Aspectual class
We follow a classical approach to the description of the as-
pectual class of the deverbal nouns in our lexicon. We use
aspectual tests, taken from the literature, in order to charac-
terize their semantic and aspectual properties. In contrast,
as has been shown above, the attribution of an aspectual
class to each occurrence taken from our corpus was based
on a set of transformational tests meant to be applied by
“naive” annotators in the original context. We give a com-
parison between these annotation methods in section 5.
The first four labels retained are taken from Vendler’s clas-
sification of verbs (1967), with slight adaptations, particu-
larly by using the feature [+/- culminating], and extended
to the nominal field. Lexemes of the states class (ETAT)
denote non dynamic situations (e.g. POSSÉDER, ADMI-
RATION, etc.). On another branch of the aspectual ontol-
ogy, lexemes of the activities class (ACT), such as MAN-
IFESTER and PROMENADE denote dynamic, durative and
non culminating situations. Accomplishments (ACC), such
as RÉPARER and DÉMÉNAGEMENT, describe dynamic, du-
rative and culminating situations. Finally, lexemes of
achievement type (ACH) denote dynamic and culminating
but non durative situations (e.g. ADOPTER and ACQUISI-
TION).
The aspectual descriptions in our lexicon rely on original
classes, as we have frequently observed that some lexemes
do not match any of the simple classes mentioned above,
but seem rather to constitute intermediate categories: thus,
between achievements and states, we have proposed “sta-
tive achievements” (ACH-ETAT) which react positively to
some tests dedicated to achievements but also to some
tests accepted for states – particularly tests of duration,
when these tests concern a resultant state. This class is
dedicated to items such as EMPRISONNEMENT which de-
note an achievement (the sending to prison) followed by
a state that lasts until the end of the process (the coming
out of prison). In the same way, we propose “stative ac-
complishments” (ACC-ETAT) which describe an accom-
plishment followed by a state. This class encompasses
cases such as INVASION which refers to the durative ac-
tion of the invasion of a territory and to the state of occu-
pation of the invaded territory. We have also introduced

“accomplishments-activities” (ACC-ACT), which consti-
tute an intermediate class between the ACT and the ACC,
and denote activities of which each step could be consid-
ered as the final stage. This class comprises items such as
REFROIDIR, RÉTRÉCISSEMENT, etc. This category is also
known under the noun of “degree-achievement” (Dowty,
1979). The classes we have just presented apply at the same
time to verbal and nominal lexemes. However, the exis-
tence of semantic idiosyncrasies in the nominal field has
made us consider several new aspectual categories so as to
label our nominalizations more finely.
More precisely, for the class of activities, we’ve had to add
a label in the nominal field so as to take into account the
fact that verbs of activity (e.g. JARDINER, SE PROMENER,
MANIFESTER) do not yield a homogeneous class of nom-
inalizations (Flaux and Van de Velde, 2000; Haas et al.,
2008; Heyd and Knittel, 2009). Indeed, the opposition mas-
sive / countable distinguishes, at the aspectual level, two
types of nouns derived from verbs of activity: countable
nominalizations (e.g. PROMENADE) and massive nominal-
izations (e. g. JARDINAGE). From the aspectual point
of view, all these nouns describe dynamic, durative and
non culminating situations, but only count nouns denote
actions which are temporally delimited, i.e. events (Haas
and Huyghe, 2010). We keep the ACT label for these de-
verbal activity count nouns, which are statistically the most
representative of the category, whereas their massive coun-
terparts are labeled HAB (for “habitude”), because they can
denote routine activities (Barque et al., 2009).
Another particularity of nouns is that, contrary to verbs,
they can denote objects, and in this case they are devoid of
any aspectual features. This property is known for the nom-
inalizations that express the result of an action (Grimshaw,
1990), but it can be extended to a wider set of nominal-
izations. So we consider the existence of a class called
OBJET, in which we group together nouns that denote ma-
terial objects (e. g. CONSTRUCTION), nouns that denote
objects with an informational content (e.g. AFFIRMATION),
and nouns that denote entities which induce a psycholog-
ical state (e.g. OBSESSION). Finally, we have used com-
plex classes that include nominal lexemes which are likely
to denote a situation and/or an object (Pustejovsky, 1995;
Godard and Jayez, 1996; Milicévic and Polguère, 2010).
These lexemes can receive co-predication, as in Son ex-
posé fut long et ennuyeux, where long, which qualifies the
presentation course and progress, applies to the “accom-
plishment” aspect of EXPOSÉ, whereas ennuyeux, which
qualifies the informational content of the presentation, ap-
plies to the OBJET meaning. Such a case receives the
ACC•OBJET label.
The tests for assigning an aspectual class to verbs are
well known in the literature. But the aspectual prop-
erties of nouns have been less studied, so we’ve had
to adapt the classical verb-oriented tests to this class
of lexical units. The set of these tests, which are pre-
sented in detail in the documentation of the lexicon
(written in French), is available at the following address:
http://nomage.recherche.univ-lille3.fr/
(attached in the “délivrables” part of the site).
Table 6 summarizes the different aspectual classes at-
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tributed to each entry (nominal or verbal) in the lexicon.

Verbal classes ACC, ACC-ETAT, ACH, ACH-ETAT,
ACT, ACT-ACC, ETAT

Nominal classes verbal classes + ACC•OBJET,
ACH•OBJET, HAB, OBJET

Table 6: Aspectual classes in the lexicon

Table 11 shows the correspondance between the fine-
grained classification used in the lexicon and the more gen-
eral classification used in the corpus.

Corpus aspectual classes lexicon aspectual classes
EVT ACC, ACT, ACT-ACC, ACH,

(ACC/ACH)-ETAT,
(ACC/ACH)•OBJET

ETAT ETAT, ACC-ETAT, ACH-ETAT
OBJET OBJET, ACH•OBJET, ACC•OBJ

Table 7: Two sets of aspectual classes

4.2. Polysemy ratio
Table 8 shows the overall polysemy ratio of nominal and
verbal forms from our lexicon.

Nominal lexemes 746
Nominal forms 656
Nominal polysemy ratio 1.14
Verbal lexemes 679
Verbal forms 648
Verbal polysemy ratio 1.04

Table 8: Polysemy ratio in the Nomage lexicon

The low polysemy ratio (1.14 lexemes by entry) can be
explained by the fact that our corpus is relatively small
(500,000 words) and specialized (newspaper articles). For
deverbal nouns, polysemy comes from two main sources:
it can either be inherited from the verbal base, or it can be
attributed to the noun itself. For example, in the sentences
below, each PROMOTION lexeme derives from two distinct
PROMOUVOIR verbal lexemes.

(3) a. C’est arrivé après sa promotion au poste de di-
recteur financier. (la personne X PROMOUVOIR#1
l’individu Y au poste Z→ PROMOTION#1 de Y à
Z accordée par X)

b. Chirac va faire la promotion de son livre en plein
marasme judiciaire. (la personne X PROMOU-
VOIR#2 Y→ PROMOTION#2 de Y par X)

In our lexicon, the other source of polysemy is mostly at-
tributable to metonymy links that can be observed between
an action and one of its participants or between an action
and its result (Bisetto and Melloni, 2008). For instance, in
our lexicon we describe two lexemes INSTALLATION, one
denoting the fact of installing something, the other the re-
sult of the process (the installed thing).

5. Analysing data
5.1. Suffixes and aspectual classes in the lexicon
From a morphological point of view, one of the main de-
scriptive and theoretical issues is the relationship between
the aspectual class of a nominal lexeme and its suffix. The
table below is a census of the different semantic class6 →
suffix mappings in our lexicon.

EVT STATE OBJ HAB total
-ade 6 - - - 6
-age 45 2 7 2 56
-ance/-ence 10 19 8 2 39
-ée 13 2 3 - 18
-ion 336 36 61 12 445
-ment 133 12 14 3 162
-ure 11 1 6 2 20
total 554 72 99 21 746

Table 9: Distribution of aspectual classes by suffix

As can be seen, the most productive suffix is -ion (60.5%),
followed by -ment (20.7%) and -age (7.6%). These re-
sults conform to those given by Tanguy & Hathout (2002).
Regarding aspectual classes, events are the most frequent
(75.3%) class, followed by objects (13.5%) and states
(9.8%).
As for the relationship between suffix and aspectual class,
we can notice that:

• -ance/-ence is the only suffix with less than 50% of
events cases; this suffix also has the strongest tendency
to combine with states. This result amends the rather
widespread idea (Gaeta, 2002) that suffix -ance/-ence
is only compatible with states. Our results show that,
though it is true this suffix has a marked preference
for states, it also combines with other aspectual classes
(Dal and Namer, 2010).

• -age, -ée, -ment and -ion suffixes behave in similar
fashions: between 70% and 80% of words bearing
these suffixes are events.

• -ure offers fewer cases of events (55%); it is also the
suffix which has the strongest tendency to combine
with objects (30%).

Nevertheless, if we compute 95% confidence intervals with
an error-rate of 0.05 based on figures of absolute frequen-
cies over 100 occurrences, the size of the intervals is sel-
dom under 7%. For instance, if we filter-out low-frequency
suffix-aspectual class distributions and keep only those suf-
fixes over 100 occurrences, the confidence interval for -ion
as an EVT (336 occurrences) is [71.5;79.5]. For -ment, as
an EVT (133 occurrences), it is [76.2;88]7. Therefore, the

6As illustrated in table 11, we use two distinct set of aspectual
classes : a fine-grained one to classify the lexemes and a more
general one to classify occurrences of deverbal nouns in the cor-
pus. The class HAB is the only one that can be generalized as
EVENT, STATE or OBJECT.

7The 95% confidence intervals were computed based on a
standard margin of error, following the function: Po ± 1.96 x
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size of the confidence intervals is an indication that these
figures are to be taken with extreme caution and should
be computed on larger sets of data for higher confidence
thresholds. Interestingly, χ2 scores computed on these data
show that the only suffix for which the null hypothesis
should be discarded is -ance/-ence as a STATE8. There-
fore, a strong connection between this suffix and the STATE
class cannot be attributed to mere chance.

5.2. Verb→ Noun inheritance of semantic properties
The main issue in this project is to assess whether a de-
verbal noun inherits (part of) the semantic and aspectual
properties from the associated verbal form or not. In or-
der to address this, we have assigned an aspectual class to
each verb and noun described in our lexicon (see 4.1.2.),
which enables us to compare and analyze matches and dis-
crepancies between verbal and nominal domains. Our data
indicate a perfect match between verbal and nominal as-
pectual class in around 67% of cases (492 perfect matches
out of 737 verb-noun pairs). The remaining 245 verb-noun
pairs exhibit at least some degree of discrepancy. Two main
cases appear:

1. verbs and their nominalizations belong to two different
classes entirely;

2. verbs and their nominalizations belong to slightly dif-
ferent classes.

5.2.1. Total verb-noun aspectual discrepancy
This case represents 73% (178 cases out of 245) of all
mismatches, of which at least a partial explanation can be
found in the existence of OBJECT classes for nouns, which
by definition have no counterpart in the verbal domain. In
this case, nominalizations do not denote an abstract situa-
tion (ACT, ACC, ETAT, etc.) but rather an object devoid
of all aspectual properties. Around 55% of total discrepan-
cies fall in this category (98 out of 178), for example: AG-
GLOMÉRER (ACC) → AGGLOMÉRATION (OBJET). The
same holds for the HAB (routine activities) class for the
nominal domain, which represents around 9% of the total
discrepancy cases, e.g. RÉSISTER (ACT) → RÉSISTANCE
(HAB). The remaining 64 verb-noun pairs (over 35%) are
cases where the observed verb-noun aspectual mismatch
cannot be explained by the existence of a class restricted to
nouns: in some cases, only a slight discrepancy can be ob-
served, e.g. INTERVENIR (ACC)→ INTERVENTION (ACT)
(in both cases we are dealing with durative events). In other
cases, a major discrepancy can be observed, between the
verbal and nominal domains, e.g. SOUFFRIR (ACT) →
SOUFFRANCE (ETAT) (shift from dynamic to stative situ-
ation).

5.2.2. Partial verb-noun aspectual discrepancy
67 verb-noun pairs out of our 178 aspectual discrepancy
cases are only partial mismatches. One of the causes for
such mismatches is simply the overall discrepancy between
verbal and nominal aspectual ontologies: as was presented

√
((PoxQo)/n), where Po is the percentage of the observed

property, Qo the complementary percentage.
8Standard χ2 with 18 degrees of freedom.

above (4.1.2.), we propose complex aspectual classes such
as ACH•OBJET, ACC•OBJET, etc., on the one hand, and
complex classes such as ACH-ETAT and ACC-ETAT on the
other hand. As for partial verb-noun aspectual discrepan-
cies, we distinguish cases where:

1. the verb belongs to a complex aspectual class whereas
the nominalization belongs to a simple class, which is
a subclass of the verb’s complex class. A “reduction”
of the verb’s complex aspectual class is thus at play;
this is the case for over 37% of verb-noun pairs (25 out
of 67), e.g. ACCUSER (ACH-ETAT)→ ACCUSATION
(ACH);

2. the noun belongs to a complex aspectual class where
one of the subclasses corresponds to either a simple
verbal class or one of the verbal complex class con-
stituents. An elaboration on the verbal aspectual class
is thus at play; this is the case for over 62% of verb-
noun pairs (42 out of 67), e.g. DÉFINIR (ACC) →
DÉFINITION (ACC•OBJET).

Verbal/nominal Total
aspect correspondence
Perfect match 492 (66.8%)
Mismatch total 67 (9.1%)

partial 64 (8.7%)
Other 114 (98 OBJ / 16 HAB)

Table 10: Verb-noun aspectual discrepancies

Cases summed up in the last line of table ?? are mismatches
stemming from a difference between verbal and nominal
aspectual ontology.

5.3. Comparing both methods of aspectual class
attribution

In this project, we have used two different semantic anno-
tation methods: one based on transformation tests applied
on real-life sentences by naive annotators, the other based
on forged sentences applied by linguistically trained anno-
tators. In this section, we wish to assess whether both meth-
ods yield the same classes or not.
As can be seen in table 11, the degree of correspondence
between aspectual classes assigned by each method is very
high: for events, 2,001 matches out of 2,309 cases; for
states, 136 matches out of 217, and for objects 211 out of
232.

CA nb occ distribution in lexicon
EVT 2,309 EVT (2,001),

STATE (94), OBJECT (153), Other (61)
STATE 217 STATE (136),

EVT (53), OBJECT (22), Other (6)
OBJECT 232 OBJECT (211),

EVT (19), STATE (0), Other (2)

Table 11: Comparison of semantic class attribution based
on two different methods
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The differences stem in most cases from aspectual encod-
ing errors in the lexicon. Thirteen occurrences of lexeme
PROCÉDURE (in the sense of legal procedure) are, for in-
stance, labeled EVT in the corpus whereas this lexeme ap-
pears as an OBJECT in our lexicon, while this lexeme de-
notes an activity and thus an event. Other mistakes can be
observed, such as: ADMINISTRATION#2 (in the sense of
set of persons in charge of the administration of something)
which has been described as occurrences of ADMINISTRA-
TION#1 (the resulting state of the process). Confronting
data extracted from our corpus and data from our lexicon
thus allows us to ensure their quality.

6. Conclusion
We have presented in this paper a corpus-based semantic
annotation project. The resulting annotated corpus is the
groundwork for one of the main outcomes of the project:
a semantic and syntactic electronic lexicon for French de-
verbal nouns, linked to their occurrences in the French
Treebank9. This lexicon will be the first, so far as we
know, to propose a description of aspectual properties for
French nouns, in the continuity of projects such as Nomlex
(Macleod et al., 1998) and SIMPLE (Bel et al., 2000).
By combining theoretical and empirical approaches to lin-
guistic description, the Nomage project provides stable data
available for further analysis regarding nominal aspect. The
interaction between both approaches has proven its interest.
On the one hand, theory provides the empirical approach
with linguistic tests and an ontology. On the other hand,
the theoretical approach is challenged by contextual data,
which raise the question of vagueness and of the relevance
of the theoretical classes.
The relationship between the verbal and nominal aspectual
systems also has to be further investigated. There are struc-
tural differences, due to the grammatical specificities of
each category, that should be questioned. For instance, as
long as there are no OBJECT verbs, under which conditions
do verbs yield OBJECT nominalizations? Does the mass-
count nominal feature correspond to some lexical property
in the verbal domain? How can the cases of conversion (e.g.
MARCHE MARCHER) be analyzed with regard to aspectual
inheritance?
In future work, we intend to extend the semantic annota-
tion process to French deadjectival nouns (e.g. FIDÉLITÉ
from FIDÈLE), and to non deverbal predicative nouns (e.g.
crime). We also intend to extend our methodology to other
languages: Spanish, English and Catalan.
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Abstract
Morphology is a key component for many Natural Language Processing applications. In this article, we focus on one prototypical appli-
cation, namely Question Answering (QA). In QA, morphological relations, especially those relying on the derivation and compounding
processes, are often addressed in a superficial manner. Considering that some resources are able to provide deep and precise knowledge
about a large spectrum of morphological processes, the issue lies first in determining the morphological phenomena which are most
relevant for QA systems and second in evaluating the coverage of existing resources in this respect. To this aim, we describe a manual
annotation and analysis of French question-answer pairs, which was performed in order to produce a unique and well-characterised refer-
ence dataset. Based on this study, we evaluate five different morphological resources for French and show that some dedicated resources
are still lacking, which would cover phenomena such as denominal adjectives and agent deverbal nouns.

1. Introduction
Morphological resources are central to many Natural Lan-
guage Processing applications. Despite their importance,
resources are still lacking for many languages and domains,
in particular with regard to constructional morphology, i.e.
derivation and compounding. Moreover, they are usually
evaluated intrinsically by human evaluators. As for extrin-
sic evaluations, they focus on the performance gains which
can be obtained by using morphological knowledge in a
specific applications, e.g. speech recognition (Creutz et al.,
2007), machine translation (Koehn and Hoang, 2007) or in-
formation retrieval (Hahn et al., 2003). In this article, we
propose a new method for evaluating resources which con-
sists in manually building a task specific gold-standard in
order to measure the coverage and quality of morphological
resources. Here we focus on one prototypical application,
namely Question Answering (QA).
QA systems aim at providing a precise answer to a given
user question. To this aim, they usually rely on an Infor-
mation Retrieval (IR) component which attempts to match
words in the question and words in the text passages con-
taining a potential answer. The major difficulty lies in the
lexical gap problem, which occurs when a document is re-
lated to a question even though it does not contain the same
words as the question. QA and IR systems must thus find a
way of retrieving relevant documents without relying only
on mere identity between words. In this context, morphol-
ogy has often been preferred over semantics because the in-
tegration of morphological knowledge is easier. Research
in IR and QA has thus tried to incorporate morphological
knowledge, either by expanding the query, by indexing doc-
uments with morphologically motivated units or by using
question reformulation or rephrasing patterns to identify the
answer.
Most of the research carried out so far made use of simple
heuristic-based stemming techniques which cut off word
endings (such as (Lennon et al., 1988), (Harman, 1991),
(Fuller and Zobel, 1998)). These turned out to be rather

efficient for languages with a “less-rich” morphology, such
as English, but they are not available for all languages (Mc-
Namee et al., 2009). In most cases, the recall is slightly
improved, but these techniques also produce some noise, as
shown by the example described in Bilotti et al. (2004):
organisation and organ are stemmed to the same form
by the Porter Algorithm. Another interesting piece of re-
search, described in Moreau and Claveau (2006), shows
that extending the query by morphological knowledge sig-
nificantly improves the results, in most of the European lan-
guages for which they performed the experiment. To ac-
quire morphological knowledge, they made use of a learn-
ing method based on analogy techniques. Consequently,
they captured only affixation processes, and moreover only
transparent affixation processes (that share a rather long
character string), leaving aside conversion, reduction pro-
cesses, or affixation on suppletive forms. They also admit-
ted that, even with some precautions (long minimal char-
acter string, etc.), some incorrect pairs of morphologically
related words are captured (pondre with répondre).
As we have shown, QA applications mostly rely on par-
tial or superficial morphological knowledge. Moreover,
only few studies specifically address the role of morphol-
ogy within such systems. Most of the evaluations are ex-
trinsic (based on the measurement of the improvement of
an entire system when a morphological “module” is ap-
plied), and globally, the use of morphology (either indexing
or query expansion) is very coarse.
However, some morphological resources are now able to
provide detailed and precise knowledge about a large spec-
trum of morphological processes. The issue is more in
weighting the relations to be implemented, and in determin-
ing the resources to be used – or built if lacking. Hence, we
address two specific research questions in this article:

1. What morphological phenomena are most relevant in
a QA application?

2. How well do available resources for French morphol-
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ogy cover these phenomena?

These two aspects are linked together because we first need
to characterize the morphological relations wich are rele-
vant in a QA task in order to evaluate the use of existing
morphological resources in a QA system.
We therefore performed our evaluation of morphological
resources for French in two steps. First, we have manually
annotated and analysed pairs made of a question on one
side, and the snippet containing the answer on the other
side, in order to determine the morphological relations in-
volved. Secondly, we used this set of pairs of morpho-
logically related words as a gold-standard to evaluate the
coverage of available resources for French. Since the gold-
standard has been carefully characterised, precise measures
can be computed for different morphological processes.
The contributions of the paper are as follows:

• We present the constitution and the analysis of a
unique gold-standard for morphological relations,
based on a detailed annotation of three different cor-
pora of question-answer pairs. This study provides im-
portant insights on the type of morphological knowl-
edge to be integrated into QA systems in order to im-
prove their performance.

• We evaluate and compare five different morphological
resources for French, including both inflectional and
derivational morphology.

• We show that resources covering some important
morphological phenomena are still lacking for the
French language and make concrete proposals about
the resources which would be most helpful for QA.

2. Annotation of Question-Answer pairs
2.1. Description of the datasets
The datasets gathered for the annotation come from three
very different QA corpora: Quæro, EQueR-Medical and
Conique, which are presented below. Our aim in annotat-
ing different types of corpora was to determine if there are
significant differences in the morphological processes ob-
served depending on the type of data. Table 1 presents sta-
tistical information on each corpus.

Quæro The French Quæro corpus has been built for
QA evaluation (Quintard et al., 2010) whithin the Quæro
project. The corpus consists of 2.5M French documents
extracted from the web and a set of 250 questions for the
2008 evaluation and 507 questions for the 2009 evaluation.
The document corpus has been constituted by taking the
first 100 pages returned by the Exalead search-engine for a
set of requests found in the search-engine’s logs. As for the
questions, they have been written by French native speakers
by using the contents of the documents for the 2008 evalua-
tion, and by using only the query logs of the search-engine
for the 2009 evaluation. There are three types of questions:
factual questions, boolean questions which ask for a yes-no
answer and questions requiring a list for answer.
We have constituted our corpus for the annotation task by
taking all the snippets returned by the Ritel-QA System

(Quintard et al., 2010) that have been manually validated as
containing the correct answer for each factual question of
the two evaluation campaigns. We thus obtained 566 pairs
of question and snippet containing the answer, 338 from the
the 2008 evaluation and 228 from the 2009 evaluation.

EQueR-Medical The EQueR evaluation dataset has been
constituted within the EQueR-EVALDA evaluation cam-
paign for French Question Answering systems (Ayache et
al., 2006). The campaign included two main tasks: (i) gen-
eral domain QA over a collection of newspaper articles and
senate reports and (ii) specialised domain QA over a collec-
tion of medical texts. We restricted our annotation study to
the medical questions. The answer snippets were retrieved
by the participant systems and manually validated by a spe-
cialised judge.
Overall, the EQueR-Medical dataset comprises 394 ques-
tion answer-snippet pairs for 200 different questions.

CONIQUE The CONIQUE corpus has been built with
the objective of studying relevant answer justifications for
QA systems (Grappy et al., 2010). Answer justifications
provide additional material to the user, so that she/he may
trust the answer retrieved by the system. The corpus is
based on a subset of 291 questions from the French EQueR
campaign (Ayache et al., 2006) and several CLEF cam-
paigns. Candidate answer snippets have been retrieved
from the French Wikipedia using a coarse retrieval mecha-
nism and manually annotated by seven annotators. In con-
trast to the two previously described datasets, answer snip-
pets in CONIQUE do not correspond to the output provided
by QA systems. It therefore constitutes an almost full recall
dataset, devoid of any bias inherent to QA systems such as
high question-snippet token overlap.
We automatically pre-processed the annotated corpus to
retrieve question-snippet pairs. We only kept full or partial
justifications. Moreover, we reduced the snippet to up
to three sentences, centred on an annotated justification.
Overall, the dataset we annotated comprises 664 question-
answer pairs, for 201 different questions.

2.2. Annotation methodology
The annotation was manually performed by three trained
independent annotators,1 using the YAWAT alignment tool
(Germann, 2008). YAWAT was originally developed to
align words in bilingual sentence-pairs for machine transla-
tion evaluation. In our case, we aligned words and phrases
in question-answer pairs and typed their morphological re-
lation. We defined three tags for morphological relations:
one for inflection, another for derivation and another for
compounding. Since there can be more than one morpho-
logical step between two morphologically related words we
defined specific guidelines for the annotation.
First, we did not annotate inflectional variants of auxiliaries
and determiners, as these tend to be very frequent but do not
provide any interesting semantic information for use in QA.
Second, derivation and compounding supersede inflection.
For instance, in the QA pair presented in Figure 1 there are
two morphological steps between the noun Australie (eng:

1Co-authors of the present article.
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Quæro EQueR-Medical CONIQUE
#Questions 350 200 201
#QA pairs 566 394 664
Avg. question length 8.8 9.9 11.4
Avg. answer length 38.5 29.0 92.4

Table 1: Annotation corpora statistics

Inflection Derivation Compounding
Corpus (qa pairs) nbr % nbr % nbr %
Conique (664) 159 41.8 188 49.5 33 8.7
Quæro (566) 136 61.8 80 36.4 4 1.8
EQueR (394) 69 26.4 81 31.0 111 42.5

Table 2: Inflection, derivation and compounding in the three corpora

Australia) in the question and the feminine adjective aus-
tralienne (eng: australian) in the answer: the first step is
the derivation of the adjective australien (eng: australian)
out of the noun, and the second one is the inflection of the
derived adjective in a feminine form. But the relevant mor-
phological relation between the question and the answer is
the derivation of the adjective australien out of the noun
Australie, so that only this one has been annotated. Finally,
a specific tag “other” was used to label words that are not
directly related (i.e. that are related by more than one mor-
phological process).

Q: Quelle est la capitale de l’ Australie ?
A: le territoire sur lequel est située la capitale fédérale
australienne, Canberra .

Figure 1: Example of QA pair where both derivational and
inflectional information are available

3. Analysis of the annotated data
At the end of the annotation step, we obtained a set of mor-
phologically related words, that can be studied according to
different points of view. First we studied the repartition of
morphological relation types such as inflection, derivation
and compounding in the three corpora. Then, we analysed
in more details the part-of-speech involved in each morpho-
logical relation, the grammatical features expressed by the
inflectional processes and the semantic types of derivational
processes.

3.1. Morphological relation types

Adjectives Nouns Verbs
nbr % nbr % nbr %

Conique (159) 45 28.3 43 27.0 71 44.7
Quæro (136) 9 6.6 55 40.5 72 52.9
EQueR (69) 22 31.9 33 47.8 14 20.3

Table 3: Parts of speech involved in inflectional processes

The results of the annotation of each corpus according to
the different types of morphological relations are presented

in Table 2. Each question-answer pair (qa pair) does not
necessarily contain a morphological relation, and, more
importantly, several pairs of words in the same question-
answer pair can be morphologically related to one another,
with different morphological relations.

The figures in Table 2 show that each corpus seems to
favour a particular type of morphological relation: the
Conique corpus contains a majority of derivational rela-
tions, while the Quæro corpus comprises more inflectional
morphology. As for the EQueR corpus, it presents more
compounding than any other kind of morphological rela-
tion. Moreover, if we consider the type of morphological
relation depending on the corpus, inflection has the greatest
proportion in the Quæro corpus, derivation is proportion-
ally more present in the Conique corpus, while compound-
ing is almost absent from Conique and Quæro and very im-
portant in EQueR.

The Conique and Quæro corpora show little difference
with respect to the proportion of compounding. However,
Conique contains more derivational relations than Quæro
does. This is due to the way the Conique corpus has been
built. It is not based on the output of a QA system, but
the answers have been manually retrieved and annotated.
QA systems usually have difficulties in dealing with deriva-
tional morphology. Moreover, there is a large variation in
question and answer length between both corpora, as shown
in Table 1. This could also explain the presence of more
derivationally related pairs of words in Conique, because
the longer the questions and the answers, the more oppor-
tunities to observe a derived word and its base. As for
EQueR, the great proportion of compounds is certainly re-
lated to domain of the corpus: it contains a lot of medical
terms, which are often compound nouns, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. These morphological characteristics of medical data
have already been pointed out by Namer and Zweigenbaum
(2004).

In the remainder of this section we detail the annotation
results for inflection and derivation only, since there are no
morphological resources devoted to compounding which
could be evaluted.
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direct relation two steps two complex
nbr % nbr % nbr %

Conique (188) 174 92.6 2 1.0 12 6.4
Quæro (80) 70 87.5 1 1.3 9 11.2
EQueR (81) 70 86.4 3 3.7 8 9.9

Table 4: Derivational steps between the word in the question and the word in the anwser

Conique (174) Quæro (70) EQueR (70)
nbr % nbr % nbr %

Noun > Adj 41 23.6 16 22.9 28 40.0
Proper N > Adj 45 25.9 8 11.4 1 1.4
Noun > Noun 29 16.7 5 7.1 7 10.0
Proper N > N 6 3.4 8 11.4 2 2.9
Adj > Noun 3 1.7 0 0 4 5.7
Verb > Noun 41 23.6 30 42.9 25 35.7
Other 9 5.1 3 4.3 3 4.3

Table 5: Derivational processes in question-answer pairs

Q: Quelle est la conséquence de la corticothérapie sur l’
os?
A: Le problème essentiel des corticoı̈des réside dans
leurs effets secondaires (... ostéoporose, ostéonécrose
aseptique des têtes fémorales ou parfois humérales ...).

Figure 2: Example question-answer pair from EQueR

3.2. Inflection
The analysis of the inflectional relations found in the three
corpora confirms the difference, already observed at the
relation type level (Section 3.1.), between Conique and
Quæro on the one hand and EQueR on the other hand.
Indeed, in Conique and Quæro most inflectional relations
are verbal, whereas in EQueR most of them are nominal
and the verbal ones are very few, as shown in Table 3.

3.3. Derivation
As shown in Table 2, derivation is important in the three
corpora (between 30% and 50% of the pairs). In some
cases the word in the question and the word in the an-
swer are morphologically related by more than one deriva-
tional step. For instance lune (eng: “moon”) and alunis-
sage (eng: “landing on the moon”) or lait (eng: “milk”)
and allaitement (eng: “breastfeeding”). In these cases one
word is more complex than the other, but the complex word
is not directly derived from the less complex. In some
other cases, like joueur (eng: “player”) and jouable (eng:
“playable”) the word in the question and the word in the an-
swer are morphologically related but neither derives from
the other. Instead, they both derive from another word,
which is jouer (eng: “play”) for joueur and jouable. Table 4
shows the proportion of direct derivational relations, non
direct derivational relations and cases where both words are
complex and derive from another word. The figures show
that most derivational relations between a word in the ques-
tion and a word in the answer are direct (between 86% and
92%). Only very few relations are non direct. There is little

to say about the case when the derivational relation is non
direct, since in that case the relation between the two words
is pretty unpredictable. That is why we focus our study on
the pairs which contain one base and one derivative, with
only one derivational process between the two.

While focusing on the direct derivational relations, we can
evaluate the proportion of different derivational processes
involved. Table 5 presents the result of this evaluation.
The figures in Table 5 show that the corpora differ with
respect to the derivational processes used. While Conique
shows more denominal adjectives (about 47% of the deriva-
tional processes), Quæro and EQueR seem to favor noun
formation processes (with respectively 61% and 54% of the
derivational processes). These two particular derivational
processes are described below.

3.3.1. Denominal adjectives

In our data, adjectives which derive from a proper noun
(Proper N) are always relational adjectives, like chilien
(eng: “chilean”) derived from Chili (eng: “Chile”), or
africain (eng: “african”) derived from Afrique (eng:
“Africa”). Adjectives deriving from a common noun are
mostly relational adjectives too, as shown by the figures
in Table 6. For instance présidentiel (eng: “presidential”)
derived from président (eng: “president”), or solaire (eng:
“solar”) derived from soleil (eng: “sun”). However there
also are some qualifying adjectives. For instance âgé
(eng: “old”) which derives from âge (eng: “age”) with
the meaning ‘having a certain age’ or montagneux (eng:
“mountainous”) derived from montagne (eng: “mountain”)
with the meaning ‘full of mountains’. Table 6 presents
the proportion of relational or qualifying adjectives in our
corpora, and shows that relational adjectives are much
more frequent in the three corpora. It is also worth noting
that the highest proportion of relational adjectives is found
in the medical corpus, which confirms previous works such
as (Deléger and Cartoni, 2010).
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Relational Adj. Qualifying Adj.
nbr % nbr %

Conique (41) 23 56.1 18 43.9
Quæro (16) 10 62.5 6 37.5
EQueR (28) 24 85.7 4 14.3

Table 6: Types of denominal adjectives

3.3.2. Noun formation processes
As regards the noun formation processes, the three corpora
favour deverbal nominalisations, but deadjectival and de-
nominal nominalisations are also found.2 The formations
of noun out of a noun are very few, except in Conique.
Those are mostly masculine and feminine profession
names, like infirmier and infirmière (eng: “male/female
nurse”), directeur and directrice (eng: “male/female direc-
tor”), président and présidente (eng: “male/female presi-
dent”), which we considered to be two distinct words rather
than one and the same word inflected for gender. There
are some suffixed diminutive nouns too, like rame (eng:
“ream”) > ramette (eng: “small ream”), and prefixed nouns
like président (eng: “president”) > vice-président (eng:
“vice-president”). We also considered the formation of a
noun out of a proper noun to be a denominal nominalisa-
tion. These derived nouns are mostly demonyms (names
for the resident of a place) which derive from a location
denoting proper noun, like Colombien (eng: “Colombian”)
derived from the country name Colombie (eng: “Colom-
bia”). This kind of nouns is found in the Conique and the
Quæro corpora, but there are only two in the EQueR cor-
pus, which is not surprising since it is a medical corpus.
Deadjectival nouns are very few in the three corpora. None
of them is found in Quæro, and there are just a few of
them in the other two corpora. These deadjectival nouns are
property nouns, like toxicité (eng: “toxicity”) which derives
from the adjective toxique (eng: “toxic”). Not surprisingly
deadjectival nouns denoting a property are mostly found in
the EQueR corpus. It can be explained by the fact that the
medical corpus contains a lot of disease or trouble nouns
(like toxicité or insuffisance “insufficiency”) which often
refer to the property of being in a particular state (toxicité≈
‘property of being toxic’, insuffisance ≈ ‘property of being
insufficient’).
As for deverbal nominalisations, they are most often
event nouns in the three corpora, like débarquement (eng:
“landing”) derived from the verb débarquer (eng: “to
land”). Event denoting nouns represent almost 85% of
the deverbal nouns, as shown in Table 7. However, there
also are a small number of agent nouns in the Conique
and the Quæro corpora, but none in the EQueR corpus.
For instance réalisateur (eng: “director”) from réaliser
(eng: “to direct”). And there is a small set of result nouns
like produit (eng: “product”) which derives from the verb
produire (eng: “to produce”).

2The type of nominalisation (deverbal, deadjectival or denom-
inal) depends on the part-of-speech category of the base (verb,
adjective or noun, respectively).

3.3.3. Other derivational processes
Other derivational processes include for instance adverbs
formation out of adjectives, like complètement (eng:
“completely”) derived from complet (eng: “complete”),
or directement (eng: “directly”) derived from direct (eng:
“direct”). There also are some prefixed deverbal verbs like
déboucher (eng: “unblock”) out of boucher (eng: “block”)
or denominal adjectives like international (eng: “interna-
tional”) derived from nation (eng: “nation”). Interestingly
we observed no deadjectival verb formation (like national
“national” > nationaliser “nationalize”) and almost no
denominal verb formation. Only four denominal verbs
were found in Conique, and none in the other corpora.
The absence of denominal verbs could be explained by
the rather unpredictable semantic relation between a noun
and a derived verb. As stated by Hopper and Thompson
(1984) there is an asymmetry in the lexical categories,
since a nominalisation still names the event denoted by the
verb, whereas a verbalization does not refer to the entity
denoted by the noun, but denotes an event associated with
that entity. For instance, the noun destruction denotes the
same event as its base verb destruct. But in the case of a
denominal verb like hospitalize, the verb does not refer to
the object denoted by the base noun hospital, but denotes
some event related to that object. What is more, the events
we could associate to an entity are numerous and various.
So, the semantic relation between a noun and its derived
verb is less informative than that of a verb and its derived
noun. It is not surprising then that so few nouns related to
their derived verbs were found in the corpora.

4. Evaluation of morphological resources
The set of morphologically annotated data presented in the
previous section forms a gold-standard of morphological
relations on which we can evaluate the coverage of existing
morphological resources.

4.1. Description of the resources
Several resources are available to deal with French
morphology. However none of them handles the whole
morphology for French. Instead, there are different
resources, each of them dealing with a specific area of
French morphology. Thus, we took the morphological
resources dealing with each type of morphological process
we found in the corpora and evaluated them according to
their morphological specificity. For inflectional morpho-
logy we evaluated two resources : Morphalou and Lefff.
For derivational morphology we evaluated three different
resources : Verbaction and Dubois for deverbal nouns, and
Prolexbase for denominal adjectives.

4.1.1. Morphalou
Morphalou is an inflectional lexicon for French.3 It
contains 539,413 inflected forms corresponding to 68,075
lemmas.

3http://www.cnrtl.fr/lexiques/morphalou/
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Conique (41) Quæro (30) EQueR (25)
nbr % nbr % nbr %

Verb > Event N 34 82.9 25 83.3 22 88
Verb > Agent N 4 9.8 4 13.3 0 0
Verb > Other N 3 7.3 1 3.4 3 12

Table 7: Semantic types of deverbal nouns in question-answer pairs

4.1.2. Lefff
Lefff is a syntactic and morphological lexicon for French
(Sagot, 2010).4 It contains morpho-syntactic information
for each inflected form, suchs as part of speech, lemma and
sub-categorization. Overall it contains 534,763 infected
forms.

4.1.3. Verbaction
Verbaction is a lexicon of French action nouns linked to
their corresponding verbs (Hathout et al., 2002; Hathout
and Tanguy, 2002, ).5 It totals 9,393 verb-noun pairs.

4.1.4. Dubois
This XML resource is based on the description of French
verbs by Dubois and Dubois-Charlier (1997).6 It classifies
verbs in semantic and syntactical classes and also provides
information about some derivatives of the verbs. Overall
it contains 25,609 verb entries and mentions 33,955
derivatives.

4.1.5. Prolexbase
Prolexbase is a multilingual dictionary of proper nouns
(Bouchou and Maurel, 2008; Tran and Maurel, 2006).7

While not targeted at morphology, it nevertheless pro-
vides information about relational nouns and adjectives
associated with proper nouns, e.g. Français and français
(eng: “French”) are explicitly associated with France.
In some cases, relational nouns and adjectives are not
morphologically related to the proper noun, e.g. britan-
nique (eng: “british”) with Royaume-Uni (eng: “United
Kingdom”). Overall, it comprises 76,118 lemma and
20,614 derivational relations.

4.2. Evaluation results
4.2.1. Inflection
Two resources, Morphalou and Lefff, have been evaluated
regarding the inflectional phenomena. Both resources con-
tain approximately the same amount of inflected forms (see
previous section), but have been built using different meth-
ods. Part of the information in Lefff has been automatically
acquired and manually validated, while Morphalou’s data
originate from the TLFNome, the nomenclature of the TLF
(Trésor de la Langue Française). In order to evaluate the

4http://alpage.inria.fr/˜sagot/lefff.html
5http://redac.univ-tlse2.fr/lexiques/

verbaction.html
6http://rali.iro.umontreal.ca/Dubois/
7http://www.cnrtl.fr/lexiques/prolex/

coverage of the resources, each member of the inflection-
ally related word pairs identified in our corpus study was
looked up in the lexicon. If correctly analysed, both mem-
bers of the pairs should have the same lemma, and the link
between them can be computed. The coverage of each re-
source was calculated by considering pairs that were cor-
rectly analysed, i.e. pairs of words with the same lemma.
Table 8 presents the result of the evaluation of Lefff and
Morphalou for inflectional pairs.
Both resources have very high coverage of inflectional
processes in the three corpora. Lefff appears to be a little
more complete than Morphalou, since its coverage is
slightly better in the Conique corpora. Moreover, on the
EQueR dataset they differ in the word pairs they cover
although they have the same global coverage. Indeed, both
of them cover 65 pairs of inflected words out of 69, but
the covered pairs are not exactly the same. So that the
global coverage made by at least one resource is slightly
better than the coverage of one and only one resource. This
fact shows that using two different resources for the same
type of morphological phenomena can improve the global
coverage of the data.

4.2.2. Derivation
Assessing derivational resources is not as straightforward
as inflectional ones. The three considered morphological
resources that are available for French derivational mor-
phology are designed to address specific morphological
phenomena. Dubois and VerbAction contain exclusively
deverbal morphology, while Prolexbase only contains de-
monym nouns and relational adjectives. Consequently, as-
sessing the relevance of these resources can only be done
with the appropriate sub-part of the gold-standard. The
coverage of VerbAction and Prolexbase was calculated by
counting the number of pairs that have been found in them.
As for Dubois, it does not literally contain verbal deriva-
tives. Those are only mentioned with specific information
from which we can deduce the derivatives. Thus, in order
to evaluate the coverage of Dubois we only took into ac-
count cases where the derivatives would be automatically
computable from information provided in the resource.
As regards the deverbal nouns, Table 9 summarises the cov-
erage of VerbAction and Dubois for event nouns. As we
can see, VerbAction has a better coverage than Dubois, es-
pecially in lay corpora (Conique and Quæro). As for the de-
verbal agentive nouns, Dubois covers 100% of the Conique
corpus and 75% of the Quæro corpus (no agentive noun has
been found in EQueR corpus), while VerbAction does not
contain any of them, since it is devoted to action nouns.
As for the demonyms and relational adjectives derived from
geographical names, the result of the evaluation of Pro-
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Lefff Morphalou Global coverage
Corpus (nbr.) nbr. % nbr. % nbr. %
Conique (159) 159 100.0 157 98.7 159 100.0
Quæro (136) 135 99.3 135 99.3 135 99.3
EQueR (69) 65 94.2 65 94.2 66 95.6
Total (364) 359 98.6 357 98.1 360 98.9

Table 8: Coverage of inflection

VerbAction Dubois
Corpus (nbr.) nbr. % nbr. %
Conique (34) 33 97.1 19 55.9
Quæro (25) 25 100.0 9 36.0
EQueR (22) 22 100.0 19 86.4
Total (81) 80 98.8 47 58.0

Table 9: Coverage of resources for deverbal event nouns

lexbase is presented in Table 10. We distinguished be-
tween Demonym, Relational adjective, and LocOrg (group-
ing name of place and institutional entities). The figures
show that Prolexbase has a very good coverage for both De-
monyms derived from a Location name, and relational ad-
jectives derived from Demonyms or Location names. In the
Quæro corpus no Demonym>RelAdj pair has been found,
and in the EQueR corpus, only one pair LocOrg>RelAdj
has been found and is correctly analysed in Prolexbase.
When evaluating the three different types of derivational
resources (VerbAction, Dubois and Prolexbase) on the
whole gold-standard the coverage is not as high as on
specific parts of the gold-standard. Indeed, the global
coverage of the three resources is only slightly higher than
50%, as shown in Table 11. Morphological resources are
efficient for specific morphological processes. But very
frequent phenomena seem to be lacking in the assessed
resources, like deverbal agent nouns formation8 and
denominal adjectives formation. This is highly regrettable
since the latter process is the second most frequent in the
pairs in Conique and Quæro, and the first more frequent
in EQueR, as shown in section 3. Consequently, efforts
on building resources should be put on this particular
phenomenon to address such a frequent issue.

5. Conclusion and Perspectives
In this paper, we have presented an in-depth analysis of
the role of morphology in one specific NLP task: Ques-
tion Answering. Based on a large-scale annotation of
three distinct corpora of question-answer pairs, we have
built a gold-standard of morphologically related words in
question-answer pairs. This gold-standard provides inter-
esting insights on the kind of morphological relations that
are mostly implied, and it uncovers those which could have
a significant impact on the application performance. More-

8Dubois does contain information about deverbal agent nouns.
However, these nouns are not explicitly part of the resource and
would have to be automatically computed from the indications
provided in the resource.

over, based on this gold-standard, we have evaluated the
coverage of existing morphological resources for French.
This evaluation proved that the analyzed French inflec-
tional and derivational resources have a good coverage of
the morphological knowledge they target. But some im-
portant morphological phenomena are lacking a dedicated
resource such as denominal adjectives and agent deverbal
nouns. In the future, we hence plan to develop some new
French morphological resources for these two phenomena.
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Abstract 
The paper presents a lexicon to support computational processing of historical Slovene texts. Historical Slovene texts are being 
increasingly digitised and made available on the internet but are still underutilised as no language technology support is offered for 
their processing. Appropriate tools and resources would enable full-text searching with modern-day lemmas, modernisation of archaic 
language to make it more accessible to today‟s readers, and automatic OCR correction. We discuss the lexicon needed to support 
tokenisation, modernisation, lemmatisation and part-of-speech tagging of historical texts. The process of lexicon acquisition relies on a 
proof-read corpus, a large lexicon of contemporary Slovene, and tools to map historical forms to their contemporary equivalents via a 
set of rewrite rules, and to provide an editing environment for lexicon construction. The lexicon, currently work in progress, will be 
made publicly available; it should help not only in making digital libraries more accessible but also provide a quantitative basis for 
linguistic explorations of historical Slovene texts and a prototype electronic dictionary of archaic Slovene. 
 

1. Introduction 

A large number of Slovene books and periodicals from 
the XIX

th
 century and earlier are being made available on 

the internet, e.g. via the dLib.si digital library (Krstulović 
and Šetinc, 2005), the Slovene literary classics project at 
WikiSource and Google Books.

1
 Human language 

technology support could bring increased functionality to 
such digital libraries, esp. for full-text search and 
information retrieval. The most obvious task is automatic 
lemmatisation of text, which abstracts away from the 
morphological variation encountered in heavily inflecting 
languages, such as Slovene. The user can thus query for 
e.g. mati (mother) and receive portions of text containing 
this word in any of its inflected forms (matere, materi, 
materjo, etc.). Support for lemmatisation, as well as 
morphosyntactic tagging is well-advanced for modern-day 
Slovene (Erjavec & Krek, 2008). However, the situation is 
very different for historical Slovene, where no such 
research has yet been carried out for the language. 

Historical Slovene
2
 brings with it a number of 

problems related to automatic processing: 
 due to the low print quality, optical character 

recognition (OCR) produces much worse results than 
for  modern-day texts; currently, such texts must be 
hand-corrected to arrive at acceptable quality levels; 

                                                      
1 Hladnik (2009) gives a good overview of digitisation efforts 

and availability of Slovene texts on the internet. 
2 In this paper we concentrate on the Slovene from the XIXth 

century; the problems are, of course, worse going further back in 

time, but even here, due to the late development of the written 

Slovene word and its spelling standardisation, there are 

substantial differences to contemporary Slovene. 

 full-text search is difficult, as the texts are not 
lemmatised and use different orthographic 
conventions with different archaic spellings, typically 
not familiar to the user; 

 comprehension of the texts for most users can also be 
problematic, esp. with texts older than 1850 which 
use the Bohoričica alphabet.

3
 

We are currently developing a tool-chain for 
processing archaic Slovene texts which should alleviate 
some of these problems. The tool, called ToTrTaLe, is an 
extension of the ToTaLe tool (Erjavec et al., 2005), which 
performs tokenisation, tagging and lemmatisation, but 
extended with a transcription module: after tokenisation, 
the word-forms are first modernised as regards spelling, 
and only then passed on to the tagging and lemmatisation 
modules. This approach follows Rayson et al. (2007) in 
being able to use the well-developed tagging (and 
lemmatisation) models for contemporary language rather 
than having to first develop such models for historical 
language – a very lengthy and expensive process.

4
 The 

approach has the further benefit of offering the 
contemporary words paired with archaic ones. 

This paper focuses on the transcription aspect of this 
process which crucially depends on a lexicon or, rather, a 
series of lexica for the language. In previous work 
(Erjavec et al., 2010) we concentrated on the first steps 

                                                      
3 The Bohoričica alphabet had different conventions in writing 

various Slovene sounds, e.g. »shaloſt« is the modern-day 

»žalost«, which makes it confusing for today‟s readers. Of 

course, there are also substantial vocabulary as well as syntactic 

differences, to contemporary Slovene. 
4
 For example, annotating for lemma and morphosyntactic 

description 300,000 words of contemporary Slovene (Erjavec et 

al., 2010) took about 1,500 hours of annotator time. 
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(tools and work-flow) involved in manually producing a 
lexicon of historical Slovene. In this paper we report on 
the already developed lexica as used in the context of 
ToTrTaLe. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 
details the process of transcription, Section 3 describes the 
corpora we use in our work, Section 4 the lexica that are 
used and being produced, Section 5 the silver-standard 
lexicon, to be made publicly available, Section 6 an 
experiment studying the current coverage of ToTrTaLe 
and Section 7 gives some conclusions and directions for 
further work. 

2. Transcription 

In this section we explain how modern-day equivalents 
are found for words in the historical texts, as this 
represents the main difference to processing modern-day 
language. The process relies on three resources: 

1. A lexicon of modern-day word-forms with 
associated lemmas and morphosyntactic 
descriptions. 

2. A lexicon of archaic word-forms, with associated 
modern-day equivalent word-form(s)

5
. 

3. A set of transcription patterns, giving mappings 
for changes in alphabets (transliteration) and 
common spelling changes. 

In processing historical texts, the word-forms are first 
normalised, i.e. de-capitalised and diacritic marks over 
vowels removed; the latter is most likely Slovene specific, 
as modern-day Slovene, unlike the language of the 19th 
century, does not use vowel diacritics. 

The following filtering steps are performed on the 
normalised word-form: if the normalised word-form is an 
entry of the archaic lexicon, the equivalent modern-day 
word-form has also been identified; if not, it is checked 
against the modern-day lexicon. Obviously, if the 
normalised word-form is found in the modern-day 
lexicon, its modern-day equivalent has been ipso-facto 
found as well. This order of searching the dictionaries is 
important, as the modern lexicon can contain word-forms 
which have an incorrect meaning in the context of 
historical texts, so the historical lexicon also serves to 
block such meanings. For example, the auxiliary verb 
form sem used to be written as sim – but in the modern 
lexicon this is identified as a noun, i.e. the SIM card of a 
mobile telephone. 

If neither lexicon contains the word, the transcription 
patterns are tried. Many historical spelling variants can be 
traced back to a set of rewrite rules or “patterns” that 
locally explain the difference between the contemporary 
and the historical spelling. For Slovene, e.g., a very 
prominent pattern is r→er as exemplified by the pair 
brž→berž, where the left side represents the modern and 
the right the historical spelling. Patterns can also be 
sensitive to the word boundary, as some spelling changes 
occur only at the start or the end of the word, e.g. 

                                                      
5 The two lexica have in fact a somewhat more complicated 

structure, which is further addressed in Section 4. 

žganjem→žganjam, where the inflectional ending -am has 
changed into modern-day -em. To enable this functionality 
the appropriate patterns make use of the special symbol, 
“@”, e.g. em@→am@. 

By corpus inspection we have currently developed a 
set of about 100 such patterns. These patterns are 
operationalized by the finite-state tool Vaam (Variant 
aware approximate matching). Vaam (Reffle, 2011) takes 
as input a historical word-form, the set of patters, and a 
modern-day lexicon and efficiently returns the modern-
day word-forms that can be computed from the archaic 
one by applying one or more patterns; the output list is 
ranked, preferring candidates where a small number of 
pattern applications is needed for the rewrite operation. 
Vaam also supports approximate matching based on edit 
distance, useful for identifying (and correcting) OCR 
errors; we have, however, not yet made use of this 
functionality. 

It should be noted that the above process of 
transcription is non-deterministic. While this rarely 
happens in practice, the historical word-form can have 
several modern-day equivalents. More importantly, the 
Vaam module will typically return several possible 
alternative modernisations. We currently determine the 
“best” transcription by choosing the most frequent 
contemporary word between the possible modernisations, 
but more advanced models are possible, which postpone 
the decision of the best candidate until the tagging and 
lemmatisation has been performed. 

3. Corpora for lexicon building 

To support our work on lexicon acquisition, we use 
several corpora of Slovene; this section gives the details of 
the corpora and briefly describes the concordancer used 
for their inspection.  

3.1. Modern language corpora 

For lexicon construction, including comparative 
studies of historical language as opposed to modern 
language, contemporary corpora are needed. For this 
purpose we are using several corpora, all based on the 
FidaPLUS

6
 reference corpus of modern Slovene (Arhar 

and Gorjanc, 2007). FidaPLUS contains 600 million 
words, where the words have been automatically 
annotated with morphosyntactic tags and lemmas. The 
corpora we are using are the following, with the first two 
having been developed in the JOS

7
 project (Erjavec et al., 

2010): 
 jos100k is a 100,000 word sampled corpus of modern 

Slovene, with carefully hand-validated word-level 
morphosyntactic and lemma annotations  

 jos1M is ten times larger than jos100k but has only 
partially hand-validated annotations 

 fpj100M is a 100 million sample from FidaPLUS, and 
has only automatically assigned annotations. 

                                                      
6 http://www.fidaplus.net/  
7 http://nl.ijs.si/jos/ 
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These three corpora thus enable studying lexical 
phenomena choosing either very accurate annotations, but 
small dataset, or vice-versa. Which option is best depends 
to a high degree on the frequency of the phenomenon 
(lexica item) being inspected. 

3.2. Historical language corpora 

The corpus of historical language we have been mostly 
using so far was compiled in the scope of the project 
Deutsch-slowenische / kroatische Übersetzung 1848–1918 
(Prunč, 2007). The project addressed the linguistic study 
of Slovene and Croatian books translated from German in 
the period 1848–1918, where a large portion of the effort 
went towards building a digital library (compiling a 
corpus) of the Slovene translations. To this end, the books 
were first scanned and OCRed, and then, for a portion of 
the corpus, the transcription was hand-corrected, marked-
up with structural information, and, for a few books, 
lemmatised; this process was supported by a web interface 
(Erjavec, 2007). 

The sub-corpus chosen for building the historical 
lexicon includes all the AHLib proof-read books written 
before the year 1900, where the oldest one was published 
in 1847. There are all together 71 such books, of which 
the majority (56) are fiction (mostly novels) while 15 are 
non-fiction (from self-help books for farmers, to text-
books on astronomy, chemistry, etc.).  All together the 
corpus contains approximately 2.2 million running words. 
While certainly small compared to most corpora of 
contemporary language, it is large and varied enough to 
have enabled us to start building the historical lexicon. 

Recently, we have also collected the older materials 
available from the WikiSource Slovene literary classics 
project,

8
 led by Prof. Miran Hladnik from the Ljubljana 

University. In the scope of this on-going project, the raw 
OCR of books and other materials is being hand-corrected 
by students. We have downloaded the currently finished 
transcriptions and turned them into a uniformly encoded 
corpus. Due to the lack of conventions in structuring Wiki 
entries, the quality of the automatically acquired meta-
data is not very high, however, the corpus makes up for 
this lack by its size: our current WikiSource corpus 
contains over 500 publications with over 8 million words. 
This corpus contains, in general, more recent texts than 
AHLib, most from the late 19

th
 and early 20

th
 century. 

Further historical materials are currently also being 
hand-corrected, which are meant to extend the scope of 
the corpus, currently still lacking materials from the 18

th
 

century, further into the past. 

3.3. The concordancer 

All the collected historical corpora are being processed 
by the (current version) of the ToTrTaLe tool and are 
then, together with the three corpora of contemporary 
language, made available via a dedicated Web corpus 
query interface, with CWB (Christ, 1994) as the backend. 

                                                      
8
 http://sl.wikisource.org/wiki/Wikivir: 

Slovenska_leposlovna_klasika  

The concordancer enables searching and viewing the 
tokens, their normalised and modernised form, the used 
transcription pattern, and their computed morpho-
syntactic description (i.e. fine-grained PoS tag) and 
lemma, where the view can be either Keyword in Context 
(KWIC) or a frequency list. The concordancer has proved 
to be very helpful in determining the status and preferred 
annotation of the historical lexical items. 

4. Types of lexica 

This section gives the various types of lexica used by 
the program, namely: lexicon of contemporary language; 
historical word-forms with transcriptions into 
contemporary language equivalents; historical words 
without contemporary equivalents; words missing in the 
contemporary language lexicon; abbreviations; and words 
which need to be re-tokenised in the modernisation step. 

4.1. Contemporary language 

The lexicon of contemporary Slovene used was 
extracted from the FidaPLUS corpus, where each word 
was automatically annotated with its morphosyntactic 
description (MSD) and lemma. The MSDs are compact 
strings that represent the morphosyntactic features of the 
word form, and can be decomposed into features, e.g. the 
MSD Ncms is equivalent to Noun, Type = common, 
Gender = masculine, Number = singular. 

The lexicon was gathered from the corpus by 
extracting all the triplets consisting of the word-form, 
lemma and MSD. The word-forms were lowercased. 
Using regular expressions, entries with anomalous 
“words” were removed, and only those lexical items with 
a frequency greater than 4 were retained. With this we 
arrived at a lexicon, which contains about 600,000 word-
forms and 200,000 lemmas. 

The lexicon is large enough to cover the majority of 
contemporary lexis found in historical texts, i.e. it has 
good recall – however, its precision is relatively low, as it 
contains many false friends. One example (sim) was 
already mentioned; another case is serca, an archaic form 
for srca (heart[sg,gen]), with the lemma srce. This form 
exists in the modern lexicon, but with the lemma serec 
(horse of a grey colour). Such word-forms have to be 
added to the historical lexicon, with the correct 
interpretation, in order to block them being retrieved from 
the modern lexicon.  

4.2. Historical to contemporary transcriptions 

The second lexicon being developed is that of 
manually verified historical word-forms. The approach is 
corpus driven, so far using the AHLib corpus, and 
relaying on LeXtractor (Gotscharek et al., 2010), a 
specialised editor for historical lexica. 
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LeXtractor incorporates the Vaam pattern matching 
functionality and supports both a frequency based 
selection of entries to be added to the lexicon, as well as 
directly annotating word tokens in corpora. As mentioned, 
we give details of the manual lexicon building procedure, 
as well as how LeXtractor was adapted for Slovene, in 
Erjavec et al. (2010). Here, we will concentrate on the 
current structure and content of the lexica. 

The lexicon we are developing has a simple structure, 
where each entry contains the following fields: 

1. a word-form that has been witnessed in a proof-
read historical text 

2. the equivalent word-form from contemporary 
Slovene, possibly together with the patterns which 
map the former into the latter 

3. the contemporary lemma of the word-form 
4. the lexical morphosyntactic properties of the 

lemma 
5. attestations of the word-form in the historical 

corpus 
Figure 1 gives an example of such a lexical entry – the 

entry is formatted in HTML for the ease of illustration. 
Note that the historical word-form is ambiguous, i.e. it has 
two possible modern interpretations. 

The intention of this manually collected lexicon is to 
contain the most frequently occurring archaic words in the 
texts; we have therefore applied frequency selection of the 
entries, so that closed class words are extensively covered, 
as are the most common open class words. We are also 
including as many as possible of short historical words (up 
to 5 characters in length) as these most frequently have 
false friends in the modern lexicon, either directly or via 
pattern application, as is the case of sim and serca. 

4.3. Words without descendants 

The other type of historical lexicon concerns word-
forms that are missing a modern-day descendant, i.e. they 

do not have a corresponding contemporary lemma. For 
such words, LeXtractor does not currently have the 
functionality to enter a structured entry, apart from a 
comment and the attestations. Since we decided it useful 
to further analyse such entries, we currently enter in the 
comment space the following information: 

1. historical lemma, as it would be written today 
2. the closest contemporary Slovene synonym(s) 
3. the PoS of the historical lemma 
4. the source (dictionary, corpus) on the basis of 

which the synonyms were chosen 
5. potential comments 
The reasons that we are adding this information are 

twofold. First, by providing the “virtual” modern word-
form, we are increasing the possibility of a user finding 
this word, even though unsure about its archaic spelling; 
similarly, the tagger has a greater chance of assigning the 
correct MSD to such a word. Secondly, while the lexicon 
of transcribed words is necessary for computational 
processing of historical texts, it is, in general, not very 
interesting for humans, esp. the pattern derived entries. 
But the words without descendants are exactly those that 
the modern-day reader will most likely not understand at 
all. So, as long as they have been identified, it is 
worthwhile assigning them their near-synonyms and 
giving the source where further information about them 
can be found. Such a lexicon could then also represent a 
prototype “bilingual” historical to modern dictionary, 
which is still lacking for Slovene. 

4.4. Missing contemporary words 

In order to improve the functionality of the tool and 
the filter cascade, the maintenance of the modern lexicon 
is crucial. Rather than modifying this lexicon directly, we, 
as discussed, either block inappropriate modern words by 
including them in the historical lexicon, or add missing 
words via a special lexicon. Of course, there will always 

 

Figure 1. Example of a lexical entry in the historical dictionary 
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be words missing from the lexicon, and it is not our 
intention to add all possible contemporary words that 
could appear in historical texts, esp. as both the tagger and 
lemmatiser are able to handle unknown words. However, 
certain words have a rather unpredictable morphology, 
which causes either the tagger or lemmatiser to 
misinterpret them – when such cases are noticed they are 
added to the lexicon of missing contemporary words. 

Rather than adding word-forms individually, we have 
implemented a Web application that is able to generate the 
complete inflectional paradigm given the lemma and part-
of-speech. Constructing exact paradigms on the basis of 
this information is, in the general case, not possible, so the 
intention is for the lexicographer to automatically 
construct such a paradigm, and then edit by hand the 
erroneous word-forms. 

4.5. Abbreviations 

A lexicon very important for correct tokenisation and 
sentence segmentation is that of abbreviations. The 
tokenisation module of ToTrTaLe takes a list of 
abbreviations, i.e. strings ending with a full-stop, which, 
however do not (necessarily) end a sentence; furthermore, 
the period should be taken as a part of the abbreviation 
token. Historical language uses some abbreviations not 
present anymore in contemporary language – these are 
included to the lexicon of historical abbreviations, and 
then added to the tokeniser resource file. The lexicon also 
includes for each abbreviation its expanded form(s), 
although these are not currently used by the program. 

4.6. Token translations 

There is a final type of satellite lexicon that we use in 
ToTrTaLe, which is interesting from a computational 
perspective. In historical Slovene certain words or 
morphemes were written apart or together, where it is now 
the other way around. The most prevalent and productive 
example is the prefix that forms the superlative degree of 
adjectives: what used to be written nar boljši is now 
najboljši. As (word) tokens in text processing represent 
the basic division of characters into linguistic units, which 
are then further annotated, having a mismatch between 
archaic and contemporary Slovene at this level of 
description is difficult to process and encode; from being a 
string transcription and classification problem, the 
mapping of old to new language becomes one of machine 
translation. This is an interesting problem, esp. as it is by 
no means confined to historical language varieties; the 
same phenomenon can be found in contemporary Slovene 
(and other languages) where, in informal or “badly 
written” language people often write certain words apart, 
or run separate words together. 

Luckily, in historical Slovene, apart from the 
superlative prefix, and a few other minor cases, only a 
well-defined set of closed-class words have changed their 
tokenisation. The tokeniser used by ToTrTaLe uses 
various classes of special lexica; one of these covers 
compounds, and the other “clitics”, i.e. where a prefix or 
suffix should be split from the word, such as -lo in Italian. 
We have identified all (or most) of the closed class 

compounds and splits, and have also taken all the 
superlative adjectives found in the AHLib corpus into the 
compounds list. At least for these latter, this is only a stop-
gap measure; in the case of Slovene superlatives, a simple 
regular expression (nar .*) would cover almost all 
situations; as mentioned, the general case is, however, 
much more complicated. 

The tokenisation lexicon thus contains two types of 
tokens, those that should be kept as one token (about 400), 
and those that should be split (10); in processing, these 
tokens are given special flags, which are retained in the 
output. Vaam patterns are also needed to modernise such 
cases, e.g. @naj→@nar_, where the underscore 
represents the space character. 

 

entries 77,783 

words 63,447 

lemmas 18,940 

modern entries 73,736 

historical  3,181 

no descendant 529 

blocked modern 230 

abbreviations 63 

merged 44 

Table 1. The size of the silver standard historical lexicon 

 

5. Silver standard lexicon 

From the partial and heterogeneous lexica we created a 
“silver standard” historical lexicon, which, in addition to 
the hand-gathered lexica also contains automatically 
collected “safe” modern words attested in the historical 
corpus. The AHLib corpus was annotated with ToTrTaLe, 
and the lemmas of all the contemporary words were 
verified against a lexicon composed of the lexicon derived 
from the jos100k corpus and the large Slovene 
monolingual dictionary SSKJ. If the automatically 
assigned annotations matched those in this lexicon then 
the entry was included in the silver standard lexicon. This 
approach yields highly reliable lexical entries.  

Table 1 gives the size of the current lexicon, where an 
entry is taken to be the 4-tuple (normalised word-form, 
modern word-form, modern-lemma, PoS/MSD). The main 
part of the lexicon is contributed by modern words, while 
the manually collected part of historical forms currently 
has about 4,000 entries. 

The silver standard lexicon is encoded against a 
slightly enhanced schema of the LeXtractor lexicon dump 
XML. As illustrated in Figure 2, each entry is given a 
type, and is headed by the (normalised) word-form. The 
entry can have several analyses, each giving the 
modernised form, lemma, PoS, possibly modern near 
synonyms and attestations. Entries for the tokenisation 
lexicon are recognised by having a white-space in the 
word-form or modern derivation. 
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6. Lexicon coverage 

We performed an experiment in which we evaluate the 
coverage of the ToTrTaLe given the current lexicon(s) 
and pattern set. As AHLib served as the development 
data-set, we took for the experiment the Wiki corpus and, 
as the modern-day baseline, the Slovene part of the 
SPOOK parallel corpus of recently translated novels.

9
 

Both corpora were annotated with ToTaLe, and the Wiki 
corpus also with ToTrTaLe. We were interested in how 
the annotations of the two corpora differ when processed 
with the same model, and how the historical corpus 
annotations differ when processed without or with the 
transcription. 

Table 2 gives the number and proportions of 
annotation classes, depending on the corpus and mode of 
processing. The first row gives the number of word tokens 
and (normalised) word types. The number of types, i.e. the 
size of the lexicon needed to completely cover the 
corpora, is quite high, but it of course also includes all the 
typos etc. from the source corpora. 

The second row shows how many words were found in 
the modern FidaPLUS lexicon. The percentage is 
significantly lower with the Wiki corpus, esp. if we 
compare the number of types; from 83% with modern text 

                                                      
9 This parallel corpus is being developed in the scope of the 

SPOOK project, http://lojze.lugos.si/spook/ 

 

down to 54% with the historical one. The third line gives 
the number of modern words found in the silver-standard 
dictionary derived lexicon; again, the number of types 
drops from 83% to 54%. Comparing the “Modern” and 
“Dictionary” number of the Wiki corpus processed with 
and without transcription, we note that the numbers 
obtained with transcriptions are slightly lower; the reason 
is that some words from the modern lexicon are, when 
using transcription, blocked by the historical lexicon. 

The next line gives the number of unknown words; if 
Spook has about 16% unknown word types, Wiki without 
transcriptions has over 45%. With transcription this 
number drops to 39%, i.e. while we do experience some 
gain, we are still far from reaching modern-day 
recognition rates. The decrease of unknown words when 
using transcription can be mostly attributed to the use of 
patterns; they help in recognising almost 6% of word 
types, which is, however, only 0.5% of word tokens; and 
even here we have to take into account that there is no 
guarantee that the found modern word is in fact the correct 
one. The rest of the decrease in unknown words is due to 
the lexicon of historical words. Out of about 4,000 entries 
currently in the historical lexicon 2,200 were used; this is 
under 1% of the lexical types, i.e. much less than covered 
by the patterns, but, conversely, the number of tokens 
covered by the historical lexicon (0.76%) is greater than 
that covered by the patterns (0.49%). 
 

Spook Tokens % Types % 

Words 1,825,692 100.00 120,723 100.00 

Modern  1,773,019 97.11 100,954 83.62 

Dictionary 1,708,764 93.60 85,852 71.11 

Unknown 52,673 2.89 19,769 16.38 

No lemma 920 0.05 584 0.48 

Wiki without transcription 

Words  8,219,093 100.00 249,262 100.00 

Modern  7,868,823 95.74 135,490 54.36 

Dictionary 7,522,562 91.53 109,549 43.95 

Unknown 350,270 4.26 113,772 45.64 

No lemma 15,796 0.19 5,623 2.26 

Wiki with transcription 

Modern 7,858,325 95.61 135,490 54.36 

Dictionary 7,512,988 91.41 109,550 43.95 

Historical 62,822 0.76 2,231 0.90 

Pattern 39,902 0.49 14,560 5.84 

Unknown 258,044 3.14 97,732 39.21 

No lemma 9,767 0.12 4,398 1.76 

Table 2. Coverage of lexica over modern-day SPOOK 

corpus and 19
th

 century Wiki corpus with and without 

transcription. 
 

<entry type="no_descendant"> 
   <wordform>alipak</wordform> 
   <note>kontekst</note> 
   <analyses> 
      <analysis> 
         <lemma>alipak</lemma> 
         <pos>C</pos> 
         <derivations> 
            <derivation>ali pak</derivation> 
         </derivations> 
         <synonyms> 
            <synonym>ali</synonym> 
            <synonym>ali pa</synonym> 
         </synonyms> 
         <attestations> 
            <attestation  
           src="korpora/FPG06523.txt"  
          position="58207"> 
               <pre>— ali na suhi zemlji gdè v  
                         Ameriki ,</pre> 
               <word>alipak</word> 
               <post>le na kterem ostrovi , še  
                           dozdaj ni vedel</post> 
            </attestation> 
… 

Figure 2 XML encoding of the lexicon.  
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The last line in all three tables gives that number of 
words that could not be lemmatised. These words are 
interesting, as they point to the morphological changes 
that occurred over time; in the modern corpus there are 
only 0.5% of such word types, while the Wiki without 
transcription has 5 times more, 2.26%; transcription 
lowers this number to 1.76%. Such words which cannot be 
lemmatised with the model for modern Slovene are very 
consistently true archaic words, i.e. good candidates for 
inclusion into the historical lexicon. 

7. Conclusions 

The paper presented our methodology of building a 
lexicon to help process historical language, in particular 
the Slovene of the XIX

th
 century in the context of the 

ToTrTaLe tool. The background resources of this work 
are a historical corpus, a contemporary lexicon of 
Slovene, spelling variation patterns, and the Vaam and 
LeXtractor software.  

In further work we plan to significantly enlarge the 
historical lexicon; now that the tools have been set-up and 
we have elaborated the methodology of the lexico-
graphical work, we will engage more people to work on 
the lexicon, with the target size between 10 and 20 
thousand entries. We plan to move from the frequency 
based word selection to annotating corpus tokens directly 
– this work also connects to our intention of compiling a 
gold-standard historical corpus with hand validated 
annotations. Such a corpus is useful for evaluating the 
precision/recall of various computational annotation 
methods and underlying resources, say the transcription 
rules and, of course, the lexicon. As mentioned, we will 
also extend the corpus with new materials, esp. 
newspapers and older books.  

Current work has also been exclusively empirically 
driven, i.e. we addressed only issues that directly arose out 
of the lexical items found in the corpus. In the future we 
plan to take into account the linguistic research on 
historical Slovene that has been done so far , as discussed 
e.g. in Orožen (1996).  Hopefully, our computational 
approach might also reveal new quantitative and 
qualitative linguistic insights into the language as used in 
XIX

th
 century Slovenia. 

The concordancer to the corpora is already publicly 
available at http://nl2.ijs.si/ahlib.html. We will also make 
the produced corpus and lexicon available under a 
Creative Commons licence, in the hope that it will 
facilitate further studies of Slovene historical language. 
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Abstract  

 
Over the last several years, both theoretical and empirical approaches to lexical knowledge and encoding have prompted a radical 
reappraisal of the traditional dichotomy between lexicon and grammar. The lexicon is not simply a large waste basket of exceptions and 
sub-regularities, but a dynamic, possibly redundant repository of linguistic knowledge whose principles of relational organization are 
the driving force of productive generalizations. In this paper, we overview a few models of dynamic lexical organization based on 
neural network architectures that are purported to meet this challenging view. In particular, we illustrate a novel family of Kohonen 
self-organizing maps (T2HSOMs) that have the potential of simulating competitive storage of symbolic time series while exhibiting 
interesting properties of morphological organization and generalization. The model, tested on training samples of as morphologically 
diverse languages as Italian, German and Arabic, shows sensitivity to manifold types of morphological structure and can be used to 
bootstrap morphological knowledge in an unsupervised way.     

 

1. Introduction 

Traditional generative approaches to language inquiry 

view word competence as consisting of a morphological 

lexicon, an assorted hotchpotch of exceptions and 

sub-regularities, and a grammar, a set of productive 

combinatorial rules (Di Sciullo and Williams 1987; 

Prasada and Pinker 1993). Whatever cannot be assembled 

through rules must be relegated wholesale to the lexicon, 

whose size depends on the generative power of the 

grammar: the richer the power, the poorer the lexicon.  

Baayen (2007) observes that the approach reflects an 

outdated view of lexical storage as more „costly‟ than 

computational operations. Similarly, alternative theoreti-

cal models question the primacy of grammar rules over 

lexical storage, arguing that morphological regularities 

emerge from independent principles of lexical organiza-

tion, whereby fully inflected forms are redundantly stored 

and mutually related through entailment lexical relations 

(Matthews 1991; Pirrelli 2000; Burzio 2004; Blevins 

2006). This view prompts a radically different computa-

tional metaphor than traditional generative models. A 

speaker‟s knowledge corresponds more to one large dy-

namic relational database than to a general-purpose 

automaton augmented with lexical storage.  

In spite of the large body of theoretical literature on the 

topic, however, few computational models of the lexicon 

can be said to address such a complex interaction between 

storage and computation. Contrary to what is commonly 

held, connectionism has failed to offer an alternative view 

of the interplay between lexicon and grammar. As we 

shall argue in more detail in the ensuing session, there is 

no place for the lexicon in classical connectionist net-

works. Somewhat ironically, they seem to have adhered to 

a cornerstone of the rule-based approach to morphologi-

cal inflection, thus providing a neurally-inspired mirror 

image of inflection rules. 

In this paper, we will explore the somewhat complemen-

tary view that storage plays a fundamental role in lexical 

modelling, and that computer simulations of short-term 

and long-term memory processes can go a long way in 

addressing issues of lexical organization. The present 

paper lends support to this claim by illustrating a novel 

neural network architecture known as “Topological 

Temporal Hebbian Self-Organizing Map” (or T2HSOM 

for short, Ferro et al. 2010). A T2HSOM has the potential 

of simulating dynamic storage of symbolic time series 

while exhibiting interesting properties of morphological 

self-organization. Trained on morphologically diverse 

families of word forms, T2HSOMs can be shown to 

bootstrap morphological structure in an unsupervised way. 

Finally, we suggest that they offer an ideal workbench for 

understanding the structure of the lexicon by simulating 

memory processes.   

2. Background 

As a first approximation, the lexicon is the store of words 

in long-term memory. Any attempt at modelling lexical 

competence must hence take issues of string storage very 

seriously. In this respect, the rich cognitive literature on 

short-term and long-term memory processes (Miller 1956; 

Baddeley and Hitch 1974; Baddeley 1986; 2006; Henson 

1998; Cowan 2001; among others) has the unquestionable 

merit of highlighting some fundamental issues of coding, 

maintenance and manipulation of time-bound constraints 

over strings of symbols.  

Word forms are primarily sequences of sounds or letters 

and so the question of their coding (and maintenance) in 

time is logically prior to any other processing issue. In 

spite of this truism, however, coding issues have suffered 

unjustified neglect by the NLP research community over 

the last 30 years. In fact, the mainstream connectionist 

answer to the problem of time series coding, namely 

so-called “conjunctive coding”, appears to elude some 

core issues in lexical representation.  

Conjunctive codes (e.g., Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Lang-

don and Ziegler 2001; Harm and Seidenberg 1999; 

McClelland and Rumelhart 1981; Perry, Ziegler, and 
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Zorzi 2007; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, and Patterson 

1996) are typically assumed to be available in the input 

(or encoding) layer of a multi-layered perceptron in the 

form of a built-in repertoire of context-sensitive Wickel-

phones, such as #Ca and cAt to respectively encode the 

letters c and a in cat. However, the use of Wickelphones 

raises the immediate  issue of their ontogenesis, since they 

appear to solve the problem of coding time series by re-

sorting to time-bound relations whose representation in 

the encoding layer remain unexplained. A second related 

issue is the acquisition of phonotactic knowledge. 

Speakers are known to exhibit differential sensitivity to 

diverse sound patterns. Effects of graded specialization in 

the discrimination of sound clusters and lexical 

well-formedness judgements are the typical outcome of 

acquiring a particular language. If such patterns are part 

and parcel of the encoding layer, the same processing 

system cannot be used to deal with different languages 

exhibiting differential sound constraints. 

A third limitation of conjunctive coding is that phonemes 

and letters are bound with their context. This means that 

two elements like #Ev and vEr representing two instances 

of the same letter e in #every are in fact as similar (or as 

different) as any two other elements. We are just left with 

token representations, the notion of type of unit remaining 

out of the representational reach of the system. This 

makes it difficult to generalize knowledge about pho-

nemes or letters across positions (the so-called dispersion 

problem: Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, and Patterson 

1996; Whitney 2001). It is also difficult to align positions 

across word forms of differing lengths (i.e., the alignment 

problem: see Davis and Bowers 2004), thus hindering 

recognition of both shared and different sequences be-

tween morphologically-related forms. The failure to pro-

vide a principled solution to alignment problems 

(Daugherty and Seidenberg 1992; Plaut, McClelland, 

Seidenberg, and Patterson 1996; Seidenberg and 

McClelland 1989) is particularly critical from the per-

spective of lexical storage. Languages wildly differ in the 

way morphological information is sequentially encoded, 

ranging from suffixation to prefixation, sinaffixation, 

apophony, reduplication, interdigitation and combinations 

thereof. For example, the alignment of lexical roots in 

three as diverse pairs of paradigmatically related forms 

such as English walk-walked, Arabic kataba-yaktubu („he 

wrote‟ - „he writes‟), German machen-gemacht 

(„make‟-„made‟ past participle) requires substantially 

different processing strategies. Pre-coding any such 

strategy into lexical representations (e.g. through a fixed 

templatic structure that separates the lexical root from 

other morphological markers) would have the effect of 

slipping in morphological structure directly into the input, 

thereby making input representations dependent on lan-

guages. A far more plausible solution would be to let the 

processing system home in on the right sort of alignment 

strategy through repeated exposure to a range of lan-

guage-specific families of morphologically-related words. 

This is exactly what conjunctive coding cannot do.   

To our knowledge, there have been three attempts to 

tackle the issue within a connectionist framework: Re-

cursive Auto-Associative Memories (RAAM; Pollack 

1990), Simple Recurrent Networks (SRN; Botvinick and 

Plaut 2006) and Sequence Encoders (Sibley et al. 2008). 

The three models set themselves different goals: i) en-

coding an explicitly assigned hierarchical structure for 

RAAM, ii) simulation of a range of behavioural facts of 

human Immediate Serial Recall for Botvinick and Plaut‟s 

SRNs and iii) long-term lexical entrenchment for the 

Sequence Encoder of Sibley and colleagues.  

In spite of their considerable differences, all systems share 

the important feature of modelling storage of symbolic 

sequences as the by-product of an auto-encoding task, 

whereby an input sequence of arbitrary length is eventu-

ally reproduced on the output layer after being internally 

encoded through recursive distributed patterns of node 

activation on the hidden layer(s). Serial representations 

and memory processes are thus modelled as being con-

tingent on the task. In particular, Botvinick and Plaut‟s 

paper makes the somewhat paradoxical suggestion that 

human performance on immediate serial recall develops 

through direct practice on the task of word repetition. 

Moreover, short-term memory effects appear to be ac-

counted for in terms of a long-term dynamics dictated by 

the process of weight adjustment through learning. Al-

though long-term memory effects are known to increase 

short-term storage capacities, developmental evidence 

shows that the causal relationship is in fact reversed, with 

children with higher order short-term memory being able 

to hold on to new words for longer, thus increasing the 

likelihood of long-term lexical learning (Baddeley 2007). 

We describe here a novel computational architecture for 

lexical processing and storage. The architecture is based 

on Kohonen‟s Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs; Kohonen 

2001) augmented with first-order associative connections 

that encode probabilistic expectations (so called, Topo-

logical Temporal Hebbian SOMs, or T2HSOMs for short; 

Koutnik 2007; Pirrelli et al. in press; Ferro et al. 2010). 

T2HSOMs mimic the behaviour of brain maps, medium 

to small aggregations of neurons in the cortical area of the 

brain, involved in selectively processing homogeneous 

classes of data. T2HSOMs define an interesting class of 

general-purpose memory models for serial order, exhib-

iting a non-trivial interplay between short-term and 

long-term memory processes. At the same time, they 

simulate incremental processes of topological 

self-organization whereby lexical sequences are arranged 

in maximally predictive hierarchies exhibiting interesting 

morphological structures. 

3. Topological Temporal SOMs 

T2HSOMs are grids of topologically organized memory 

nodes with dedicated sensitivity to time-bound stimuli. 

Upon presentation of an input stimulus, all map nodes are 

activated synchronously, but only the most highly acti-

vated one, the so-called Best Matching Unit (BMU), wins 

over the others. Figure 1 illustrates two chains of BMUs 

triggered by the input German forms gemacht and gelacht 

(„made‟ and „laughed‟ past participle) exposed to a 20x20 
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nodes map one letter at a time. In the Figure, each node is 

labelled with the letter the node is most sensitive to after 

training. Pointed arrows represent temporal connections 

linking two consecutively activated nodes. The thickness 

of each arrow gives the strength of the temporal connec-

tion. Finally, arrows depict the temporal sequence of node 

exposure (and node activation), starting from the begin-

ning-of-the-word symbol „#‟ (anchored in the top left 

corner of the map) and ending with „$‟.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 – BMU activation chains for gemacht-gelacht 

 

Dedicated sensitivity and topological organization are not 

wired-in on the map. Neighbouring nodes become in-

creasingly sensitive to letters that are similar in both en-

coding and distribution through drilling. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Outline architecture of a T2HSOM 

 

Figure 2 offers the architecture of a T2HSOM. Each node 

in the map is connected with all elements of the input 

layer through communication channels with no time delay, 

whose strength is modified through training.  Connections 

on the temporal layer, on the other hand, are updated with 

a fixed one-step time delay, based on activity synchroni-

zation of the BMU at time t−1 and the BMU at time t. It is 

important to appreciate at this juncture that, unlike clas-

sical conjunctive representations in either Simple Recur-

rent Networks (Elman 1991) or Recursive SOMs (Voeg-

tlin 2002), where both order and item information is col-

lapsed on the same layer of connectivity, T2HSOMs keep 

the two sources of information stored on separate (spatial 

and temporal) layers, which are trained according to in-

dependent principles. The aspect has interesting reper-

cussions on issues of order-independent generalizations 

over symbol types and goes a long way to addressing both 

dispersion and alignment problems in word matching. 

3.1 Memory structures and memory orders 

Through repeated exposure to word forms encoded as 

time series of letters, a T2HSOM shows a tendency to 

dynamically store strings as trie-like graphs, eliminating 

prefix redundancy and branching out when two (or more) 

different nodes are alternative continuations of the same 

history of past activated nodes (Figure 1). This lexical 

organization accords well with cohort models of lexical 

access (Marslen Wilson 1987) and is in keeping with a 

wide range of empirical evidence on human word proc-

essing and storage: i) development of minimally-entropic 

forward chains of linguistic units, enhancing predictive 

and anticipatory behaviour in language processing 

(Altmann and Kamide 1999;  Federmeier 2007; Pickering 

and Garrod 2007); ii) frequency-based competition be-

tween inflected forms of the same lexical base (e.g. brings 

and bringing) (Hay 2001; Ford, Marslen-Wilson and 

Davis 2003; Lüdeling and De Jong 2002; Moscoso del 

Prado Martín, Bertram, Häikiö, Schreuder and Baayen 

2004); iii) simultaneous activation of false morphological 

friends (e.g. broth and brother) (Frost et al. 1997; Longtin 

et al. 2003; Rastle et al. 2004; Post, Marslen-Wilson, 

Randall and Tyler 2008). 

It can be shown that trie-like memory structures maximize 

the map‟s expectation of upcoming symbols or, equiva-

lently, minimize the entropy over the set of transition 

probabilities between consecutive BMUs. This is 

achieved through a profligate use of memory resources, 

whereby several nodes are recruited to be most sensitive 

to contextually specific occurrences of the same letter. 

  

 

 

Figure 3 – Stages of chain dedication through learning 
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Figure 3 illustrates how this process of incremental spe-

cialization unfolds through training. For simplicity we are 

assuming that the map is trained on two strings only: #a1 

and #b1. Panel a) represents an early stage of learning, 

when the map recruits a single BMU for the symbol 1 

irrespective of its embedding context. After some more 

learning epochs, two BMUs are recruited after an a or a b 

through equally strong connections (Panel b). Connec-

tions get increasingly specialized in Panel c), where the 

two 1 nodes are preferentially selected by either context. 

Finally, Panel d) illustrates a stage of dedicated connec-

tions, where each 1 node is selected by one specific left 

context only. This stage is reached when the map can train 

each single node without affecting any neighbouring node. 

Technically, this corresponds to a learning stage where the 

map‟s neighbourhood radius r is equal to 0.   

4. Emergent Morphological Structure 

To what extent do we find morphological structure in a 

lexical map organized according to the principles 

sketched above?  We observe a straightforward correla-

tion between morphological segmentation and topological 

organization of BMUs on the map: word forms sharing 

sub-lexical constituents tend to trigger chains of identical 

or neighbouring nodes. 

 

 

Figure 4 – BMU activation chains for crediamo-vediamo 

 

The map distance between BMUs triggered by identical 

morphemic constituents of two morphologically-related 

forms is expected to be shorter than the map distance 

between BMUs activated by morphologically heteroge-

neous constituents. In a nutshell, topological distance is a 

function of morphological proximity. In traditional ap-

proaches to word segmentation, this is equivalent to 

aligning morphologically-related word forms by mor-

phological structure. As chains of activated nodes encode 

time sequences of symbols, T2HSOMs can be said to 

enforce alignment through synchrony. 

To illustrate, we trained three different instances of a 

T2HSOM on Italian, German and Arabic verb forms. 

Figure 4 plots the activation chains of the present indica-

tive forms vediamo („we see‟) and crediamo („we believe‟) 

on a 20x20 nodes Italian map, trained on 32 Italian verb 

forms. The chains are clearly separated on the roots cred- 

and ved-, but converge as soon as more letters are shared 

by the two forms. Eventually the substring -iamo activates 

a unique BMU chain. We take this to mean that the sub-

string is recognized by the map as encoding the same type 

of inflectional ending. Note that the shared substring 

-iamo takes different positions in the two forms, starting 

from the forth letter in vediamo and from the fifth letter in 

crediamo. In traditional positional coding, this raises an 

alignment problem. In our map, -iamo receives a con-

verging topological representation, as order information is 

relative and time-dependent rather than absolute. 

German past participles provide a case of discontinuous 

morphological structure. Let us turn back to Figure 1 

above. Note that gemacht and gelacht share the same 

sequence of BMUs for ge-, but they part on the roots 

mach- and lach- to eventually meet again upon recogni-

tion of the ending –t. This is expressed in terms of topo-

logical distance between BMUs in Figure 5, giving the 

per-node topological distance of the BMU chains for 

gemacht and gelacht. 

 

 

Figure 5 – Topological distance matrix for gemacht-gelacht 

 

Besides identical nodes for ge- and –t, the matrix shows 

that morphological structure is inherently graded on 

morpheme boundaries, with the topological distance be-

tween the roots narrowing down as the shared suffix gets 

closer, in keeping with psycholinguistic evidence on word 

processing (Hay and Baayen 2005).  

 

 

Figure 6 – Topological distance matrix for spielen-gespielt 
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A case of root-alignment in German lexically-related 

forms is illustrated in Figure 6, showing the per-node 

distance between spielen and gespielt. Once more, this 

would be out of reach of positional coding. 

More difficult cases of root-alignment arise in the context 

of Semitic morphologies, where the relative position of 

the letters shared by lexically-related forms vary dra-

matically, as in kataba vs. yaktubu, respectively the per-

fective and imperfective forms of the verb triliteral root 

ktb („write‟). An interesting related question is to what 

extent the activation chains corresponding to Arabic per-

fective and imperfective forms are successful in repre-

senting the morphological notions of triconsonantal root 

and interdigitated vowel pattern. The problem is not 

trivial, as discontinuous morphological patterns are 

known to be beyond the reach of chaining models for 

serial order. Given two forms like kataba („he wrote‟) and 

hadama („he shattered‟) for example, vowels in the two 

strings are all preceded by different left contexts. 

 

 

Figure 7 –  Topological distance matrix for kataba-hadama 

 

Figure 7 illustrates the solution offered by a T2HSOM to 

the problem.  The three a‟s in the perfective vowel pattern 

are given dedicated representations on the map, triggering 

differently located BMUs. Not only is the map able to 

discriminate between three different instances of the same 

symbol (a) in the same string (kataba), but it can also 

align each such a with its homologous a in another mor-

phologically-related form (hadama).  In fact, this seems to 

be a necessary step to take if we want the map to get a 

notion of the Arabic perfective vowel pattern.  

To understand how this is possible, observe that temporal 

information is not limited to information about the actu-

ally occurring left context. The BMU activated by the 

symbol a in the input string #ha at time t receives support, 

through temporal connections, from all nodes activated at 

time t-1. The nodes include, among others, the k node, 

which competes with the h node at time t-1 as it receives 

temporal support from the # node activated at time t-2 

(due to the existence of #ka in kataba). By reverberating 

simultaneous activation of competing nodes to an ensuing 

state, the map can place a nodes triggered by #ka and #ha 

in the same area, as they share a comparatively large 

portion of pre-synaptic support. In general, the mecha-

nism allows the map to keep together nodes activated by 

letters in the same position in the string. 

5. Lexical access and recall 

So far, we considered chains of BMU activation based on 

exposure to time-bound sequences of letters. By inspect-

ing activation chains, we can tell whether the map re-

cognizes an input signal as a specific sequence of symbols 

or not. This is not trivial and requires both sensitivity to 

letter codes and the capacity of anticipating upcoming 

symbols on the basis of already seen symbols. Nonethe-

less, it says little about issues of lexical storage per se. 

How do we know that the map has actually stored the 

sequence it is able to recognize? 

We can model lexical recall as the task of reinstating a 

sequence of letters from the integrated pattern of activa-

tion of a map that has just seen that sequence. Recall that a 

form is exposed to the map one letter at a time. At each 

time tick, each letter leaves an activation pattern that ac-

cumulates in the map short-term buffer. When the whole 

form is shown, the map‟s short-term buffer will thus retain 

the concurrent activation of all letters forming the just 

seen word (Figure 8).  
 

 

Figure 8 – Per-letter and concurrent activation for #ist$ 

 

We may eventually feed this pattern back into the map and 

ask the map to recall from it the expected sequence of 

letters. Note that this is a considerably more difficult task 

than activating a specific node upon seeing a particular 

letter. A whole word integrated pattern of activation is the 

lexical representation for that word. If the map is able to 

accurately encode letters and their order of appearance, it 

will be successful in accessing and retrieving the whole 

word from its long-term store. 

To assess the capacity of a T2HSOM to develop, access 

and retrieve lexical representations, we trained a 40x40 

map on 5000 Italian word forms, sampled from the book 

The Adventures of Pinocchio by Collodi. We then probed 

the memory content of the map on two test sets: the entire 

set of “training” word tokens (about 1050 different form 

types), and a sample of about 250 unseen inflected forms 

of all verbs that are found in the training set in at least one 

other form. No frequency information was given for the 

latter “testing” set. 
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Results of the experiments are shown in Figure 9 in terms 

of per-word and per-letter accuracy over types and tokens.  

 

Italian    accuracy 

    % types % tokens 

recognition training set  per word 99.2 99.7 

   per letter 100 100 

 testing set   per word 99.6 99.6 

   per letter 100 100 

recall training set  per word 97.3 98.8 

   per letter 99.1 99.6 

 testing set  per word 75.7 75.7 

   per letter 95.1 95.1 

 

Figure 9 – Accuracy results on seen and unseen Italian word 

forms 

 

German    accuracy 

    % types % tokens 

recognition training set  per word 99.6 98.5 

   per letter 99.6 99.9 

 testing set   per word 96.7 96.7 

   per letter 99.6 99.6 

recall training set  per word 94.2 97.9 

   per letter 98.9 99.6 

 testing set  per word 80.7 80.7 

   per letter 95.8 95.8 

 

Figure 10 – Accuracy results on seen and unseen German 

word forms 

 

Figure 10 shows the results of a 40x40 T2HSOM trained 

on 5000 German word tokens (about 1750 different form 

types), sampled from three fairy tales by brothers Grimm. 

The testing set included 150 unseen inflected forms of 

verbs and nouns that are found in the training set in at 

least one other form, with no frequency information. 

All in all, T2HSOMs show a remarkable capacity of ac-

tivating appropriate BMUs upon recognition of input 

letters, both on seen words (training set) and unseen 

words (testing set). Moreover, they can also recall most 

such words. In fact more than 97% of the Italian forms 

and more than the 94% of the German forms in the 

training set are retrieved accurately through activation of 

BMUs chains. On both the Italian and German training 

sets,  recall errors strongly correlate with low word fre-

quency and word length effects, with most missed word 

forms showing frequency values close to 1 (Figure 11). 

That more than just storage is involved here is shown by 

the results on the testing set, assessing the ability of the 

map to “recall” unseen words. More than 75% Italian 

unseen words and 80% German unseen words are re-

trieved accurately, meaning that the maps developed 

memory traces of expected, rather than simply attested, 

sequences. T2HSOMs can in fact structure familiar in-

formation in a very compact (but accurate) way through 

shared activation paths, thus making provision for con-

nection chains that are never triggered in the course of 

training. The effect is reminiscent of what we noted in 

Figure 3 above, where wider neighbourhoods, typical of 

early stages of learning, favour profligate and more liberal 

inter-node connections. Only when the map is free to train 

neighbouring nodes independently, dedicated paths de-

velop. In the current experimental setting, the map is too 

small to be able to dedicate a different node to each dif-

ferent context-dependent occurrence of a letter.
1
 Fewer 

nodes are recruited to be sensitive to several different 

context-dependent tokens of the same letter type and to be 

more densely connected with other nodes. A direct con-

sequence of this situation is generalization, corresponding 

to the configurations shown in 3.b) and 3.c), where both 

the a and b nodes develop more outgoing connections 

than those strictly required by the training evidence. Most 

notably, this is the by-product of the way the map stores 

and structures lexical information.   

 

Italian training set frequency length 

 μ σ μ σ 

all words 2.8 7.4 7.0 2.5 

correctly recalled words (97.3%) 2.8 7.5 7.0 2.5 

wrongly recalled words (2.7%) 1.2 0.4 8.6 2.4 

German training set   

all words 2.9 6.7 5.9 2.4 

correctly recalled words (94.2%) 3.0 6.9 5.7 2.3 

wrongly recalled words (5.8%) 1.1 0.3 8.9 2.7 

 

Figure 11 – Mean value and standard deviation of word 

form frequency and length for Italian and German training 

sets. 

6. Concluding Remarks and Developments 

To date, both symbolic and connectionist approaches to 

the lexicon have laid emphasis on processing aspects of 

word competence only, whereby morphological produc-

tivity is modelled as the task of outputting a – possibly – 

unknown word form (say an inflected form like shook) by 

taking as input its lexical base (shake). Such a “deriva-

tional” approach to word competence (Baayen 2007), 

however, obscures the interplay between storage and 

computation, adhering to a view of morphological com-

petence as the ability to play a word game.  

Symbolic approaches encode word forms using tradi-

tional computational devices for storage, allocation and 

serial order representation such as ordered sets, strings 

and the like. These devices provide built-in means of se-

rializing order information through chains of pointers 

which are accessed and manipulated by independently 

required recursive algorithms. In classical connectionist 

architectures (Rumelhart and McClelland 1986), on the 

other hand, the internal representation of word forms in 

the lexicon is modelled by the pattern of connections 

between the hidden and the output layer in a multilayered 

                                                           
1
A 1600 nodes T2HSOM uses up the 2.5% level of connectivity 

required to store all forms as dedicated BMU chains.  
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perceptron mapping lexical bases onto inflected forms 

(e.g. go vs. went). Serial order is pre-encoded through 

dedicated nodes, and the resulting lexical organization 

appears to be contingent upon the requirements of the task 

of generating novel forms. In principle, different tasks 

may impose different structures on the lexicon.  

In this paper we took a somewhat different approach to 

the problem. We assumed that word storage plays a fun-

damental role in both word learning and processing. The 

way words are structured in our long-term memory (the 

lexicon) is key to understanding the mechanisms gov-

erning word processing and productivity. This perspective 

offers a few advantages. First, it allows scholars to prop-

erly focus on word productivity (the explanandum) as the 

by-product of more basic memory strategies (our ex-

planans) that must independently be assumed to account 

for fundamental aspects of word learning (including but 

not limited to storage of word forms). Secondly, it opens 

up new promising avenues of scientific inquiry by tapping 

the large body of empirical evidence on short-term and 

long-term memorization strategies for serial order (see 

Baddley 2007 for a comprehensive recent overview). 

Furthermore, it gives the opportunity of using sophisti-

cated computational models of language-independent 

memory processes (Brown Preece and Hulme 2000; 

Henson 1998; Burgess and Hitch 1996, among others) to 

shed light on language-specific aspects of word encoding. 

Finally, it promises to provide a comprehensive picture of 

the complex dynamics between computation and memory 

underlying morphological processing.  

Put in a nutshell, the processing of unknown words re-

quires mastering rule-governed combinatorial processes. 

In turn, these processes presuppose knowledge of the 

sub-word units to be combined. We argue that preliminary 

identification of the basic inventory of such units depends 

on memorization of their complex combinations. The way 

information is stored thus reflects the way such informa-

tion is dynamically represented, and eventually accessed 

and retrieved as patterns of concurrent activation of 

memory areas. According to the view endorsed here, 

memory processes have the ability not only to hold in-

formation but also to structure and manipulate it. 

By exploiting the full potential of T2HSOMs, we can  

simulate processes of dynamic interaction between 

short-term and long-term memory processes on a classical 

memory task like Immediate Serial Recall (Henson 1998; 

Cowan 2001). Moreover, we can investigate aspects of 

co-organization of concurrent temporal maps, each 

trained on different modalities of the same input stimuli. 

This dynamic is key to modelling pervasive aspects of 

synchronization of multi-modal sequences in both lin-

guistic (e.g. reading) and extra-linguistic (e.g. visuomotor 

coordination) tasks (Ferro et al. 2011). Finally, we are in a 

position to explore emergence of islands of reliability 

(Albright 2002) in the morphological lexicon to account 

for processes of analogy-driven generalization on the 

morphological input.        
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Appendix - The T2HSOM model 
 
A.1 Short-term dynamics: activation and filtering 
In recognition mode, the activation level of the map‟s i-th 
node at time t is: 

)()()( ,, tytyty iTiSi    

where α and β weigh up the respective contribution of the 
spatial and temporal layers, and  
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is the normalized Euclidean distance between the input 
vector x(t) at time t and the spatial weight vector asso-
ciated with the i-th node, and 
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is the weighted temporal pre-activation of the i-th node at 
time t prompted by the state of activation of all N nodes of 
the map at time t-1. The BMU at time t is identified by 
looking for the maximum activation level 
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eventually normalized to ensure network stability over 
time: 
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A.2 Long-term dynamics: learning 
In T2HSOM learning consists in topological and temporal 
co-organization. 
 
(i) Topological learning 
In classical SOMs, this effect is taken into account by a 
neighbourhood function centered around BMU. Nodes 
that lie close to BMU on the map are strengthened as a 
function of BMU‟s neighbourhood. The distance between 
BMU and the i-th node on the map is calculated through 
the following Euclidean metrics: 
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where n is 2 when the map is two-dimensional. The to-
pological neighbourhood function of the i-th neuron is 
defined as a Gaussian function with a cut-off threshold: 
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where σS(tE) is the topological neighbourhood shape 
coefficient at epoch time tE, and νS(tE) is the topological 
neighbourhood cut-off coefficient at epoch time tE. 
The synaptic weight of the j-th topological connection of 
the i-th node at time t+1 and epoch tE, is finally modified 
as follows: 

)]()([)()()( ,,, twtxtcttw jijiSESji  
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where αS(tE) is the topological learning rate at tE. 
 
(ii) Temporal learning 
On the basis of BMU at time t-1 and BMU at time t, three 
learning steps are taken: 

 temporal connections from BMU at time t-1 (the 
j-th neuron) to the neighbourhood of BMU at 
time t (the i-th neurons) are strengthened: 
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 temporal connections from all neurons but BMU 

at time t-1 (the j-th neurons) to the neighbour-
hood of BMU at time t (the i-th neurons) are 
depressed as well:  
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 temporal connections from BMU at time t-1 (the 

j-th neuron) to nodes lying outside the neigh-
bourhood of BMU at time t (the i-th neurons) are 
depressed as well: 
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(iii) Learning decay 
As an epoch ends, an exponential decay process applies to 
each learning parameter so that the generic parameter p at 
tE is calculated according to the following equation: 

p

Et

E eptp
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A complete list of the learning parameters is shown be-
low: 

 αS: learning rate of the topological learning 
process 

 σS: shape parameter of the neighbourhood 
Gaussian function for the topological learning 
process 

 νS: cut-off distance of the neighbourhood Gaus-
sian function for the topological learning process 

 αT: learning rate of the temporal learning process 
 σT: shape parameter of the neighbourhood 

Gaussian function for the temporal learning 
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process 
 νT: cut-off distance of the neighbourhood Gaus-

sian function for the temporal learning process 
 βT: offset of the Hebbian rule within the temporal 

learning process 
 
(iv) Post processing 
At a given epoch tE, the transition matrix is extracted from 
the temporal connection weights mi,j(tE), so that Pi,j(tE) is 
the probability to have a transition from the i-th node to 
the j-th node of the network (i.e., the j-th node will be the 
BMU at time t+1, given the i-th node is the BMU at time 
t): 
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At the same time the labelling procedure is applied. A 
label Li (i.e., an input symbol) is assigned to each node, so 
that the grapheme-base coding of the c-th symbol matches 
the i-th node‟s space vector best: 
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A.3 Lexical recall 

During the lexical recall task, an activation pattern at time 
t does not die out at time t+1, but accrues in the map‟s 
short-term buffer. When the whole form is shown, the 
map‟s short-term buffer thus retains the integrated acti-
vation pattern of all letters of the currently input form. 
Lexical recall is eventually modeled as the task of res-
toring the input sequence, by priming the map with the „#‟ 
symbol first, followed by the integrated activation  pattern. 
More formally, we define the integrated activation pattern 
Ŷ{ŷ1,…, ŷN} of a word of k symbols as the result of 
choosing   
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Lexical recall is thus modeled by the activation function 
(see Section A.1 above), with 
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A.4 Parameter configuration 
The experiments shown in the present work were per-
formed using the following parameter configuration: 

 40x40 map nodes 
 30 elements in the input vector (orthogonal 

symbol character coding) 
 100 learning epochs 
 learning rates starting from maximum value (i.e. 

1.0), exponentially increasing/decaying over 
epochs (with a time-constant equal to 25 epochs) 
according to the training error trend 

 spatial shape parameter starting from a value so 
that the Gaussian function has a gain equal to 90% 
at the maximum cut-off distance, with no decay 
over epochs 

 temporal shape parameter starting from a value 
so that the Gaussian function has a gain equal to 
20% at the maximum cut-off distance, with no 
decay over epochs 

 cut-off distances starting from the maximum 
distance between two nodes in the map, expo-
nentially increasing/decaying over epochs (with 
a time-constant equal to 5 epochs) according to 
the training error trend 

 offset of the Hebbian rule within the temporal 
learning process starting from 0.01), exponen-
tially increasing/decaying over epochs (with a 
time-constant equal to 25 epochs) according to 
the training error trend 
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Abstract
Lexical resources are of interest in linguistic research and its applications. However, building and enriching them is very time consu-
ming and expensive. In specific fields such as morphology, unsupervised and (semi-)supervised approaches consisting in automatically
discovering word structure have gained in popularity in the last few years. While encouraging results have been obtained for a large
variety of languages, few resources are currently available. In this paper, we describe a morphological lexicon under development for
Romance languages. It is based on an initial seed set of manually identified 2,004 word families in French. Our goal is to map these
families on related languages in order to obtain a resource based on family clusters, capable to provide morphological and semantic
information on each family crosslingually. Such a resource will be of help in contrastive linguistics and in different NLP and human
applications, such as crosslingual information retrieval and interlingual language learning.

1. Introduction
A variety of multilingual lexical resources have been deve-
loped by different civilizations ever since the birth of wri-
ting, as a result of practical needs (learning, archiving,
transmitting linguistic and other kind of knowledge, etc.).
The shape and the contents of these resources have evolved
significantly over time. Technical revolutions such as prin-
ting and computerization have had a profound influence
on the way to develop lexicons. From linear presentations
of word lists to lexical networks, multilingual lexical re-
sources present interlingual correspondences and often very
specific linguistic information.
Obviously, manually building and enriching such resources
is very time consuming and expensive. In recent years,
collaborative and automatic approaches have emerged as a
plausible alternative to build resources in a large-scale pers-
pective thus limiting the time of development. Collabora-
tive multilingual resources such as Papillon (Boitet et al.,
2002) are based on the principle of sharing contributions,
that is, anyone collaborates to enrich the database accor-
ding to his/her possibilities. While the underlying philo-
sophy is interesting, the results can easily be disappointing,
as enriching a resource is a tedious task and in practice few
people accept. Hence, it is hard to get the expected volume
of contribution1.
In order to address both shortcomings (manual and con-
tributive), automatic approaches have gained in popula-
rity in NLP, especially when it comes to collecting spe-
cific linguistic information. In morphology, different
methods exist to automatically acquire information about
the internal structure of words (Lavalle and Langlais,
2010): probabilistic approaches which regroup words into
paradigms by removing common affixes (Paramor (Mon-
son et al., 2007)) or community-based detection in net-
works (MorphoNet (Bernhard, 2010)), unsupervised learn-
ing of word structure by decomposition (Linguistica (Gold-
smith, 2001), Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2005)), super-
vised or semi-supervised methods using formal analogies

1For a discussion, see (Cristea et al., 2008).

to identify stems and morphological information (Lepage,
1998), (Hathout, 2008), (Lavalle and Langlais, 2010).

These methods may differ with respect to the kind of result
they obtain: word segments, complete morphemic analysis,
morphological links between words, etc. Furthermore, as
raw text is used for knowledge acquisition, most systems do
not make a difference between inflectional or derivational
morphology.

The work presented in this paper aims at building cross-
linguistic morpho-phonological families. A morpho-
phonological family groups lexical units sharing morpho-
logical2 and semantic features. Such a family is usually
built around a common stem. Hence, the stem terre ’earth’,
will induce the family made of lexical units such as terrasse
’terrace’, terrestre ’terrestrial’, terrien ’landowner’, etc. All
the words in this family share the following semantic com-
ponents: ’surface’, ’ground’, ’area’, etc. Having translated
the stem in closely-related languages and using multilin-
gual corpora and lexica, we will build the corresponding
families and compare their organization across languages.
Our aim is thus to create a resource presenting word fami-
lies among closely-related languages and to check whether
they can be mapped on each other. The linguistic descrip-
tion provided is strictly synchronical and concerns both
derivational morphology (stems and affixes) and morphose-
mantic links (semantic components within a word family).

This paper is structured as follows. In the next section we
provide an overview concerning some existing mono- and
multilingual resources by focusing on those containing a
morphological description. Section 3 describes first expe-
riments to map our initial resource for French to other Ro-
mance languages. We conclude the paper by discussing the
achieved results and present some ideas concerning future
work.

2Phonological alternations are possible, i.e. fleur/flor- in fleur
’flower’ and floraison ’flowering’, croc/croch- in croc ’hook’ and
crochet ’little hook’.
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2. Morphological resources: an overview
Although a significant number of existing NLP lexicons
present primarily syntactic or semantic information — sub-
categorization (Briscoe and Carrol, 1997), concepts as in
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), etc. — an increasing interest
in morphology has led over the past few years to the deve-
lopment of morphological lexica. Such resources present
a fine-grained and explicit description of the morphologi-
cal organization of the lexicon. The resources are mainly
monolingual, though some multilingual examples can be
mentioned.

2.1. Monolingual lexica
For morphology rich languages such as Romance or Slavic
languages, monolingual lexica may display morphotac-
tics (ordering of morphemes, derivational morphology) or
morphosyntactic information (word forms associated to: a
lemma, a part-of-speech tag, inflectional categories, subca-
tegorization patterns, etc.).
The Digital Dictionary of Catalan Derivational Affixes
(DSVC) (Bernal and DeCesaris, 2008) illustrates a deriva-
tional morphology lexicon. It has been created manually
and is of limited coverage: about one hundred verbs. Lefff
(Clement et al., 2004) is an example of morphosyntactic
lexicon for French verbs (about 5,000 entries). It has been
built automatically by extracting information from large
raw corpora and other existing resources.
As for Slavic languages, Unimorph3 is a derivational mor-
phology database with 92,970 Russian words. There is also
a morphosyntactic lexicon for Polish (Sagot, 2007) which
has been created using the same formalism as the one in
Lefff through automatic lexical acquisition from corpora.
Such a formalism has also been used for other European
languages (e.g. Spanish), as well as for less resourced lan-
guages such as Kurdish and Persian (Walther and Sagot,
2010).

2.2. Multilingual lexica
Multilingual resources provide the basis for translation, that
is, the mapping from one language to the other (Calzolari et
al., 1999). Yet this does not always hold for all multilingual
morphological resources.
A leading example is CELEX (Baayen et al., 1995),
a manually-tagged morphological database for English,
Dutch and German. For each language, words are analyzed
morphologically and the processes of derivation are made
explicit (e.g. ’concern’[V], ’unconcern’ ((un)[N—.N],
((concern)[V])[N])[N]). Unfortunately, the morphologi-
cal information is not explicit crosslinguistically, that is,
CELEX is a database for three languages independent one
from another.
MuleXFoR4 (Cartoni and Lefer, 2010) is a morphological
database aiming to present word-formation processes in a
multilingual environment. Word formation is presented as
a set of multilingual rules available by affixes, rules and
constructed words (e.g. by the rule ’above (n < a)’, the

3http://courses.washington.edu/unimorph/
4http://www.issco.unige.ch/en/staff/

bruno/mulexfor

following affixes are displayed: sopre, sovra, super (Ita-
lian), sur, supra (French), supra (English), along with some
words containing such affixes in each language. Word for-
mation processes are thus represented in a multilingual con-
text. Although morphological knowledge was partly auto-
matically acquired from corpora, the coverage of MuleX-
FoR is limited to one hundred prefixes.
Finally, unsupervised learning of morphologically related
words in various languages (English, German, Turkish,
Finnish and Arabic) has been the main goal of systems
participating to Morpho Challenge 20095, e.g. Morfessor
(Creutz and Lagus, 2005), Rali-Cof (Lavalle and Langlais,
2010), MorphoNet (Bernhard, 2010), etc. While such com-
petition allows the comparison of different statistical ma-
chine learning techniques (in terms of precision and recall),
the challenge does not yield any avalaible morphologically
annotated resource.

2.3. Remarks
Two general observations can be made at this point: first,
very few available resources present morphological links
crosslinguistically, and if they do, their coverage is limited;
second, morphological processes described by the existing
resources mainly focus on word-formation (word construc-
tion) conveyed by affixes. To our knowledge, word families
— although described in the literature (Bybee, 1985) —
have been brought to the forefront only in psycholinguistics
to show their impact in lexical decision tasks (Schreuder
and Baayen, 1997).

3. Mapping from to other Romance
languages

Considering that closely-related languages have a com-
mon origin, morphological regularities may be conveyed
by means of similar constructions. Our aim is thus to use
a manually built morphological lexicon (Polymots6 (Gala
et al., 2010), with 2,004 stems and nearly 20,000 derived
words for French) and map it to other Romance languages.

3.1. Word families: definition and properties
We consider a family (cluster or paradigm) to be a set of
lexical units sharing a formal and a semantic component.
Similar words in a lexical cluster share:

• a stem (e.g. human in human, humanism, humanist,
humanitarian, humanity, humanize, dehumanize, etc.);

• semantic continuity (all the words in the previous se-
rie are related to the notion of ’bipedal primate mam-
mal’).

While in some families there is a continuity of meaning
(words sharing a significant number of semantic features,
e.g. the human family), in others meaning is distributed,
i.e. a single and precise meaning is impossible to seize
among the lexical units of the cluster, as the words have
evolved and the semantic components are widely dispersed.

5http://research.ics.tkk.fi/events/
morphochallenge2009/

6http://polymots.lif.univ-mrs.fr
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In such cases, the semantic features of the common stem are
to be found among the words in the family (e.g. French val-
’glen’ includes features such as geographic area and going
downhill and at least one of these notions is to be found
in vallée ’valley’ and avaler ’swallow’). Semantic com-
ponents have been automatically extracted from structured
corpora (Gala and Rey, 2009) and are currently being re-
fined with a new machine-readable lexicographic resource
(the Trésor de la Langue Française informatisé).
Similarly, the size of the families may vary significantly
depending on the stem, going from no derivation at all
(e.g. French agrume ’citrus fruit’, paupière ’eyelid’, etc.)
to more than eighty derived words (e.g. port- in apport,
emporter, exporter, porable, etc.). The larger the family
the more significant the semantic dispersion; however, the
higher the number of analogous word-forms across lan-
guages.

3.2. From French to other Romance languages
The French lexicon that we have used to map to the other
Romance languages contains 2,004 stems (i.e. 2,004 fami-
lies). The stems are of two kinds: 87 % (1,741) are lexemes
(e.g. terre ’ground’, bras ’arm’, etc.); the remaining 13 %
(263) are word-forms which do not exist anymore as single
tokens (stems in italics, e.g. bastille, bastion, etc.; apport,
exporter, etc.; convergence, divergent, etc.).
From the initial 1,741 stems, we have conducted a preli-
minary experience by using a subset of 30 stems (see table
1). To obtain these 30 words, we have selected the most
frequent ones from the Greenberg’s list, i.e. those having a
frequency f > 0, 1 % on the BNC (70 out of 100). Once
these 70 words have been manually translated into French,
we have kept those having a frequency f > 0, 01% in the
VocaRef corpora7 (Table 1). For each word in this list we
have automatically acquired their lexical clusters (families)
using raw corpora, POS tagged and lemmatized corpora.

grand, dire, voir, homme, venir, donner, savoir, petit,
bon, nouveau, personne, femme, entendre, tête, nom,
nuit, eau, long, sein, coeur, pierre, humain, mourir,
tuer, langue, feu, chemin, bras, sang, oeil
big, say, see, man, come, give, know, small,
good, new, person, woman, hear, head, name,
night, water, long, breast, heart, stone, human, die,
kill, tongue, fire, path, arm, blood, eye

Table 1: List of 30 words from Greenberg’s list with f >
0,1 % in the BNC and f > 0,01 % in VocaRef corpora.

3.2.1. Semi-supervised learning using raw corpora
After having translated the 30 seed words in Spanish, Cata-
lan, Italian, Corsican and Portuguese, we extracted all the
words from different raw corpora8 containing every sin-
gle stem (e.g. in Catalan, brancada, brancal, brancatge,

7234 millions of words from French newspapers Libération
and Le Monde, 1995-1999.

8We have extracted corpora from the Web, mainly Wikipedia
and newspaper sites.

etc. contain the stem branca ’branch’). We have refined
such first loop with three variants. First, if the stem ends
in a vowel, we have retrieved all the forms containing the
stem minus the final vowel. We did this in order to address
the problem of vocal alternations (e.g. Italian nome ’noun,
name’ / nominare ’nominate’). Second, if the stem ends in
a voiceless velar plosive (/k/) or a voiceless alveolar frica-
tive (/s/) we had a look at all possible graphical variants:
e.g. for the latter, Portuguese and Catalan ç / c (cabeça /
cabecear ’head / to head’, braç / bracet ’arm / little arm’).
Finally, we considered alternations for diphthongs in Span-
ish: /e/ with /je/ (pedrerı́a / piedra ’jewels / stone’), /o/ with
/we/ (novedad / nuevo ’novelty / new’).
The words obtained were then manually validated via a
monolingual dictionary for each one of the respective lan-
guages. This allowed us (1) to capture words absent from
the corpora and (2) to eliminate candidates wrongly re-
trieved because we had used only formal analogies with-
out taking into account any semantic information (e.g.
in Corsican, the stem testa ’head’ yields testatu ’stub-
born’ and intestatura ’header’, while cuntesta ’answer’ and
testamentu ’will’ do not show up in the expected ’head’
cluster, eventhough they present the same graphical form).
Table 2 shows several members crosslingually gathered for
the same family.

FR oeil oeillade, oeillard, oeillère, oeillet...
CA ull ullada, ullera, ullerat, ullerer, ullerol...
CO ochju malochju, ochjuculà, ochjutu...
PT olho olhar, olhadinha, olheiras, olhudo...
ES ojo ojera, ojear, ojal, ojoso, ojuelo...
IT occhio occhialàio, occhiàle, occhialı̀no...

Table 2: Exemples of ’eye’ family.

This first experience reveals that using the stem and some
morpho-phonological variants allows us to gather a signi-
ficant number of candidates belonging to the same family.
Not surprisingly, the longer the stem, the higher the accu-
racy (see 4.1).

3.2.2. Semi-supervised learning based on annotated
corpora

A second experience has been carried out to map the initial
French stems to other closely-related languages. This time
we wanted to scale up to a higher number of families with
the same heuristics used in the previous test (stems and their
morpho-phonological variants). We also wanted to restrict
the mapping to two languages (Catalan and Spanish).
The underlying hypothesis for this second experience is the
idea that using annotated corpora would increase the accu-
racy of the results, mainly because of the absence of in-
flection. This being so, we used a POS tagged and lemma-
tized corpora extracted from Wikipedia (258,315 lemmas
for Catalan, 387,003 for Spanish)9. The corpora have been
annotated with lemma and part of speech information using
the open source library Freeling10 2.1.

9http://www.lsi.upc.edu/˜nlp/wikicorpus/
10http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/
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We used bilingual corpora to automatically extract the
translations of our initial 1,741 stems which are lexemes.
The corpora used11 (7,523 entries FR-CA and 25,616 en-
tries ES-CA) allowed us to extract 30 % of the expected
trilingual equivalences, that is 473 stems out of the initial
1,741. From such trilingual set of stem equivalences, we
have gathered word forms in the Wikipedia corpora con-
taining each stem and its variants for each of the two lan-
guages. At the end of the experience, we have obtained 190
families for Spanish (40,2 %) and 77 for Catalan (16,3 %).

4. Preliminary results
4.1. Raw corpora and stem lengths
The results of hand-validating the data obtained for five
languages from raw corpora shed light on significant diffe-
rences related to the length of words. As we have taken a
list of very frequent words, the global average length for all
languages is 5 characters as shown in Table 3.

Language Average >= 5 < 5
CA 4,3 43 % 57 %
CO 4,7 57 % 43 %
FR 4,9 53 % 46 %
PT 5,1 67 % 33 %
ES 5,2 80 % 20 %
IT 5,6 80 % 20 %

Table 3: Word lengths.

Taking into account such a threshold (i.e. 5 characters),
precision is about 85 % for stems of length greater or equal
to 5 and about 15 % for stems with less than 5 characters.
The shorter the stem, the higher the number of word-forms
collected, only few being members of the expected family.
Furthermore, the shorter the stem, the higher the possibility
of homonymy (e.g. in Catalan, nou ’new / nine / walnut’),
hence the higher the probability to collect word-forms valid
from a formal point of view, but unacceptable semantically
in a given paradigm (e.g. noucentista ’related to the be-
ginnings of years 1900’, hence related to ’nine’ but not to
’new’). It is also noticeable that in raw corpora inflected
and compounded word-forms, as well as misspelled words
(e.g. *dinousaure ’dinosaur’), contribute to decrease the
precision rate for all languages (we aimed at collecting only
well-formed derived lexical units). As for recall, the data
has been manually evaluated by comparing the words ob-
tained with a list of entries present in a monolingual dictio-
nary for each language. As we have used relatively small
corpora (100,000 to 300,000 words) global recall is about
50 %, again with significant differences among languages
and families.

4.2. Bilingual corpora and analogies among
languages

The availability and the size of the resources is crucial for
semi-supervised acquisition of information. In our experi-
ence, only 30 % of the stems have a correspondence in the

11http://sourceforge.net/projects/apertium

three languages. Bigger bilingual corpora is thus necessary
to scale up automatically to our initial 2,004 stems as well
as to map from French to other languages. At this stage,
the comparison of the 473 stems among French, Spanish
and Catalan, already gives us some insights concerning the
relative linguistic distance of these three languages (cog-
nates, see table 4). Our aim is to consider cognates among
families and not only among individual words.

Analogies example FR CA ES
FR CA ES 69,98 % ouvert obert abierto (open)
FR CA - 5,29 % pleur plor llanto (cry)
- CA ES 16,91 % besoin necessitat necesidad (need)
FR - ES 1,48 % corne banya cuerno (horn)
- - - 6,34 % creux buit hueco (hollow)

100 %

Table 4: Lexical closeness among FR CA ES.

About 70 % of the stems are analogous in the three lan-
guages, i.e. lexical items share the same form; Catalan and
Spanish are closely-related in 86,89 %, Catalan and French
in 75,27 % and French and Spanish in 71,46 %.

4.3. Lemmatized corpora and family clusters

The use of a large coverage corpus has enabled us to ob-
tain family clusters very quickly: we have gathered 5,999
word-forms being part of 190 families in Spanish and 1,561
word-forms for 77 families in Catalan. We have conducted
an evaluation on 40 stems (40 different families) with 618
words in Spanish and 428 words in Catalan. The average
precision is 62,71 % for Spanish and 64,42 % for Catalan,
but the results are very heterogeneous among the families.
Yet for some families precision is very high (in some cases,
100 %, i.e. all the acquired words belong to the family,
see table 5). However, in other families, precision is very
low (the word-forms obtained do not belong to the clus-
ter) mainly for reasons of homography (e.g. in Catalan, the
string tendre ’tender’ can be found at the end of a signifi-
cant number of verbs abstendre, desentendre, entendre, es-
tendre, etc.). Some drawbacks come also from the corpora
itself: words in other languages, misspellings and errors in
tokenization and lemmatization. With the heuristics em-
ployed (stems and morpho-phonological variants), we also
capture all the existing compounds for a given stem. We are
thus considering whether to include them into the resource
or to limit it to derivation strictly. Recall is under evaluation
using monolingual dictionaries for both languages.

abrigo abrigo, abrigado, abrigador, abrigamiento,
abrigar, desabrigar, desabrigado, desabrigo

aceituna aceituna, aceitunado, aceitunero, aceitunillo
chocolate chocolate, achocolatado, chocolatada,

chocolaterı́a, chocolatero, chocolatina

Table 5: Family clusters for Spanish.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented some initial steps in deve-
loping a lexical resource for word families across closely-
related languages. The lexicon is constructed from an initial
set of stems, identified and manually validated for French.
The approach relies on automatically acquiring informa-
tion from corpora and it reveals that using partially an-
notated corpora (lemmatized corpora) leads to better re-
sults provided that morphophonological properties of each
language (e.g. diphthongs in Spanish, consonant and vo-
calic alternations) are taken into account. We have thus
automatically acquired lexical clusters with equivalences in
closely-related languages. Word families are connected in
order to allow crosslingual access of lexical items via mor-
phological and/or semantic criteria.
Such a lexicon is under development at the time of wri-
ting this paper: scaling up to the initial 2,004 stems will
be carried out soon for Catalan and Spanish (with bigger
annotated corpora and lexica available).
As for future work, we plan to extend the resource to the
remaining Romance languages12. Furthermore, automatic
acquisition of morphological information on analogical se-
ries of words (words containing the same affixes, (Hathout,
2008)) is also foreseen shortly. The resulting resource will
be freely available and we hope it will be of help for many
multilingual human and NLP applications.
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Abstract 

This paper presents a comparative study of the impact of the key parameters for bilingual lexicon extraction for nouns from comparable 
corpora. The parameters we analyzed are: corpus size and comparability, dictionary size and type, feature selection for context vectors 
and window size, and association and similarity measures. Evaluation against the gold standard shows that window size of 7 with 
encoded position yields best results. The consistently best-performing association and similarity measures are Jensen-Shannon 
divergence with log-likelihood. We have shown that very good results can be achieved with small-sized but purpose-built seed lexicons 
and that problems arising from dissimilarities between the source and the target corpus can be compensated with their sufficient size. 
 

1. Introduction 

Bilingual lexica are the key component of all 

cross-lingual NLP applications and their compilation 

remains a major bottleneck in computational linguistics. 

Automatic extraction of translation equivalents from 

parallel texts has been shown extremely successful (e.g. 

Och and Ney, 2000; Tiedemann, 2005) but such a scenario 

is not feasible for all language pairs or domains because 

for many of them ready-made parallel corpora do not exist 

and their compilation is slow and expensive. This is why 

an alternative approach has been increasingly explored in 

the past decade that relies on texts in two languages which 

are not parallel but nevertheless share several parameters, 

such as topic, time of publication and communicative goal 

(Fung, 1998; Rapp, 1999). Compilation of such 

comparable corpora is much easier, especially since the 

availability of rich web data (Xiao & McEnery 2006). 

In this paper we describe a set of experiments that serve to 

systematically determine the impact of the most important 

parameters for bilingual lexicon extraction from 

comparable corpora. The parameters we test and analyze 

are: the size and level of comparability of the corpus used 

for bilingual lexicon extraction; the type and size of the 

dictionary used to translate context vectors; the kind of 

features used to build context vectors and the amount of 

context that was taken into account; and, last but not least, 

the association and similarity measures used to compare 

the vectors across languages. The main contribution of 

this paper is a systematic comparison of various 

parameters that can serve as highly valuable guidelines on 

the collection of corpora and lexica for similar tasks. 

The paper is structured as follows: in the next section we 

give an overview of previous work relevant for our 

research, Section 3 contains a description of the resources 

used and the steps taken in the experiment, in Section 4 

we present the results of the evaluation of our approach 

and a discussion after which we conclude the paper with 

final remarks and ideas for future work. 

2. Related work 

For the task of bilingual lexicon extraction, parallel 

corpora provide very good results. However, the 

availability of parallel corpora is limited to certain 

language pairs and domains. Therefore, two main lines of 

research are proposed. The first one aims at bilingual 

lexicon extraction from comparable (non-parallel) 

corpora and the second one focuses on using the web to 

automatically construct parallel corpora (e.g. Fung et al., 

2010). Our research falls in the first category. 

The seminal papers in bilingual lexicon constructions are 

Fung (1998) and Rapp (1999) who proposed similar 

approaches that are based on the word co-occurrence 

hypothesis. Their main assumption is that the term and its 

translation share similar contexts. More recent 

adaptations of these approaches differ in the selection of 

methods at different stages. 

Translation of vectors. At this stage, most researchers 

use machine-readable dictionaries. Some authors decide 

to prune out polysemous words in order to exclude 

semantic noise. Koehn and Knight (2002) build the initial 

seed dictionary automatically, based on identical spelling 

features. Cognate detection is used in a similar way by 

Saralegi et al. (2008), based on longest common 

subsequence ratio. Déjean et al. (2005), on the other hand, 

use a bilingual thesaurus instead of a bilingual lexicon. 

Context representation. For selecting the representation 

of a word’s context, approaches differ mainly whether 

they look at a simple co-occurrence window of a certain 

size or decide to include some syntactic information as 

well. For example, Otero (2007) proposes binary 

dependences previously extracted from parallel corpus, 

while Yu and Tsujii (2009) use dependency parsers and 

Marsi and Krahmer use (2010) syntactic trees. Instead of 

context windows, Shao and Ng (2004) use language 

models. 
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Building feature vectors. The words in co-occurrence 

vectors can be represented as binary features, by term 

frequency or weighted by different association measures, 

such as TF-IDF (Fung, 1998), PMI (Shezaf and 

Rappoport, 2010) and, one of the most popular, the 

log-likelihood score. Others also investigate weighting 

co-occurrence terms differently if they appear closer to or 

further from the nucleus word in the context (e.g. Saralegi 

et al., 2008).  

Selection of translation candidates. For ranking 

candidate translations, different vector similarity 

measures have been investigated. Rapp (1999) applies 

city-block metric, while cosine similarity (Fung, 1998) 

and Dice (Otero, 2007) seem to provide the best results. In 

addition, some approaches include re-ranking of 

translation candidates based on cognates detection (e.g. 

Saralegi, et al. 2008; Shao and Ng, 2004). 

3. Experimental setup 

In this section we give a detailed account of the 

experiments we conducted. In order to gain insight into 

the impact of the most important parameters for bilingual 

lexicon extraction, we ran a set of experiments in which 

we adjusted corpus size and the level of comparability of 

the texts between the languages. Next, we tested the 

translation of features in context vectors with three 

dictionaries of different type and size. Third, we tried out 

several settings of how to build context vectors and which 

association measure to use and finally, we tested different 

similarity measures to rank the translation candidates. 

Although the parameters change in each run of the 

experiment, the basic algorithm for finding translation 

equivalents in comparable corpora is always the same: 

(1) build context vectors for all unknown words in 

the source language and translate the vectors 

with a seed dictionary; 

(2) build context vectors for all candidate 

translations words in the target language; 

(3) compute the similarity for all translated source 

vectors and target vectors and rank translation 

candidates according to this score. 

3.1 Corpora 

Because it was our aim to analyze the impact of the size 

and comparability level of the corpus used to extract 

translation equivalents on the quality of the results we 

decided to use the English-Slovene part of the 

JRC-Acquis corpus (Steinberger et al., 2006). This is a 

20-million-word parallel corpus of legislative texts, which 

we POS-tagged, lemmatized and filtered out punctuation 

and function words before we broke it into non-parallel 

corpora of different sizes and degrees of comparability. 

We first took the English part of the corpus and sliced it 

into 10 equally-sized slices in chronological order, so that 

the first slice contained the oldest texts in the corpus and 

the last slice the most recent ones. 

We then compared these slices with one another by 

computing the Spearman rank correlation coefficient 

(Kilgarriff, 2001) which compares the ranks of n most 

frequent words in each slice of the corpus. Such a 

comparison shows that slices from the same 

chronological period are more similar than those from 

different periods (e.g. the neighboring slices 3 and 4 are 

much more similar than the distant slices 2 and 9, see 

Table 1). 

Now that we knew how similar or dissimilar these slices 

were, we were able to build several comparable corpora 

by taking the English part of the corpus for some slices 

and the Slovene part that corresponded to the other slices, 

making sure there was no overlaps between the slices 

used for one and the other language. In this way we built 

two sets of subcorpora; the first set consisted of 

subcorpora that contained slices with a high Spearman 

co-efficient, i.e. were highly comparable (called ‘easy1-5’ 

corpora), and the other set consisted of subcorpora 

populated with slices that had a low Spearman 

co-efficient, i.e. were not very comparable (called 

‘hard1-5’ corpora). These two sets of subcorpora with 

very different levels of comparability were used to study 

the impact of corpora comparability on the quality of 

bilingual lexicon extraction.  

Both sets of subcorpora consisted of 5 subcorpora, the 

smallest one containing a single slice per language 

(approx. 1.6 million content words) and the largest one 5 

slices per language (approx. 8 million content words). The 

differently sized subcorpora were used to establish what is 

the smallest possible size of a comparable corpus that 

could still be used efficiently for finding translation 

equivalents. 

 

High comparability (‘easy1-5’ corpora) 

Size Slo slices Eng slices ρ 

1.6 s3 s4 0.92 

3.2 s1+s3 s2+s4 0.93 

4.8 s1+s3+s5 s2+s4+s6 0.95 

6.4 s1+s3+s5+s7 s2+s4+s6+s8 0.95 

8 s1+s3+s5+s7+s9 s2+s4+s6+s8+s10 0.96 

Low comparability (‘hard1-5’ corpora) 

Size Slo slices Eng slices ρ 

1.6 s2 s9 0.50 

3.2 s1+s2 s9+s10 0.52 

4.8 s1+s2+s3 s8+s9+s10 0.59 

6.4 s1+s2+s3+s4 s7+s8+s9+s10 0.66 

8 s1+s2+s3+s4+s5 s6+s7+s8+s9+s10 0.74 

Table 1: Sets of subcorpora used in our experiment. 

3.2 Dictionaries 

In order to be able to compare vectors in different 

languages, a seed dictionary is needed to translate features 

in source context vectors. We tested our approach on three 

different dictionaries: a general large-sized bilingual 

dictionary (Grad), a medium-sized Wiktionary that covers 

basic vocabulary (Wiki), and a small domain-specific 

lexicon that was extracted from a word-aligned parallel 

corpus from the same domain (Acquis). 
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Only content-word dictionary entries were taken into 

account. No multi-word entries were considered either. 

And, since we do not yet deal with polysemy at this stage 

of our research, we only extracted the first sense for each 

dictionary entry. The seed dictionaries we obtained in this 

way contained from 2.800 entries (Acquis) to 6.600 

entries (Wiki) and 42.700 entries (Grad). 

A comparison of the extracted seed dictionaries with the 

JRC-Acquis corpus shows that even though the Grad 

dictionary is four times larger than the Acquis lexicon, the 

token overlap ratio is almost the same (81% vs. 78%). On 

the other hand, Wiktionary contains a similar amount of 

entries but they are not very relevant for the corpus in 

question (78% vs. 41%). We would like to see in our 

experiments whether reasonable results can be achieved 

with a small-sized lexicon with good coverage of the 

corpus vocabulary, so that large dictionaries which are 

difficult to obtain are no longer required. 

 

 Types Tokens 

Dict. Overlap 

types 

Ratio Overlap Ratio 
Grad 11,191 13.82% 5,634,190 81.73% 

Wiki 3,122 3.86% 2,831,234 41.07% 
Acquis 2,544 3.14% 5,401,254 78.35% 

Table 2: A comparison of vocabulary coverage between 

the three dictionaries and the JRC-Acquis corpus. 

3.3 Building and comparing context vectors 

In this experiment we limited the task of extracting 

translation equivalents to nouns only, so we built context 

vectors for all those nouns that appear in the corpus at 

least 100 times and have at least 200 features (content 

words) in their context. We tested different window sizes 

(5, 7 and 9 lemmas). We compared two settings for feature 

selection: plain co-occurrence counts (i.e. bag-of-words 

approach) vs. included information on the position in 

which a context word appeared (e.g. 

L3-L2-L1-target_word-R1-R2-R3). With these settings, 

we extracted 1,105 vectors from the smallest subcorpus 

up to 2,494 vectors from the largest one. 

In this way, we built vectors for all nouns in the source 

language and for all nouns in the target language. We 

tested four different association measures to represent 

features in the vector: relative frequency, pointwise 

mutual information (PMI), TF-IDF and log-likelihood 

(LL). Three variations of TF-IDF were taken into 

consideration: TF-IDF as defined in the information 

retrieval community (Spärck Jones, 1972), TF-IDF as 

defined in (Fung, 1998) and Okapi BM25 as the improved 

baseline in information retrieval (Robertson, 1994). Since 

none of the variations showed any significant difference, 

we disregarded the latter two. 

Next, we translated words that appeared as features in the 

source context vector with a seed dictionary (see Section 

3.2). If a feature word was not found in the dictionary, it 

was discarded from the context vector. 

As the final step, the translated source context vector was 

compared to all target context vectors and the translation 

candidates were ranked according to their similarity score. 

The similarity measures we explored are: Manhattan and 

Euclidean distance, Jaccard and Dice indices adapted to 

non-binary values (Grefenstette, 1994), Tanimoto index 

(Tanimoto, 1957), cosine similarity and Jensen-Shannon 

divergence (Lin, 1991). 

4. Evaluation 

4.1 Automatic evaluation 

Evaluation of the results was performed against a gold 

standard lexicon that was obtained from automatic 

word-alignment of a parallel corpus from the same 

domain. In the gold standard, there are several possible 

translations for the same source word, and we consider 

any of the variations as an equally suitable translation. 

The gold standard contains at least one translation for 

1,000 source words. 

Below we present the results of three experiments that 

best demonstrate the performance and impact of the key 

parameters for bilingual lexicon extraction from 

comparable corpora that we were testing in this research. 

The evaluation measure used throughout this research is 

mean reciprocal rank (Vorhees, 2001) on first ten 

candidates. 

We start with the results for the largest subcorpus with a 

low comparability score (the hard5 subcorpus). The 

best-performing features for building context vectors 

turned out to be window size of 7 with encoded position 

of context words. The best-performing seed dictionary for 

translating vectors was the Acquis dictionary which was 

obtained from a small domain-specific word-aligned 

parallel corpus. 

The measure that underperformed drastically on a regular 

basis under this setting was the Euclidean distance and 

was therefore removed from the rest of the experiments. 

Additionally, Dice gave consistently identical candidate 

lists as Jaccard and was therefore removed from the 

experiments as well. 

The mean reciprocal rank scores for the described 

measures are given in Table 3. The best-performing 

combination is Jensen-Shannon divergence with 

log-likelihood, followed by Jaccard with log-likelihood 

and TF-IDF. 

 

 relfreq pmi tfidf ll 

manh 0.07 0.11 0.15 0.04 
jacc 0.70 0.62 0.74 0.74 

tanim 0.57 0.49 0.60 0.43 
cos 0.60 0.46 0.61 0.44 

jenshan 0.68 0.51 0.69 0.78 

Table 3: Evaluation of the results for different association 

and similarity measures on the hard5 subcorpus. 

 

To get a better insight into the relationship between 

specific similarity measures and association measures, a 

series of visualizations is given. First, different similarity 

measures are compared on a boxplot in Figure 1. The 

variation in the data comes from using different 

association measures. 
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Manhattan is obviously overall the weakest similarity 

measure for this task while Tanimoto and cosine are 

regularly outperformed by Jaccard and Jensen-Shannon. 

Jaccard has more consistent results and could be 

considered the similarity measure of choice if one 

disregards the difference in association measures. 

Additionally, different association measures are compared 

in the boxplot in Figure 2. Here the source of variation is 

different results obtained by different similarity measures. 

Pointwise mutual information obviously underperforms 

on a regular basis. Relative frequency, TF-IDF and 

log-likelihood obtain similar results. The variance in 

log-likelihood is much higher than in the other two 

association measures which shows its obvious sensitivity 

to different similarity measures. 

In Figure 3 the same association measures are shown, but 

only for the two best performing similarity measures: 

Jaccard and Jensen-Shannon. Here the difference between 

the three best performing association measures becomes 

clearer. Log-likelihood is the best performing measure, 

whilst the second best is TF-IDF. The reason for relative 

frequency to perform that well in our opinion is the fact 

that the co-occurrence vectors are built from content 

words only and association measures do not play such an 

important role as would be if feature selection was less 

prohibitive. 

To analyze the consistency of the results, another two 

experiments were performed under different settings. This 

time, the smallest (easy1) and the largest (easy5) 

subcorpora with high comparability scores were used to 

obtain translation equivalents. These are, as stated before, 

built from more similar documents than the large, less 

comparable subcorpus (hard5). Additionally, the easy1 is 

five times smaller than the easy5 and hard5. In these two 

experiments, the Grad seed dictionary was used in the 

vector translation process as opposed to the prior 

experiment where the Acquis lexicon was used. The 

Pearson correlation coefficients between the results on 

hard5 on one side and easy1 and easy5 on the other side 

are computed. The results are given in Table 4. 

 

 easy1 easy5 
all values 0.975 0.982 

association measures 0.912 0.957 
similarity measures 0.997 0.999 

Table 4. Correlation between the results on corpora easy1 

easy5 with dict-grad and hard5 with dict-acquis. 

 

The results show a high correlation between all results 

regardless of the resources and parameters used. When 

calculating the correlation of different association 

measure averages, the correlation decreases. On the 

contrary, when calculating the correlation between results 

on similarity measure averages, the correlation increases. 

These results show that specific similarity measures in 

general have more consistent results regardless of the 

experiment setting whereas association measures tend to 

show less consistency. We can conclude that the results of 

experiments with different settings are highly consistent 

with association measures being the cause for small 

variation. 

The last experiment we wish to discuss here included 

different corpus sizes and degrees of comparability. As 

can be seen in Figure 4, the level of comparability of the 

corpora plays a major role in the quality of the extracted 

translation lexicon, especially when very little data is used. 

However, the size of the corpus is only significant with 

less comparable corpora. This is a very important finding 

because corpora with lower degrees of comparability are a 

much more likely scenario than nearly parallel ones, and it 

is encouraging to see that by simply increasing their size 

we can achieve results that are competitive with those 

obtained from nearly parallel corpora. It must be noted 

here that since we are using slices of a parallel corpus in 

this experiment, the level of comparability inevitably 

increases with corpus size, which is why a similar 

experiment should be conducted on real comparable 

corpora in order to confirm our findings in this research. 

 

 

Figures 1-3: Visualization of the relationships between association and similarity measures regarding the mean reciprocal 

rank. 
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Figure 4. The impact on corpus size and comparability 
level. 

4.2 Manual evaluation 

For a more qualitative manual evaluation we selected 100 

random source words from the hard5 corpus for which at 

least one translation candidate was generated, and 

examined the top ten translation equivalents for each 

word proposed by our system using the best-performing 

parameters. In 81 cases the first proposed equivalent 

matched at least one of the equivalents specified in the 

gold standard, whereby quite often the list of the extracted 

equivalents contained all the matches from the gold 

standard. In 4 cases where the first translation did not 

match the gold standard we saw that the proposed 

translation was in fact correct and that the gold standard 

could have been amended, for example (the correct 

equivalents are marked in bold): 

 

source word: integration 

 

gold standard: povezovanje, vključevanje 

 

proposed equivalents (highest- to lowest-ranking): 

 

integracija 1.42 (missing in gold standard) 

vključevanje 1.56 (found in gold standard) 

povezovanje 1.59 (found in gold standard) 

skupnost  1.64 

dialog  1.65 

razvoj  1.65 

kohezija  1.66 

partner  1.66 

razsežnost  1.68 

sodelovanje 1.69 

 

In 14 cases the correct equivalent was not ranked first and 

these are the cases we plan to focus on in our future work; 

we believe that reranking methods applied at the 

post-processing stage could yet improve these results. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we described a set of experiments we 

conducted to gain more insight into what really matters in 

bilingual lexicon extraction for nouns from comparable 

corpora. The results show that window size of 7 with 

encoded position of context words are best settings for 

building context vectors. Small-sized domain specific 

lexicons that have good coverage of the vocabulary in the 

corpus can already achieve satisfactory results. This 

finding justifies the following research scenario as both 

feasible and efficient: first, a small parallel corpus in the 

relevant domain is compiled and word-aligned so that a 

seed lexicon is obtained, and then a much larger 

comparable corpus in the same domain is used for an 

extensive extraction of translation equivalents based on 

the seed lexicon. 

What is more, we were able to show that a good 

combination of an association and similarity measure 

plays a much bigger role than feature selection or window 

size. The best-performing combination of association and 

similarity measures was consistently Jensen-Shannon 

divergence and log-likelihood. It is interesting to note that 

while log-likelihood is one of the most popular and 

best-performing similarity measures in the related work, 

Jensen-Shannon, which in our experiments outperforms 

the most popular cosine similarity measure and Dice 

coefficient, is on the other hand not used as an association 

measure in any related work we studied. A comparison of 

corpora of different sizes and degrees of comparability 

showed that for reasonable results, corpora do not 

necessarily need to be very similar since the lack of 

comparability can be compensated to a certain extent with 

a larger size. 

In the future, we wish to test the approach on different 

corpora, domains and language pairs. In addition, we plan 

to look at various possibilities to rerank the translation 

candidates by taking into account cognates and named 

entities. We also wish to extend our work to other parts of 

speech and address polysemy as well as multi-word 

expressions. 
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Abstract
We present a new lexicographic enterprise that aims at producing a French Lexical Network or FLN. We begin by introducing the project
as such and then proceed with a characterization of the FLN: the FLN as a generic lexical model, its network structure and the different
types of lexical entities it models. Finally, we focus on two aspects of our lexicographic methodology: the incremental identification of
the FLN’s wordlist and our editing tool.

1. The French Lexical Network project
We present a lexicographic project that has just been of-
ficially launched (early 2011) and whose aim is to build
a new type of lexical resource called French Lexical Net-
work, hereafter FLN.1 Though the construction of the FLN
is conceived as a long-term enterprise, we focus here on
the first three-year phase, i.e. the tasks that have actually
been planned and funded in the context of a more global
R&D project called RELIEF. For lack of space and in or-
der to concentrate on the very specific topic of lexical re-
sources’ design and construction, we will ignore the appli-
cation/valorisation aspects of RELIEF and exclusively deal
with the FLN itself.
We are fully aware of the fact that, by presenting a lexi-
cal resource that is only emerging from the drawing board,
we have no tangible “results” to offer as yet. However,
we believe that the FLN project is sufficiently specified,
both in terms of design of the lexical resource and of lex-
icographic methodology, to be of interest for the research
community—not to mention the importance there is for the
FLN team to benefit from early feedback from this com-
munity. Additionally, it will appear clearly in what follows
that the FLN is not a project that started from scratch, but a
project that directly builds on previous research and lexico-
graphic work performed over the last two decades.
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows.
The main characteristics of the FLN are presented in sec-
tion 2.: the FLN as a generic lexical model, its network
structure and the different types of lexical entities it de-
scribes. In section 3., we focus on two aspects of our lex-
icographic methodology: the incremental identification of
the FLN’s wordlist and our editing tool.
Before we begin, let’s mention that a lexicographic team
of around 15 persons is being put together for the initial
three-year phase of the FLN project. Lexicographic strate-
gies embedded in our theoretical and methological frame-
work of reference—the Explanatory Combinatorial Lexi-
cology (Mel’čuk et al., 1995; Mel’čuk, 2006)—will serve
to extract linguistic information from corpora. However,

1The French name of the targeted lexical resource is Réseau
Lexical du Français or RLF

we will also make extensive use of the Trésor de la Langue
Française informatisé (Dendien and Pierrel, 2003), here-
after TLFi,2 as a mother lexical database from which we
will extract lexicographic information to be reinterpreted
and exploited within the FLN.

2. Main characteristics of the FLN
This section offers a three-step characterization of the
global structure of the FLN: the FLN as a generic lexical
model (2.1.), the lexical network structure of the FLN (2.2.)
and the various types of lexical entities this network con-
nects (2.3.).

2.1. Generic lexical model
In a nutshell, the FLN is designed to belong to the -Net
family of lexical resources, such as WordNet (Fellbaum,
1998) and FrameNet (Baker et al., 2003; Ruppenhofer et
al., 2010). In addition to its network structure, that will be
examined in section 2.2., it shares two main characteristics
with WordNet and FrameNet:

1. it is not a dictionary, i.e. it is not a “textual,” linear
model of the lexicon;

2. it is nevertheless built in a lexicographic way, i.e. man-
ually by a lexicographic team.

Like WordNet and FrameNet, the FLN has been from the
onset conceived of as a generic, general purpose lexical
database. However, it is possible to derive a wider range of
lexical resources from it: lexicons for NLP systems, full-
fledged dictionary entries (similar to those of standard dic-
tionaries) and on-line lexical resources for language teach-
ing/learning. For this reason, it is not focusing on a limited
set of specific properties of lexical units (such as semantic
hierarchical organization of synsets for WordNet or frames
controlling the semantics-syntax interface for FrameNet),
but adopts a global view of all lexical properties, very much

2TLF stands for the original “paper” dictionary and TLFi for
its electronic on-line version. The TLFi’s URL is:
http://atilf.atilf.fr/tlf.htm.
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like dictionaries would do: lexicographic definition, gram-
matical features, syntactic combinatorics (roughly, subcat-
egorization frames), lexical combinatorics and derivational
links. In that respect, the FLN is equivalent to a virtual dic-
tionary (Selva et al., 2003) or, rather, to virtual dictionaries
of various macro- and microstructures that can automati-
cally be generated from it.

2.2. Lexical network structure
The FLN’s architecture is similar to a lexical system, as
presented in Polguère (2009): a huge network of lexical
units connected by a broad range of lexical links encod-
ing semantic or combinatorial lexical relations. The bulk of
the network structuring is carried out by means of the sys-
tem of standard lexical functions (Mel’čuk, 1996), that
allows for a rigorous encoding of lexical paradigmatic links
(synonymy, antonymy, conversivity, actant names, etc.) as
well as syntagmatic links (collocations controlled by lex-
ical units—their typical intensifiers, support verbs, etc.).
Lexical functions have previously been used in the design
of other lexical databases (Fontenelle, 1997; Selva et al.,
2003); the FLN is drawing mainly from previous work done
on the DiCo lexical database (Steinlin et al., 2005) in mak-
ing use of a double encoding of lexical links:

1. formulas based on the formal language of lexical func-
tion relations (Kahane and Polguère, 2001);

2. “popularization” of these formulas in the form of para-
phrases (in controlled natural language) of the corre-
sponding paradigmatic or syntagmatic link.

For instance, following this approach, the paradigmatic link
holding between KILLV [These mushrooms can kill you!] and
LETHAL is to be encoded as follows in the lexicographic
article for this sense of KILLV (popularization comes first,
followed by the lexical function formula):3

[X] that can ∼
Able1 lethal

The formal encoding allows for various computations on
the lexical graph and the popularization allows for the gen-
eration of general public lexicographic descriptions (dictio-
nary articles) from the lexical database.4

Beside lexical-functional links, the FLN graph will also en-
code embedding of semantemes (lexical senses) through its
formal definitions—see section 3.2.2. below.
The main aim of the FLN network structuring is to build
a model of French lexical knowledge that is truly generic
and independent of any specific textual (dictionary-like) or
hierarchical (ontology-like) organization. It can also be ex-
pected that the chosen model, because of its non-textual
nature, will be closer to what is generally believed to be
the network-like structure of the mental lexicon (Aitchison,

3X stands here for the first actant of the keyword (KILLV = ‘X
kills Y’) and ∼ for the keyword itself.

4For a general public dictionary (manually) generated from the
DiCo database, see the Lexique actif du français (Mel’čuk and
Polguère, 2007).

2003). The main originality of the FLN in terms of struc-
turing, when compared to databases of the -Net family, is
that it proposes a multi-dimensional graph structure for all
standard paradigmatic and syntagmatic links; it does not
organize lexical information “through the eyes” of just a
few selected links, such as hyperonymy or synonymy. To
the best our knowledge, such structure has yet to be imple-
mented, at least for the French language.

2.3. Lexical entities that are nodes of the FLN graph
The FLN will be stored as an SQL database, which will
implement its network structure as a set of connections be-
tween lexical entities of different types. Central to the lexi-
cographic description are lexical units proper, which are of
two kinds:

1. Lexemes are monolexemic lexical units such as
Fr. COUP I.1 [Il a reçu un coup sur la tête en tombant.]5

or COUP I.2 [Le voleur lui a donné un coup sur la tête.].6

They correspond to so-called word senses.

2. Idioms are syntagmatic lexical units such as
Fr. pCOUP DE SOLEILq ‘sunburn’ (lit. ‘knock of sun’).

Only lexemes and idioms are considered in the FLN as full-
fledged lexical units, and they are the actual units of lexi-
cographic description. Vocables—polysemic words—are
modelled as sets of lexical units connected in the graph by
a relation of copolysemy.
The FLN will put strong emphasis on phraseology, i.e. on
the set phrases of the language, known as phrasemes. Fol-
lowing Mel’čuk (1995), three main types of phrasemes are
being considered: (full) idioms, linguistic clichés and col-
locations.
Because they are lexical units, as much as lexemes are, id-
ioms will be described by “normal” lexicographic articles,
and not embedded in the article of one of the lexemes they
formally contain. For instance, pCOUP DE SOLEILq is not
to be described as embedded lexical entity in the article for
COUP I.1, as it is presently the case in standard language
French dictionaries such as Petit Robert (Rey-Debove and
Rey, 2010).
Linguistic clichés, such as Fr. Après vous ! ‘Go ahead!’
(lit. ‘After you’) are the second type of phrasemes that will
be accounted for by lexicographic articles. However, be-
cause they are not actual lexical units, clichés will not be
considered as “entries” in the database and will receive a
somewhat simplified description: no actual lexicographic
definition (which will be replaced with the specification of
the communicational goals of the speaker) and no indica-
tion of combinatorial properties.
As for collocations—compositional though phraseological
expressions (Hausmann, 1979; Benson et al., 1997)—, they
will be accounted for in the article for their base by means
of syntagmatic lexical functions, following the approach
taken in the DiCo (already mentioned in section 2.2.) and
other related lexicographic models.

5He got a knock on his head when he fell.
6The burglar stroke him a blow on his head.
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It can be noted that the lexicological principles adopted
for the FLN are very much the same as those of the DiCo
project, except for two major differences:

1. Each lexical unit is to be semantically described by
a complete and formalized lexicographic definition—
whereas the DiCo only provides a description of the
actancial structure of the unit together with a semantic
label (Polguère, 2003; Polguère, To appear).

2. The data structure of the FLN is a true lexical system,
i.e. a network of semantic and combinatorial connec-
tions between lexical units. The DiCo’s lexical links
are in reality connecting lexical units to string of char-
acters (lexical forms), pretty much like any standard
dictionary.7

By reifying the target of lexical links, the FLN will play
in the same “formal” league as WordNet or FrameNet—
though its initial vocabulary coverage will of course be very
small in comparison (see section 3.1. below, on the FLN’s
coverage).

3. Lexicographic methodology
This section deals with two methodological aspects of the
project that we consider crucial and to which particular
attention has been paid: the incremental identification of
the FLN’s “wordlist” (3.1.) and the writing of FLN articles
(3.2.3.).

3.1. The FLN’s lexical coverage
3.1.1. Incremental identification of the “wordlist”
In the long run, the FLN should cover the bulk of basic
contemporary French. This is a gigantic task, that can only
be handled through a series of carefully planned successive
efforts. As mentioned earlier, this paper deals exclusively
with the initial three-year phase. At the end of this first
phase, the FLN should possess a “wordlist”—though the
term wordlist may not be fully relevant in the specific case
of a lexical network—of at least 10,000 vocables.8 How
are these vocables selected among the 70 to 80,000 voca-
bles described in a standard commercial dictionary such as
Nouveau Petit Robert, idioms included?
The FLN is not designed as a dictionary and, therefore, the
process of selecting and building the wordlist can be very
different from the selection process implemented by lexi-
cographers of “traditional” dictionaries, such as the TLF,
our dictionary of reference (see end of section 1. above).

7Of course, a lexical link in the DiCo can specify the actual
lexical sense that is the target of the link (coup#I.1 instead of
just coup). This, however, is only transparent for the human user
of the database and no actual connection is implemented at the
level of the data structure.

8In comparison, the DiCo—which covers a “sample” rather
than a “core” French vocabulary—has a wordlist of 395 final-
ized (status 0) and 145 prefinalized (status 1) vocables, for a to-
tal of 1,127 word senses. The DiCo is accessible on-line in two
forms: 1) the DiCouèbe interface to DiCo’s SQL tables (http:
//olst.ling.umontreal.ca/dicouebe) and 2) the Di-
CoPop dictionary pages automatically generated from the SQL
tables (http://olst.ling.umontreal.ca/dicopop).

Because of publishing constraints—need for regular releas-
ing of fully completed volumes—, the TLF lexicographers
had to first define a whole wordlist, proceeding afterwards
through it in strict alphabetical order: vocables starting with
the letter A being described first, those with letter B second,
etc. Contrary to this, our progression will not be alpha-
betical. It will proceed through series of important lexical
fields of the language: vocables whose basic lexical unit
belong to the semantic field of feelings, of relationships, of
animals, of tools, etc. This allows us to start with an ini-
tial priming wordlist—Fr. nomenclature d’amorçage—that
will constantly grow during the project, following a logic
that will be detailed shortly.

3.1.2. The priming wordlist
How do we determine the priming wordlist that will be the
“seed” from which the whole FLN wordlist will grow in
the years to come? In the beginning, priority is given to the
most basic, common French vocables. To identify them, we
made use of four types of sources:

1. well-known lists of “basic French” developed mainly
for applications in language teaching; essentially: the
3,500 vocables of the Français fondamental (Gougen-
heim et al., 1967) and the 3,787 vocables of the
Échelle Dubois-Buyse (Ters et al., 1988);

2. the “Éduscol” vocabulary list of the 1,462 most fre-
quent lemmas found in the 19th and 20th century
French literature;9

3. the 6,500 vocables wordlist of the Robert Benjamin
(Collectif Robert, 2009), a very high quality and sea-
soned pedagogical French dictionary used in primary
schools;

4. a vocabulary wordlist of 4,548 lemmas compiled at
the Université de Montréal for the Quebec ministry of
education (Ministère de l’Éducation du Loisir et du
Sport, MELS) using a meticulous and well-specified
methodology (Lefrançois et al., 2011).

Through a cross-checking process,10 we have identified a
priming wordlist of 3,739 vocables, which we believe will
induce the description of the basic, minimal set of vocables
any speaker of the language, any NLP system, etc., should
master.
The number of 3,739 may seem arbitrary, and to some ex-
tent it is. This, however, is inconsequential for three rea-
sons. First, it can be noted that most studies on vocabulary
thresholds for basic language proficiency conclude to vo-

9This list, compiled at the Institut National de la Langue
Française (INaLF), is available from the Éduscol French govern-
ment website: http://eduscol.education.fr/.

10For instance, the Robert Benjamin’s wordlist contains many
vocables that are mainly relevant in the context of primary
school education and by no means belong to the minimal core
of French vocabulary—QUADRILATÈRE ‘quadrilateralN’, SOR-
CIER/SOCRCIÈRE ‘sorcerer’/‘sorceress,’ etc. Such vocables are
not to be included in the priming wordlist.
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cabulary sizes that range from 3,000 “word families”11 for
basic use to 9 to 10,000 for advanced proficiency (Hirsh and
Nation, 1992; Nation, 2006). Our 3,739 vocables priming
wordlist is therefore in the lower bracket, but still in the
realm of what can be considered as a reasonable, basic vo-
cabulary. Second, what matters most is that the vocables
we have selected do all belong to basic French and none
are peripheral elements of the French vocabulary. Third, it
is irrelevant whether one, or two, or 36 vocables have been
omitted whose inclusion in the priming wordlist vocabulary
would be justified. If a vocable is “missing” for whatever
reason, and if it truly belongs to basic French, the induction
process that we are now about to describe will catch up with
it and have it included in the induced wordlist—Fr. nomen-
clature induite.

3.1.3. The induced wordlist
There are three different ways a vocable that is not present
in the priming wordlist can be induced from it: 1) its basic
lexical unit is a “close” semantic derivative (nominaliza-
tion, verbalization, etc.) of the basic lexical unit of a prim-
ing vocable, 2) it is a very common idiom formally made up
of lexemes of the priming wordlist or 3) its various senses
are the target of a significant number of lexical links orig-
inating from the lexicographic description of units of the
priming wordlist.

1) Induced close semantic derivatives A lexical unit L2
is a semantic derivative of a lexical unit L1 if it is the target
of a paradigmatic lexical-functional link originating from
L1. The semantic derivation relation between these two
units may or may not be marked morphologically.
We use the eleven following paradigmatic lexical-
functional links to identify what we term the close seman-
tic derivatives of a given lexical unit L.

1. Syn: exact synonyms of L, e.g. MOVIE→ FILMN;

2. Anti: exact antonyms of L, e.g. LEGAL→ ILLEGAL;

3. of opposite sex Syn∩: quasi-synonym (more
specifically, intersecting synonym) of L that denotes
the same individual/animal as L but of the opposite
sex, e.g. ACTOR→ ACTRESS, DOG→ BITCH;

4. V0: verbal conversion of L, e.g. KNOCKN→ KNOCKV;

5. S0: nominal conversion of L, e.g. KNOCKV →
KNOCKN;

6. Adj0: adjectival conversion of L, e.g. COASTN →
COASTAL;

7. Adv0: adverbial conversion of L, e.g. SLOWAdj →
SLOWLY;

8. Si: nouns meaning ‘ith actant of L’, e.g. DRIVEV →
DRIVER [= S2];

9. Ai: adjectives meaning ‘that is the ith actant of L’, e.g.
HUNGER→ HUNGRY [= A1];

11In P. Nation’s terminology, a word family is a word morpho-
logical base form plus all its associated inflectional variants and
regular morphological derivations.

10. Ablei: adjectives meaning ‘that has the ability to
be the ith actant of L’, e.g. LOVEV → LOVABLE
[= Able2].

11. strict Mult: collective nouns that do include in their
definition the meaning of L, e.g. LEAF→ FOLIAGE—
but SCHOOL [of fish, shrimps. . . ] is not induced directly
from FISH, as it is too vague.

Notice that the eleven above-mentioned lexical functions
are used here in their “narrow sense,” described in the
glosses that accompany them. For instance, strictly speak-
ing, VICTIM [of a murder] is a valid S2 for MURDERN [by X
of Y], but it should not be considered as being a close se-
mantic derivative because its meaning is much vaguer than
‘Y of a murder’ (*murderee).
It is good practice in Explanatory Combinatorial Lexi-
cography to describe a vocable V together with all voca-
bles whose basic lexical unit (basic sense) is a close se-
mantic derivative of the basic lexical unit of V. For in-
stance, MURDERN should necessarily be lexicographically
described together with MURDERV, MURDEROUS, MUR-
DERER and MURDERESS. In order to adhere to Explana-
tory Combinatorial methodology, we consider as induced
vocables all vocables whose basic lexical unit is a close
semantic derivative of the basic lexical unit of a priming
vocable. For instance, though PRÉVISION ‘prediction’ is
not in our priming wordlist, it is included into the induced
wordlist as it is a close semantic derivative of the priming
vocable PRÉVOIR ‘predict.’ Notice however that, at this
stage, only close semantic derivatives that are commonly
used and do not belong to specialized vocabularies will be
induced. For instance, HASE ‘femal hare’ is a close seman-
tic derivative of LIÈVRE ‘(male) hare,’ which belongs to the
priming wordlist, but it will not be directly induced from it
because of its almost technical nature.

2) Induced idioms The priming wordlist is made up of
lexemic vocables. Any common idiom that is formally
made up of lexemes that belong to the priming wordlist will
be systematically included into the induced wordlist. For
instance, as COUP, DE and SOLEIL (see section 2.3. above)
all belong to the priming wordlist, pCOUP DE SOLEILq
‘sunburn’ is identified as induced vocable and added to the
lexicographic team’s in-tray.

3) High degree nodes of the graph In the process of de-
scribing vocables of the priming wordlist, lexicographers
will be lead to introduce “on the fly” many new nodes in
the FLN graph. They correspond to lexical units that are
the target of links originating from priming lexical units.
Two main types of links have to be considered.
Firstly, any lexical unit used in a lexicographic definition
for a priming lexical unit is necessarily the target of a lex-
ical link (of semantic inclusion). If this target is itself a
priming lexical unit, nothing needs to be done. If it is not, a
minimal entry for it is generated on the fly in order to make
the link hold12 (on FLNs’ definitions, see section 3.2.2. be-
low). For instance, if ASTRE—a very basic but not so com-

12Of course, it can also be the case that this unit, though not
priming, is already present in the lexical graph as a result of an
earlier on-the-fly generation.
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mon term roughly equivalent to ‘celestial body’—is used as
a generic component in the definition of the lexeme SOLEIL
‘sun,’ then ASTRE will be included in the FLN graph, with
minimal information (mainly, its part of speech and some
illustrative linguistic examples).
Secondly, any lexical unit that is the target of a lexical-
functional link originating from the description of a prim-
ing lexical unit also has to be inserted on the fly in the
FLN graph. For instance, the adjectival unit RETENTIS-
SANT ‘resounding’ will be inserted in the graph though it is
not among the 3,739 units of the priming wordlist because
COUP I.1 ‘knock’ is a priming lexical unit and RETENTIS-
SANT is one possible Magn (= intensifier) for it.13

As a result of the strategy of on-the-fly creation of entries
for targeted lexical units, the FLN graph will gradually in-
corporate a large number of roughly sketched nodes that did
not belong to the priming wordlist. A statistical analysis of
the graph will regularly be performed in order to identify
a list of top non-priming nodes of the graph that possess a
high degree of connectivity. These nodes define the next
batch of vocables to be inserted in the induced wordlist.
Figure 1 visualizes the wordlist expansion via insertion of
idioms, close semantic derivatives and targeted units.

Figure 1: Self induced expansion of the wordlist

As we see, starting from the initial priming wordlist, the
FLN will induce its own expansion according to a very sim-
ple logic: lexical units that are often referred to by units of
the priming wordlist are “important” units, on which lexi-
cographic work should focus. This strategy can be applied
indefinitely as a guide to the expansion of the FLN.

3.2. Writing of FLN’s articles
3.2.1. In lexicography, size matters
Work previously done on the DiCo database and on other
extremely rich and formalized lexicographic models based
on Explanatory Combinatorial Lexicology (Mel’čuk et al.,
1984 1988 1992 1999) has shown that even skilled lexicog-
raphers fail to ensure the coherence of such lexical mod-
els when they grow to more than a thousand entries or so.
If one wants to use this kind of approach to embark on a
major lexicographic project, a rich tailor-made editing en-
vironment is required.
FLN articles have to comply to a well-specified structure
that could be encoded, in theory, as an XML schema, and

13More precisely, it corresponds to the semi-standard lexical
function in respect to noise Magn, or Magnnoise.

enforced through the use of an XML editor. However, there
are two aspects of the FLN project that make it impossible
to rely on such basic lexicographic tools.
Firstly, building the FLN is a true, large-scale lexicographic
enterprise involving the coordinated work of an organized
lexicographic team. There is therefore a need to possess
an editor that, on top of ensuring the control of the for-
mal validity of the description, will implement a lexico-
graphic production line, with its various tasks (drafting, de-
velopment, completion with corpus data, revision cycles,
etc.) and their logical organization—a workflow manage-
ment tool system.
Secondly, what really makes the editing of an FLN article
complex is the fact that the information it contains has to
be stored not as text, but as a database of connected en-
tities forming a lexical graph. We believe that only this
type of data structure will ultimately allow us to perform
efficient consistency checks and other logical operations on
our model of the lexicon. We are particularly interested
in the possibility of using the graph structure of the FLN
and formal properties of lexical-functional links to imple-
ment semi-automatic drafting of vocables based on poten-
tial analogies with already existing descriptions—on this,
see Jousse (2010, p. 236–257).
Off-the-shelf professional dictionary production softwares
such as TLex14 (de Schryver and de Pauw, 2007) do exist
and are used to build major commercial dictionaries. In our
case, we chose to work in close collaboration with MVS
Publishing Solutions,15 our partner in the RELIEF project
(see section 1.), to tune their Dixit editor for our specific
needs. This editor is a component of a software suite mainly
used for the publication of daily newspapers. It controls
the writing process of newspaper articles (structuring of the
article, handling of its editorial cycle and SQL storage of
textual as well as non-textual information), data manage-
ment and automatic generation of printed articles based on
predefined layout rules. Thus, it already contains all func-
tionalities one needs in order to perform the writing and,
even, publication/dissemination of lexicographic articles.
In the remainder of this section, we will first describe the
FLN microstructure the editor has to handle (3.2.2.), then
explain the main features of the editor (3.2.3.).

3.2.2. Structure of a lexicographic article
The structure of an FLN article is very similar to that of
a DiCo record (Lareau, 2002; Jousse and Polguère, 2005),
and an SQL export of the DiCo data is actually being used
for tuning the FLN lexicographic editor. As can be seen in
Figure 2 below, with the article for ADMIRER I ‘to admire
[someone for something],’ an FLN article is divided into six
main sections, of which only the second one–Definition–is
absent from DiCo records and will therefore be presented
in some detail here.

1. Grammatical features This section lists features
encoding combinatorial properties of the keyword
(register, part of speech, inflectional restrictions, etc.).

14http://tshwanedje.com/
15http://www.mvs.fr/
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2. Definition In the FLN, each full lexical unit is to be
semantically described by means of a paraphrastic def-
inition (which was not the case in the DiCo). Each
definition is made up of two components:

a. The definiendum is a description of the actancial
structure of the keyword.

b. The definiens (definition proper) is the analytical
paraphrase of the keyword’s meaning. Prototyp-
ically, a definiens is mainly made up of a cen-
tral component (CC) and one or more peripher-
ical components (PC). Lexicographers annotate
the text of the definiens so as to make its internal
structure explicite. For example, the definiens in
Figure 2 below is encoded in the background as
follows:16

<DEFINIENS label="apprécier">
<CC>L’individu X apprécie Y pour Z</CC>
<PC role="intensity"> beaucoup</PC>
<PC role="cause"> du fait des qualités

exceptionnelles de Z</PC>
</DEFINIENS>

As indicated in 3.1.3., each lexical item occurring
in the definition is connected by a semantic inclu-
sion link to a specific lexical unit—whether prim-
ing, induced or pending description—, whose
own definition, if it exists, will be subjected to
the same formal treatment. Of course, such strat-
egy will make the process of writing a lexico-
graphic definition very slow and, in some re-
spects, tedious. It should be noted, however, that
it has the positive effect of forcing lexicographers
to proceed very selectively and with economy
in writing lexicographic definitions, thus ensur-
ing the production of definitions of greater clar-
ity17—see, for instance, the systematic use of a
basic defining vocabulary in the definitions of the
Longman dictionary (Summers, 2005).

3. Government pattern This section describes how
the keyword’s semantic actants can be expressed as
its syntactic dependents. A database of French gov-
ernment patterns will be included in the FLN data
structure and valency tables (roughly, subcategoriza-
tion frames) appearing in a lexicographic article will
ultimately be directly imported from this base rather
than manually typed by lexicographers.

4. Lexical functions This section is the core of the lex-
ical description, as explained in 2.2. Lexical links im-
plemented here will be the main structuring elements

16For more information on this approach to formally structuring
lexicographic definitions, see Barque et al. (2010).

17The rather wordy definition for ADMIRER I in the TLF
is Considérer quelqu’un ou quelque chose avec un sentiment
d’étonnement mêlé de plaisir exalté et d’approbation, le plus sou-
vent motivé par la supériorité qu’on lui reconnaı̂t dans divers do-
maines de la vie intellectuelle, esthétique, morale, etc. ‘To con-
sider someone or something with a feeling of mixed exalted plea-
sure and approbation, usually motivated by the superiority one
acknowledges to him/it in various aspects of life—intellectual, es-
thetic, moral, etc.’

of the FLN lexical graph. For lack of space, we cannot
enter into the details of the encoding of paradigmatic
and syntagmatic links by means of lexical functions.
This topic is largely dealt with in the literature on Ex-
planatory Combinatorial Lexicology cited in this pa-
per.

5. Examples This section of FLN articles will be much
more structured than what can be seen in Figure 2,
where only examples imported from the DiCo appear.
In an actual FLN article, there will be several types of
lexicographic examples, mainly: citations from texts
of various genres with exact references—extracted
from Frantext18 and other ATILF in-house corpora—
and hand-crafted adaptations of corpus/Internet data.

6. Phraseology This last section lists idioms or lin-
guistic clichés that formally contain the keyword.
Each enumerated phraseme is linked to the corre-
sponding FLN article.

3.2.3. Designing a lexicographic editor
Recall that the unit of lexicographic description in the FLN
is the lexical unit: lexeme (“word” taken in one specific
sense) or idiom. Though other lexical entities—such as
linguistic clichés (cf. 2.3. above)—may be described by
means of lexicographic articles, the editor is essentially
providing an interface for lexicographers to describe prop-
erties of lexical units.
The lexicographic editor for FLN is currently being proto-
typed by MVS Publishing Solutions using their Dixit gen-
eral purpose editor. Figure 2 below is a sample screen-
dump of the editor’s interface in its present, very prelimi-
nary state. It shows the ADMIRER I entry, based on DiCo
data to which a full-fledged lexicographic definition has
been added. The purpose of this figure is mainly for the
reader to visualize better the type of lexicographic data we
are dealing with.
The editing interface helps lexicographers produce descrip-
tions that comply to the microstructure presented above.
Practically, their task is closer to filling-in a very complex
and structured form than to performing free writing, which
is precisely what is required for lexicographic tasks. More-
over, in each section, the editor provides assistance to con-
trol compliance to particular constraints on content, ulti-
mately ensuring that the entry is built as a valid subgraph of
the global FLN. Depending on the constraints, the level and
type of assistance will vary in each section, for instance:

• Normalized content can be directly selected from
menus. Text items selected from menus are non-
editable text in the article. (They can only be modified
through menu selection.)

• Normalized content can also be selected via a form
providing filtering features. This is for instance the
case with the Lexical functions section: there are hun-
dreds of potential lexical function formulas, too many
for a single menu. Lexicographers can either indicate
some features of the lexical function they are looking

18http://atilf.atilf.fr/frantext.htm
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Figure 2: DiCo’s data for ADMIRER I ‘to admire [someone for something]’ processed with the FLN editor

for (part of speech of the lexical target, etc.) in a form
and get a filtered list of lexical functions in a menu, or
they can start typing in the name of the function and
get a list of suggestions (through a completion func-
tion). Once inserted, lexical function names are non-
editable text.

4. Conclusion
As mentioned at the very beginning of this paper, we are
presenting a new lexicographic project and it is too early for
us, at the time of writing, to be able to draw any conclusion
from our theoretical and methodological choices. However,
we believe the content, structure and methodological de-
sign of the FLN to be original enough to generate interest
for anyone concerned with the construction and availabil-
ity of multi-purpose lexical resources. Of particular rele-
vance is the fact that the FLN is designed as a truly generic
database. It targets NLP exploitation—that imposes very
strong formal constraints on lexical data—as well as peda-
gogical exploitation—that shows zero tolerance to error in
the modeling of linguistic rules.
Note that the FLN will be made available on the CNRTL
website19 in the course of its growth, both as a source SQL
database and via a web-based interface for manual consul-
tation. It is also our intention to later explore the possibility
to generate LMF20 compatible exports of FLN data.

19http://www.cnrtl.fr/
20Lexical Markup Framework, ISO-24613:2008 (Francopoulo
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Abstract  

In this paper we explore two  approaches for the automatic annotation of polarity (positive, negative and neutral) of adjective synsets in 

Dutch. Both approaches focus on the creation of a Dutch polarity lexicon at word sense level using wordnet as a lexical resource. The 

first method is based upon the simple transfer of an English sentiment lexicon (Sentiwordnet 1.0) into Dutch. The second  approach 

regards the use of a wordnet based propagation algorithm with different settings with respect to the quality and length of the seed lists. 

Results are validated against manually compiled gold standards and  compared with results of similar approaches generating  polarity 

lexicons for English.    

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The automatic extraction of opinions, emotions, and 

sentiments in text to support applications such as  product, 

hotel and film review mining, analysis of opinionated text 

like news, forum posts, and blogs is an active area of 

research in natural language processing. Many 

approaches to opinion and sentiment analysis rely on 

lexicons or lists of words that may be used to express 

sentiment. Knowing the polarity (positive, negative or 

neutral) of these words helps a system recognize the 

positive and negative sentiments in these sentences.  

Many subjectivity lexicons are compiled as lists of 

keywords, rather than word meanings. However, words 

may have positive, negative and neutral meanings (cf. ex. 

(1a) and ex. (1b)) which may cause major errors if 

incorrectly tagged in the applications they are used in.  

 

Ex. (1) wreed (cool, cruel) 

 (a)  een wrede despoot a cruel tyrant  

 (b)  ze rijden daar in vet wrede auto’s rond They drive 

 around in really cool cars  

 

The example shows that the Dutch word wreed has two 

different meanings (properly translated into cruel and 

cool , respectively), with opposite  (negative and postive) 

polarity. 

Most studies, nowadays, recognize the importance of 

sentiment scores at meaning level (Esuli and Sebastiani 

(2006), Andreesvkaia and Bergler (2006), Wiebe and 

Mihalcea (2006), Su and Markert (2008).  Although these 

approaches are widely used in English, little is known 

about how they perform at synset level as opposed to 

word level.  More recently, a number of approaches have 

been tested to build subjectivity lexicons at synset level 

(Gyamfi et al. (2009); Su et al. (2009)). They focus, 

however, on subjectivity classification, a task that slighly 

differs from ours, as it  aims at the classification of word 

senses as subjective or objective.    

For Dutch, the only existing polarity lexicon - to our 

knowledge - is built by Jijkoun and Hofmann (2009). 

Their approach is, like ours, wordnet based, but produced 

a list of words (instead of synsets).  

In this paper, we focus on the creation of subjectivity 

lexicons at word sense level using wordnet as a lexical 

resource where word senses are organized in synsets. 

We explore two methods for polarity annotation of Dutch 

adjective wordnet entries, leaving the nouns and verbs for 

future work.  The first method relies on the transfer of 

polarity values from an English sentiment lexicon, 

Sentiwordnet 1.0 (Esuli and Sebastiani (2006)) to the 

Dutch Wordnet.  

The second approach consists of the implementation of a 

propagation algorithm that starts with a seed list of 

synsets of known sentiment and sends polarity through 

the wordnet making use of its lexical relations. 

Experiments with different seed lists are performed : the 

General Inquirer word list (Stone et al., 1966) translated 

into Dutch, and two different manually compiled synset 

lists following a method that might be used when no 

manually compiled seed lists exist.  

 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In the 

next session we  briefly discuss the lexical resources and 

gold standards referred to in this paper. Sections 3, 4 and 5 

present the two different approaches to polarity 

annotations and their results. In Section 6 the results are 

compared with other studies.  
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2. Descriptions of Lexical Resources and 
Gold Standards  

2.1 Lexical resources 

 

• Dutch 

 

We make use of two lexical resources for Dutch: the 

Dutch Wordnet and the Dutch Reference Lexicon which 

both are part of the Cornetto database (Vossen et al. 2008). 

The two combined resources have different semantic 

organisations:  the Dutch Wordnet has, like the Princeton 

Wordnet, a synset organisation and the Dutch Reference 

Lexicon is organised in form-meaning composites or 

lexical units. The description of the lexical units includes 

definitions, usage constraints, selectional restrictions, 

syntactic behaviours, illustrative contexts, etc. Within the 

Cornetto Database, each synonym in a synset is linked to 

the corresponding lexical unit of the Dutch Reference 

Lexicon. Synsets are linked by translation equivalents 

links to the Princeton Wordnet (versions 2.0 and 3.0); 

these translation links have  been derived automatically 

and are then manually corrected. 

The Cornetto database is semi-automatically compiled 

and manually corected afterwards. As the manual 

correction is still in progress , the status of the synsets 

with regard to the number of lexical relations like 

hyponyms, near-synonyms, hypernyms and antonyms 

(LR) and/or  translation equivalent links (Equi)  may 

differ. Table 1 presents the statistics of the adjective part 

of Cornetto. Part ADJ1 consists of 3,616 synsets which 

have both lexical and translation equivalent relations; Part 

ADJ2 consists of 2,109 synsets which have translation 

equivalent relations only; part ADJ3 consists of 733 

synsets which have lexical relations only ; and part ADJ4 

consists of synsets lacking both lexical and translation 

equivalent relations. 

 

 Synset LR Equi 

ADJ1 3,616 + + 

ADJ2 2,109 - + 

ADJ3 733 + - 

ADJ4 1,440 - - 

Totals 7,898  4,349 5,725 

Table 1. Number of  Adjective Synsets  

and Lexical Units  in Cornetto (situation 2010) 

 

Because of the different stages of elaboration of the 

synsets, the two approaches discussed in this paper are 

relevant for the Dutch wordnet as they may complement 

each other. Synsets that have translation equivalent links 

to the English wordnet are covered by the transfer 

approach and synsets that have lexical relations are 

covered by the propagation method.  

 

 

 

 

2.2    Gold Standards 

• Dutch 

For the evaluation of the results for Dutch we use the gold 

standard developed by Maks and Vossen (2010b). The 

gold standard includes annotations for subjectivity 

(subjective vs. objective), attitude holder (SpeakerWriter 

or AgentExperiencer) and polarity (positive/negative/ 

neutral). Only the latter category will be used in this study. 

We use the synset level variant of the gold standard which 

includes 512 synsets (gs-ss-512).  

Reported inter-annotator agreement for polarity, is 86.3% 

with a Cohen kappa (κ) of 0.80.  The polarity annotations  

are distributed as follows: 37% negative, 35% positive, 

28 % neutral.    

In section 6 we refer to a word level gold standard for 

Dutch (w-1916) compiled by Jijkoun and Hoffman (2009),  

which consists of 1916 words annotated by two 

annotators with positive (50%), negative (29%) and 

neutral (21%)  polarity. Interannotator agreement is 76%  

(κ=0.62); we use a version where disagreements are 

abjudicated by a third annotator. 

 

• English 

 

For English, the Micro-WNOp corpus  (Cerini et al., 2007) 

is used as a gold standard to evaluate Sentiwordnet. The 

Micro-WNOp corpus is a – publicly available - list of 

about 1000 WordNet synsets (285 adjective synsets) 

annotated with polarity values. The raters manually 

assigned a duplet of numerical scores to each synset 

which represent the strength of positivity and  negativity, 

respectively. Thus, a synset could have a non-zero rating 

on both negativity and positivity. The gold standard does 

not provide a abjudicated judgment for each synset but the 

lists with judgments by all different annotators can be 

downloaded. The gold standard consists of 285 adjective 

synsets divided into three groups: a common part of 29 

adjective synsets with one abjudicated annotation 

judgment; group 1 consisting of 147 synsets with 2 

annotation judgments for each synset and group2 

consisting of 138 synsets with 3 annotation judgments for 

each synset.  

For our purposes, we converted the numerical scores to 

categorical ones (positive , negative and neutral) by 

assigning ‘positive’ to synsets where the positive score is 

larger than the negative score and ‘negative’ where the 

negative score is larger than the positive one. The rest of 

the synsets (i.e. where the positive and negative scores are 

equal, including zero) is considered ‘neutral’. We then 

derived one judgment for each adjective synset when 

there was agreement between at least two annotators. The 

remaining 12 synsets on which all (2 or 3) annotators 

disagreed were eliminated from the gold standard. Thus, 
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the final ‘simplified and categorical’ gold standard which 

will be called WNO-273 in the remainder of this paper, 

consists of 273 synsets (78 negative; 70 neutral, 125 

positive). 
 
 

3. Method I: Sentiwordnet translated  

 

The transfer of Sentiwordnet 1.0 to Dutch consists of the 

copying of the sentiment values from the English synsets 

to the Dutch synsets through the translation equivalents 

which exist between the English and the Dutch wordnet. 

We evaluate the English and the Dutch version and 

compare the results. 

3.1  Method I 

Sentiwordnet1.0 (Esuli and Sebastiani (2006)) is a 

resource with automatically determined polarity of word 

senses in WordNet produced via bootstrapping from a 

small manually compiled seed set. Each synset has two 

scores assigned, representing the positive, and negative 

polarity. The method used to develop Sentiwordnet is 

based on the quantitative analysis of the glosses 

associated to synsets, and on the use of the resulting 

vectorial term representations for semi-supervised synset 

classification.  

Table 2 shows the statistics of the adjective part of the 

English Sentiwordnet (SWN) in relation to the adjective 

part of the Dutch Wordnet (DWN).  As can be seen from 

the first row, the English Sentiwordnet (18,563 synsets) is 

considerable larger than the Dutch wordnet  (7,898 

synsets). The wordnets are connected to each other by 

17,754 translation equivalent links. Dutch translated 

synsets have an average of  3.1 translation links per 

synset.    

 

Adjectives SW2 DW2 

number of synsets 18,563 7,898 

translated synsets 8,217 5,725 

equivalent links  17,754 17,754 

Table 2. Statistics DWN and SWN 

 

The transfer of the polarity values from the English to the 

Dutch wordnet consists of the following steps: (1) Copy 

the set of sentiment scores (positive and negative)  from a 

SWN synset into the equivalent Dutch synsets (2)  

Calculate one set of scores for each DWN synset by 

counting up the positive scores and negative scores, 

respectively. As can be seen from table 2, many Dutch 

synsets have more than one translation equivalent which 

results in multiple sets of scores per synset. (3) Translate 

the two accumulated scores into one categorical value by 

attributing positive value if the positive_score is larger 

than the negative_score, and negative value if the 

positive_score is smaller than the negative_score. A 

synset is considered neutral if both scores are equal (being 

zero or larger than zero).   (4) Assign neutral polarity to all 

synsets that are not covered by the transfer method , i.e. all 

synsets that do not have translation links with the English 

Wordnet.  

To be able to compare the quality of the source and the 

target lexicons, Sentiwordnet1.0 was evaluated against 

the ‘simplified’ WNO-273 (cf. section 2.2). Different 

versions of Sentiwordnet have already been evaluated 

against Micro-WNOp by other studies (Baccianella et al. 

(2010)), but these evaluations use scalar values. For the 

present study, we converted the numerical scores of 

Sentiwordnet into categorical ones by applying the same 

rules as described above for the conversion of 

Micro-WNOp’s numerical values.     

3.2    Method I: Results and Discussion 

 

The results of the transfer are presented in the following 

table. The first column (name) gives the name of the 

lexicon, e.g. SWN for the English Sentiwordnet and 

DSWN for the derived Dutch Sentiwordnet. The second 

column (gs) gives the gold standard against which the 

results are evaluated. The third column gives precision (P),  

recall( R) and weighted average (F) for all polarity (pol) 

categories together and for each one separately.  By 

default, all other synsets are considered neutral and 

evaluated as such.  

 
name gs pol P R F 

SWN 
(eng) 

WNO-273 

All 0.62 0.62 0.62 

POS 0.72 0.70 0.71 
NEG 0.58 0.63 0.60 
NTR 0.48 0.47 0.47 

DSWN 

(dut) 
ss-512 

All 0.58 0.58 0.58 

POS 0.58 0.64 0.61 
NEG 0.61 0.61 0.61 
NTR 0.54 0.47 0.50 

SWN-retro WNO-273 

All 0.67 0.67 0.67 

POS 0.74 0.85 0.79 
NEG 0.64 0.72 0.67 
NTR 0.54 0.31 0.40 

Table 3. Evaluation Results English and Dutch 

Sentiwordnet  

 

When comparing the scores of the source 

Sentiwordnet1.0 and the target Dutch resource, we see 

that overall performance  drops with 4% precision (from 

62% to 58%).  Interestingly, however, precision scores of 

individual categories may also rise (cf. negative polarity 

which rises from 58% to 61% ). 

 A closer look at the data shows that different factors 

affect the outcome. Conceivably, a substantial number of 

the errors may be due to incorrect annotations in the 

source lexicon. One single incorrect annotation in the 

source lexicon can affect large quantities of synsets in the 

target lexicon if they have many translation equivalent 

links. For example, more than ten Dutch synsets have a 

translation equivalent link with [comfy#a#1 

comfortable#a#1] which is incorrectly tagged as 

‘negative’.  

However, the transfer method has also positive 
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side-effects: if a word sense has many translation 

equivalents, incorrect annotations may be solved by 

correct ones. For example, behulpzaam (helpful) has 3 

related English synsets which are correctly tagged 

‘positive’ and one synset that is incorrectly tagged as 

‘neutral’ (nice#a#7). The ‘neutral’ nice will in this case be 

overruled by the correct polarity values of the other 

synsets. The following experiment shows how powerful 

this multiple translation effect can be. We transferred the 

derived Dutch sentiwordnet back into English and 

replaced the scores of the translated English synsets (i.e. 

8,217 synsets, cf. Table 2) with the newly obtained scores.  

Table 3 (SWN-retro) shows that both overall performance 

(from 0.62 to 0.67) and precision rates for each polarity 

category (from 0.72 to 0.74, from 0.58 to 0.64 and from 

0.48 to 0.54 for positive, negative and neutral polarity, 

respectively)  increase.  

Finally, also the quality of the translation equivalent links 

show impact on the results. As the automatically 

generated translation equivalent links between the Dutch 

and the English Wordnet are not yet all manually 

corrected, the Dutch Wordnet consists of synsets with 

high quality – manually corrected – links and synsets  

automatically derived links.   We divided the gold 

standard in synsets with manually correct links (202 items) 

and synsets with automatically derived links (303 items), 

and measured performance on the Dutch gold 

standard.We obtain 0.60 for the manually corrected items 

and 0.56 for automatically derived items which leads to 

the conclusion the quality of the derived Dutch 

sentiwordnet will increase when all translation links are 

manually corrected.   

3.3 Method I: Conclusion 

It seems that the transfer of coarse-grained sentiment like 

positive and negative polarity between wordnets of 

different languages can be done in a reliable manner, since 

the decrease in performance – after transfer - is rather low 

with 4%. Important factors that bear effect on the outcome 

are the quality of the source lexicon and the quality of the 

translation links.  

Moreover, as demonstrated by translating the lexicons 

back and forth, the transfer process not only worsens but 

also improves the polarity scores.   

4. Method II: Seed propagation 

 

The seed propagation approach relies on the assumption 

that the concepts that are represented by synsets that are 

closely related by semantic links, have similar meaning 

and thus similar sentiment. Many versions of this 

approach have been implemented for English 

(Andreevskaia and Bergler (2006), Esuli and Sebastiani 

(2006)).  

Also for Dutch a similar approach has been used by 

Jijkoun and Hofmann (2009). They generated, however, a 

word level polarity lexicon whereas our approach is 

aimed at generating a synset level lexicon.  

4.1 Method II 

We start with a set of seed synsets of known polarity 

(positive, negative and  neutral) which is propagated 

through the wordnet making use of the lexical relations 

between synsets. The synset seed list is augmented during 

each iteration by adding near-synonym, antonym,  

hyponym and hypernym synsets. After each iteration the 

augmented list is used as seed list for the next step until 

convergence is achieved and no  new synsets are added to 

the result list. The synsets that not have been added to the 

result list are considered ‘neutral’. We did several 

experiments varying the type of lexical relations, the 

number of iterations, and the size and the composition of 

the seed list. 

4.2   Seedlist  Composition and Size 

Andreevskaia and Bergler (2006) showed that the 

composition of the seed list has a considerable impact on 

the performance of the system. They did 58 runs of their 

sentiment tagging system on unique non-intersecting seed 

lists and found that the accuracy ranged from 47.6% to 

87.5%. They attribute these variation to the fact that the 

used seed lists consisted of words,  and not synsets or 

word senses, and that several words have both neutral and 

sentiment laden meanings whereas only one of them is 

included.  

We think, however, that this is not the only reason for the 

variation, but that also the size and composition of the 

seed list are of considerable importance. To test this, we 

did experiments with three different seed lists: a high 

quality one, a low quality one and a large one of mixed 

quality.  

 

• a ‘high quality’ seed synset list (sds-HQ) 

 

Our hypothesis is that a carefully selected list of seed 

synsets taking into account the number of lexical relations  

(synonyms, near_synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms) with 

other members, may produce better results than a 

randomly chosen seed list.  A large number of semantic 

ties with other members in the field proves that the 

involved synsets represent sentiment bearing concepts 

that are central and prototypical (Andreevskaia and 

Bergler (2006)). Thus, core members are identifiable in a 

wordnet by the number of lexical relations (LRs) links 

they have. This assumption is confirmed by the fact that 

typical evaluative sentiment bearing words have many 

synonym links as they tend to group together in large 

synsets, as shown by Maks and Vossen (2010a). A ‘high 

quality’ seed synset list is composed, as follows: (1) select 

250 adjective synsets with more than 8 LRs (2) annotate 

this list manually with positive, negative and neutral 

polarity and (3) exclude synsets that have synonyms with 

mixed – positive, negative and/or neutral polarity – 

members as they produce noise because of their 

ambiguity.   
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• a ‘low quality’ seed synset list (sds-LQ) 

 

A seed list of equal size but ‘low’ quality is composed. 

This list includes 250 synsets which  have less than 3 LRs.  

 

• a large seed synset list (sds-GI) 

 

To complete the experiment we produced a large seed 

synset list of mixed quality. We use the General Inquirer 

Lexicon (Stone et al., 1966) as the starting point for this 

seed list. The list consists of 2,558 unique adjective words 

with neutral (1,203), negative (800) or neutral (771) 

polarity. We then use the online Google translation 

service to translate this list of words into Dutch. The seed 

words are related to the appropriate synsets. This 

procedure results in 1,411 labeled Dutch synsets, (428 

neutral, 422 positive and 561 negative) ‘of mixed quality’.  

The list includes both low quality seeds with less than 3 

LRs (315 synsets) and high quality seeds with more 8 LRs 

(322 synsets).     
 

seeds ss-512 ss-complement 

sds-HQ 0.69 0.65 414 synsets 

sds-LQ 0.55  0.55 498 synsets 

sds-GI 0.75 0.67 236 synsets 

Table 4  propagation with different seed lists 
 

Table 4 shows the results obtained after propagation of the 

seed lists through the wordnet. The results have been 

evaluated against the complete gold standard (column 

ss-512) and against reduced versions of the gold standard 

from which the intersection between gold standard and 

seed list is removed resulting in 3 different test sets of  498, 

414 and 236 items respectively (cf. Column 

ss-complement). By doing both evaluations we know if 

scores are due to  larger overlaps of manually annotated 

seed list items and gold standard items or if they may be 

ascribed to the quality of the seed list.   

The scores confirm our hypothesis that the number of LRs 

is indicative for the performance: the sds-HQ scores better 

than sds-LQ on both the full test set and the reduced 

version (0.69 vs. 0.65 and 0.65 vs. 0.55, respectively). 

However, the large seed list (sds-GI) performs even better 

and outperforms the high quality list on both versions of 

the test set.  The fact that sds-GI scores better than sds-HQ 

even on the reduced version (0.67 vs. 0.65), suggests that  

the number of seeds  might be even more  important than 

the quality.  

For further experiments with the propagation algorithm 

(cf. following sections) we use the sds-GI as it is the best 

scoring seed list.  

 

4.3   Polarity Values 

The performance of the propagation algorithm differs 

with regard to the different polarity categories (cf. Table 

5.  

 

Seeds Gs pol P R F 

sdsGI ss-512 

All 0.75 0.75 0.75 

POS 0.78 0.76 0.77 

NEG 0.76 0.82 0.79 

NTR 0.72 0.68 0.70 

Table 5:   Performance of different polarity categories 

 
The scores of the neutral items, especially recall, are 

lower than those of the sentiment laden items. This is 

probably due to the fact that, although the number of 

seeds is almost equal for the different polarity categories, 

neutral items have less quality (cf. previous section)  than 

the other categories as they have fewer lexical relations.  

Table 6 shows that 428 neutral seeds have an  average of 

2.5 synonyms (column SYN) and 2.5 other lexical 

relations (column SAHH: near-synonyms, antonyms, 

hypernyms and hyponyms) per synset whereas the 

negative and positive seeds  have an average of 3.4 to 3.6 

for both.  

 

Pol 
nr of seed 

synsets 
SAHH SY2 

POS 422 3.4 3.4 

NEG 560 3.6 3.5 

NTR 428 2.5 2.5 

Table 6 Average of LRs per synset 
 

4.4 2umber of Iterations 

We experimented with the number of iterations (i) 

given in the first column of Table 7. Best balance between 

precision and recall is achieved with 5 iterations. With 10 

iterations convergence is achieved. It is this last setting 

that is used throughout this paper.  

 
i Gs Pol P R F 

0 

-ss- 

512 

All 0.64 0.64 0.64 

POS 0.87 0.51 0.64 

NEG 0.81 0.58 0.67 

NTR 0.49 0.85 0.62 

1 All 0.73 0.73 0.73 

POS 0.81 0.70 0.75 

NEG 0.78 0.74 0.76 

NTR 0.63 0.74 0.68 

5 All 0.76 0.76 0.76 

POS 0.78 0.74 0.76 

NEG 0.77 0.81 0.79 

NTR 0.71 0.70 0.71 

10 All 0.75 0.75 0.75 

POS 0.78 0.76 0.77 

NEG 0.76 0.82 0.79 

NTR 0.72 0.68 0.70 

Table 7:  Various numbers of iterations (I) 

 

With each iteration, recall increases while precision 

decreases as far as negative and positive polarity items are 

concerned. Varying the number of iterations can thus be 

used to produce small lists of lexical units with high 
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precision rates with regard to positive and negative 

sentiment.    

 

4.5 Lexical Relations (LRs) 

In order to propagate the seeds through the wordnet 

near_synonym (comparable to similar_to in Princeton 

Wordnet), antonym, hyponym, and hypernym relations 

are used.  The adjective part of the Dutch Wordnet 

includes 3,119 hypernym/hyponym relations, 1,070 

antonym relations and 703 near_synonym relations. The 

hierarchy is rather flat with many top nodes and only       

few synsets that have both hypernym and hyponym 

relations. 

 

  

 Lexical  relation F 

1 Ant(onym) 0.66 

2 Hyper(nym) 0.66 

3 Syn (near synonym) 0.67 

4 Hypo(nym) 0.71 

5 Syn+Ant+Hyper 0.69 

6 Hyper+Hypo 0.73 

7 Ant+Hypo+Hyper 0.74 

8 Syn+Ant+Hypo 0.75 

9 Syn+Hypo+Hyper 0.75 

10 Syn+Ant+Hypo+Hyper 0.75 

Table 8  Various types of Lexical Relations 
 

Table 8 (row 4) shows that the best scoring relation is the 

hyponym relation with 0.71 whereas the other relations 

(cf. row 1-3) hardly outperform each other. Combinations 

of links score equally good (0.75) as long as the 

near-synonym (Syn) and hyponym (Hypo) relations are 

included (cf.  row 8-10). When all relations are used, the 

impact of the hypernym relations is nihil (cf. row 8 and 

10). The same holds for the antonym relation (cf. row 9 

and 10): when all other relations are used the antonym 

relations do not affect the outcome.  

  Our conclusion is that there are no LRs which decrease 

performance. The combination of LRs scores best but 

only until a certain limit is reached.    
  These results will differ between wordnets. For example, 
as in the Princeton Wordnet there are no 
hyponym/hypernym relations between adjectives, the 
existing lexical relations will  score differently.  

4.6 Method II: Conclusions  

We conclude that the performance of the propagation 

approach is determined by the number of iterations, the 

type and number of lexical relations and the type of seed 

list. The most important factor in determining the 

outcome of the propagation algorithm is the size of the 

seed list, i.e. the larger the better. Another important 

factor is the quality of the seed list; we proposed a set of 

rules which can be used to compile a well reasoned seed 

list.  

 

5 Comparison of Method I and Method II 

 
 

seed set lexicon items F 

 Transfer Synsets 0.58 

propagation-sdsGI Synsets 0.75 

propagation-sdsHQ Synsets 0.65 

propagation-sdsLQ Synsets 0.55 

Combi II + I Synsets 0.74 

Table 9 Results of transfer (I) and propagation (II) 

method 

 
 
The results (copied in Table 9 from earlier sections 
for reader's convenience) show that the propagation 

method performs better than the transfer method. The 

results of the propagation method (0.75) outperform the 

transfer method (0.58) with 17%. Only with regard to the 

short and low quality seed list (0.55), the transfer method 

performs better than the propagation method.  

We already mentioned that the two methods might 

complement each other as they cover different parts of the 

Dutch Wordnet (cf. Section 2.1). Therefore, the results of 

the two methods are combined, by taking the scores of the 

– best scoring – propagation method and replacing that 

part (2,109 synsets) that lacks lexical relations with the 

scores of the transfer method. The results show that the 

overall score degrades with 1%. This means that for those 

synsets which lack lexical relations, the default value 

‘neutral’ performs better than the transfer method. 

6 Comparison with other polarity lexicons 

 
• vs. a word level lexicon for Dutch 

 
To be able to compare the synset level results with 

other word level polarity lexicons, we generate  a 
word level version of our lexicon.  The results are 
evaluated against the 1,916 Dutch positive, negative 
and neutral words of the gold standard w-1916 (cf. 
section 2.2) and have a performance of 74%.  This 
means that the extra step to bring the polarity values 
from synsets to words causes a  small decline (1%) 
only.    

 
 

seed set language 
lexicon 

items 
gs F 

sds-GI Dut Words w-1916 0.74 

UvaLex Dut Words w-1916 0.72 

Table 10: Results at word level 

 
The scores are compared with the scores of Jijkoun and 

Hofmann (2009)) who built a polarity lexicon (UvaLex) 

for Dutch at word level. Their approach is also wordnet 

based and makes use of lexical relations like synonyms 

and antonyms and of word-to-word links. Their results are   

comparable (table 10, row UvaLex) with ours (0.72 vs. 
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0.74 F-measure). Interestingly, an approach like the one of 

Jijkoun and Hofmann (2009) which is  aimed at polarity 

annotation at word level,  and therefore  uses 

word-to-word relations to propagate the sentiment 

through the wordnet, does not perform better on word 

level than our system which is primarily meant for synset  

level annotation.  

 

• vs. an English word level polarity lexicon 
 

Secondly, the word level results are compared with an 

English polarity lexicon. Andreevskaia and Bergler (2006) 

whose annotations are at synset level and then aggregated 

to the word level evaluated their results against General 

Inquirer (Stone et al., 1966), and report an overall 

precision of 66.5%, for all 22,000 adjectives in the 

English Wordnet. For a smaller selection of 1,828 words 

with positive or negative polarity only, they report 83% 

precision. This is comparable with our scores; if we make 

smaller selections by applying fewer iterations and focus 

on positive and negative polarity only, we measure 82% 

precision for 2,530 adjective words.  So, overall scores for 

the complete English wordnet are considerably lower than 

for the complete Dutch wordnet but with regard to smaller 

selections,  Dutch and English perform equally good. 

 

• vs. an English synset level polarity  lexicon 
 
The English Sentiwordnet1.0 (2006) is the only freely 

available polarity lexicon which covers all synsets of the 

Princeton Wordnet. A more recent version, 

Sentiwordnet3.0 which has higher scores than the previous 

versions, but is not publicly available (Baccianella et al. 

(2010)).   

We measured on Sentiwordnet1.0 an overall performance 

of 62% (cf. section 3.2 above) which is considerably 

lower than our scores  (0.75 and 0.69 for both seed lists, 

respectively). However, also in the case of 

Sentiwordnet1.0, smaller selections produce better 

results. For example, on a selection of 1648 high scoring 

positive and negative synsets, 84% precision is achieved. 

 

A weakness of this study is that the results are not tested 

against one single gold standard. However, since we want 

to compare lexicons of different languages and different 

lexicon items (words vs. synsets), this is clearly 

impossible. We think that observed differences between 

English and Dutch are due to the considerable difference 

in size of the English wordnet and the Dutch wordnet 

(18.563 and 7.898 adjective synsets respectively) . The 

assumption is supported by the fact that small selections 

of high scoring items perform equally good across the two 

wordnets.  

 

 

 

  

7 Conclusions 

 

In this paper we described two approaches to generate 

synset level polarity lexicons for Dutch. The first 

approach builds a Dutch language polarity lexicon by 

translating the English Sentiwordnet into Dutch using  

translation equivalent links between the Dutch and the 

English Wordnet. The second approach generates a Dutch 

polarity lexicon at synset level propagating a seed list of 

known seeds through the wordnet using lexical relations.  

  It seems that the transfer of coarse-grained sentiment 

like positive and negative polarity between wordnets of 

different languages can be done in a reliable manner, since 

the decrease in performance – after transfer - is rather low 

with 4%. Important factors that bear effect on the outcome 

are the quality of the source lexicon and the quality of the 

translation links.  

  However, in  the case of the Dutch  Wordnet, we found 

that the propagation method considerably outperforms the 

transfer method. The best scoring seed list is a large seed 

list of 1,411 seed synsets, but a smaller ‘a high quality’ 

seed synset list, i.e. a list of synsets with many lexical 

relations, produces rather high scores as well.  

  Another objective of our study was to find out how 

methods designed for generating a synset level polarity 

lexicon perform at word level. Our conclusion is that the 

differences between the word level and synset level 

results are so small that they may be considered 

negligible. 
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0$#*::O8!$#!(&3)$,#!b8!P&!P$::!<'*P!3,#3:/($,#(!I',-!,/'!
&S.&'$-&#)8! *#<! *<%*#3&! I/)/'&! :$#&(! ,I! '&(&*'3N! ),!
I/')N&'!./'(/&!)N&!K,*:!,I!'&</3$#K!N/-*#!$#)&'%&#)$,#!),!
,#:O!*)!)N&!%&'$I$3*)$,#!()&.F!

FD! E34"%.$)/"3(+30"&+&(/3(7GH(8+I/0$(

W/13*)&K,'$U*)$,#! I'*-&(! VW?0X! *'&! -&*#)! ),! -*Q&!
&S.:$3$)! )N&! #/-1&'! *#<! ',:&!,I! )N&! 3,-.:&-&#)(! )N*)! *!
.'&<$3*)&8! -,()! )O.$3*::O! *! %&'18! #&&<(! I,'! I,'-$#K! *!
3,''&3)! (&#)&#3&! *#<8! -,'&! $-.,')*#):O8! 1&$#K! 3,''&3):O!
$#)&'.'&)&<F! MN/(8! )N&! $#)&'.'&)*)$,#! ,I! (()*()+(" ,-./)"
(0*1"(2(34"5.3)6)78"+39+60::4";(<();1".)"*/("=).>:(;7("
*/0*"*/("2(3?",*."(0*8"+0)"?("6)*30)16*62(@"*/0*"61@"*/(3("61")."
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#&&<!),!)*Q&!*!#,/#!.N'*(&!*(!*!3,-.:&-&#)F!L,)&!)N*)!)N&!
-,()!/(/*:!3*(&!$(!)N*)!,#&!:&--*!N*(!-,'&!)N*#!,#&!W?08!
*(!$(!(N,P#!$#!M*1:&!_F!0,'!&%&'O!$#()*#3&!,I!,#&!:&--*!$#!
*!)&S)8!)N&!3,''&(.,#<$#K!W?0!(N,/:<!1&!3N,(&#!'&K*'<$#K!
$)(!3,-.:&-&#)(F![(!P&!N*%&!(&&#!$#!)N&!:*()!&S*-.:&8!)N&!
-&*#$#K! ,I! *! (&#)&#3&! $(! ()',#K:O! '&:*)&<! ),! )N&!
3,-.:&-&#)(!,I!)N&!%&'1F!MN&!<&3$($,#!,#!PN&)N&'!,'!#,)!
*#!&:&-&#)!$(!*!3,-.:&-&#)!,I!*!.*')$3/:*'!%&'1!$(!-*<&!
1O! *! (O#)*3)$3! *#*:O($(! PN$3N! $-.:$&(! *! .*'(&'F! +*'(&'(!
-/()! 1&! (/..:$&<! P$)N! $#I,'-*)$,#! ),! <&(3'$1&! )N&!
(O#)*3)$3!1&N*%$,'!,I!&*3N!%&'1!!(/3N!*(!)N&!#/-1&'!*#<!
3N*'*3)&'$()$3(!,I!)N&!3,-.:&-&#)(!)N*)!&%&'O!%&'1!)*Q&(8!
PN&)N&'! )N&! ,33/''&#3&! ,I! )N&(&! 3,-.:&-&#)(! $(!
,1:$K*),'O! ,'! #,)8! *#<! ,#! N,P! &%&'O! .*')$3/:*'!
3,-.:&-&#)! 3,#)'$1/)&(! ),! )N&! -&*#$#K! ,I! )N&! PN,:&!
(&#)&#3&F!?/''&#):O8!1,)N!'/:&C1*(&<!*#<!()*)$()$3*:!.*'(&'(!
1&#&I$)!I',-!)N$(!:&S$3*:!$#I,'-*)$,#8!I$'()!$#!)N&!*#*:O($(!
()&.!*#<! )N&! :*))&'! $#! )N&! :&*'#$#K!.',3&((! Vc/'*I(QO!*#<!
Y*')$#! _99\! *#<! Y*##$#K! *#<! W3Nd)U&! 5\\\8! I,'! *!
<$(3/(($,#! ,I! )N&! 1&#&I$)(! ,I! :&S$3*:$U&<! ()*)$()$3*:!
.*'($#KXF! Z)! $(! $-.,')*#)! ),! #,)&! )N*)! W?0! .N&#,-&#*!
<$II&'!(/1()*#)$*::O!*-,#K!:*#K/*K&!I*-$:$&(F!0,'!$#()*#3&8!
I,'!2,-*#3&!:*#K/*K&(!),!&#3,<&!N,P!%&'1(!1&N*%&!P$)N!
3(1<(+*" *." +:6*6+6A0*6.)" </().5()0@" 6)+:9;6)7" ,1(8"
.',#,-$#*:$U*)$,#!$(!-*#<*),'OF!!
!
Z#! )N&! &S.&'$-&#)! P&! '&.,')! N&'&8! P&! -&'K&<! )P,!
(/13*)&K,'$U*)$,#! :&S$3*! <&%&:,.&<! I,'! '/:&C1*(&<!
K'*--*'(e! )N&! W.*#$(N! P,'Q$#K! :&S$3,#! ,I! )N&! Z#3O)*!
Y*3N$#&! M'*#(:*)$,#! (O()&-! V[:,#(,8! _99@X! *#<! )N&!
W.*#$(N! P,'Q$#K! :&S$3,#! ,I! )N&! W.*#$(N! 2&(,/'3&!
='*--*'8! W2=8! VY*'$-,#8! _959X! <&%&:,.&<! I,'! J^4!
I'*-&P,'Q!V?,.&()*Q&8!_99_XF!L,)&!)N*)!<$II&'&#)!(&#(&(!
/#<&'! )N&! (*-&! :&--*! *'&! #,)! <$()$#K/$(N&<! $#! )N&(&!
:&S$3*8!*#<!)N/(8!*'&!#,)!*<<'&((&<!$#!)N&!'&(&*'3N!'&.,')&<!
N&'&F! Z#! )N&! 3*(&! ,I! ,#&! :&S$3,#! &#'$3N&<!P$)N! <$II&'&#)!
(&#(&(!I,'!,#&!:&--*8!)N&!-&'K$#K!-&3N*#$(-!P,/:<!1&!
)N&! (*-&F! MN&! <$II&'&#3&! P,/:<! ()*O! $#! )N&! :&S$3,#!
$#<&S*)$,#F!Z#()&*<!,I!K',/.$#K!)N&!W?0(!P$)N!'&(.&3)!),!*!
:(550@" */(4" >6::" ?(" 73.9<(;" 9);(3" (0+/" <063B1"
:&--*C(&#(&F! 0,::,P$#K! $(! *! 1'$&I! <&(3'$.)$,#! ,#! N,P!
)N&(&!)P,!:&S$3*!&#3,<&!W?0!$#I,'-*)$,#F!

FDCD!!*+( +30"&/32( "4( 7GH( /3( )*+( E30J)$(
8+I/0"3(

Z#!)N&!Z#3O)*!:&S$3,#8!&*3N!%&'1!&#)'O!$(!'&.'&(&#)&<!*(!*!
:$()! ,I! )*K(F! MN&! (/13*)&K,'$U*)$,#! $#I,'-*)$,#! I,'! &*3N!
%&'1!$(!&#3,<&<!$#!)N&!f[2=Wf!I&*)/'&!*(!*!.*'&#)N&($U&<!
:$()! ,I! *::! )N&! .,(($1:&! (/13*)&K,'$U*)$,#! .*))&'#(! )N*)! *!
K$%&#!%&'1!3*#!N*%&8!&%&#!$I!)N&!<$II&'&#)!.*))&'#(!$-.:O!*!
3N*#K&!$#!)N&!-&*#$#K!,I!)N&!%&'1F!!
!
MN&!$#I,'-*)$,#!3,#)*$#&<!$#!)N&!W?0!$#3:/<&(!*!:$()!,I!)N&!
.,(($1:&! 3,-.:&-&#)(8! $#<$3*)$#K! I,'! &*3N! ,I! )N&-! )N&!
K'*--*)$3*:! I/#3)$,#! VgW"4c8! ghi4c8! gZi4c8! g+i4c8!
gW?iY+8! gi?iY+8! g[h>X8! )N&! .N'*(&! )O.&! )N*)! 3*#!
I/:I$::! &*3N! K'*--*)$3*:! I/#3)$,#! VfL5f! I,'! #,/#!.N'*(&8!
fL9f! I,'! 3:*/(*:! .N'*(&88! f[hcf! I,'! *<R&3)$%&! .N'*(&X! *#<!
)N&! .'&.,($)$,#! '&]/$'&<! $#! )N&! 3*(&! ,I! .'&.,($)$,#*:!
,1R&3)(!Vg+i4cXF!Z#!)N&!3*(&!,I!3:*/(*:!3,-.:&-&#)(8!)N&!
$#I,'-*)$,#! $(! I/')N&'! (.&3$I$&<8! $#<$3*)$#K! )N&! )O.&! ,I!
3:*/(&! VI$#$)&8! f0?+f8! ,'! #,#CI$#$)&8! fZ?+fX! $#! )N&!
$#)&'',K*)$%&!VfZLMfX!,'!#,#C$#)&'',K*)$%&!Vf9fX!I,'-(8!*#<!
)N&!-,<&!VfW"4f!,'!fZLhf!$#!)N&!3*(&!,I!*!I$#$)&!3:*/(&X!,'!

)N&!3,#)',:!()'/3)/'&!Vf+Z>!gW"4cf8!f+Z>!ghi4cf8!&)3FX8!$#!
)N&!3*(&!,I!#,#CI$#$)&!3:*/(&(F! Z#3O)*! I/')N&'! (.&3$I$&(! $I!
,#&! ,I! )N&! 3,-.:&-&#)(! 3*#! 1&! I/:I$::&<! 1O! *! '&I:&S$%&!
0);C.3" 3(+6<3.+0:" <3.).9)" DEFGHI-"&JK"LMNBOP" &<03*"
I',-! )N&! #/-1&'! *#<! )O.&! ,I! )N&! 3,-.:&-&#)(8! )N&!
(/13*)&K,'$U*)$,#!.*))&'#!$#3:/<&(!I/')N&'!3N*'*3)&'$()$3(8!
'&.'&(&#)&<! 1O! )N&! =0M! )*K! V=&#&'*:! 0'*-&! M&()XF! 0,'!
&S*-.:&8!PN&)N&'!)N&!%&'1!$(!$-.&'(,#*:!I,'!P&*)N&'C:$Q&!
%&'1(!VJBjC#QJR"KO".3"6S"6*"+0)"*0=("*/(",1(8"+:6*$3!V20jX8!
)N*)!$(8!.',#,-$#*:!%&'1(!*(!&S.:*$#&<!$#!_F68!,'!$I!$)!3*#!
,33/'! $#! )N&! I,'-! ,I! *#! *1(,:/)&! .*()! .*')$3$.:&!
3,#()'/3)$,#F!!

FDFD!!*+(+30"&/32("4(7GH(/3()*+(76K(8+I/0"3(

MN&! W2=! $(! K',/#<&<! $#! )N&! )N&,'&)$3*:! I'*-&P,'Q! ,I!
`&*<C<'$%&#!+N'*(&!W)'/3)/'&!='*--*'8!`+W=8!V+,::*'<!
*#<!W*K8!5\\bX8!*!3,#()'*$#)C1*(&<8!:&S$3*C:$()!*..',*3N!),!
K'*--*)$3*:!)N&,'O!PN&'&!*::!:$#K/$()$3!,1R&3)(!V$F&F!P,'<(!
*#<!.N'*(&(X!*'&! '&.'&(&#)&<!*(! )O.&<!I&*)/'&!()'/3)/'&(F!
Z#!)N&!W2=!:&S$3,#8!&*3N!:&S$3*:!&#)'O!3,#($()(!,I!*!/#$]/&!
$<&#)$I$&'! *#<! :&S$3*:! )O.&! V,#&! *-,#K!*1,/)!@99! )O.&(8!
<&I$#&<!1O!*!-/:)$.:&!$#N&'$)*#3&!)O.&!N$&'*'3NOXF!!
!
>&'1(!*'&!&#3,<&<!1O!*(($K#$#K!*!)O.&!*#<!*<<$#K!(.&3$I$3!
$#I,'-*)$,#! ),! )N&! :&S$3*:! &#)'$&(F!>&'1*:! )O.&(! *'&! I$'()!
<$()$#K/$(N&<! 1O! )N&! %*:/&! I,'! )N&! W"4cC:$()F! MN/(8! P&!
N*%&! (/1)O.&(! I,'! $-.&'(,#*:! %&'1(! )*Q$#K! *#! &-.)O!
W"4cC:$()8!%&'1(!)*Q$#K!*!%&'1*:!(/1R&3)!*#<!%&'1(!)*Q$#K!*!
#,-$#*:!(/1R&3)F!
!
MN&!I&*)/'&!?iY+W!$(!*! :$()!,I! )N&!3,-.:&-&#)(!PN$3N!
(.&3$I$&(! )N&!.N'*(&! ()'/3)/'&! )O.&!,I! &*3N! 3,-.:&-&#)e!
$F&F! #,/#! .N*(&! VL+X8! 3:*/(&! .N'*(&! V?+X8! .'&.,($)$,#*:!
.N'*(&! V++X8! *<R&3)$%*:! .N'*(&! V[+X8! *<%&'1$*:! .N'*(&!
V[h>X8! *#<! (/1R&3)! 3,-.:&-&#)! VW?iY+XF!! >&'1*:!
3,-.:&-&#)(! *'&! (.&3$I$&<! I,'! )N&$'! I,'-! VI$#$)&! ,'!
$#I$#$)$%&X8!-,<&!V$#<$3*)$%&!,'!(/1R/#3)$%&X8!*#<!3,#)',:!
,'! '*$($#K! '&:*)$,#! ,I! %&'1*:! 3,-.:&-&#)(F! Y*'Q$#K!
.'&.,($)$,#(!I,'!(,-&!%&'1(!*'&!K$%&#!$#!)N&!:&S$3,#!$)(&:I8!
>/6:("S.3"*/(".*/(31"T91*"*/("<3(<.16*6.)B1"*4<("61"1<(+6S6(;P"
[:)&'#*)$,#(! ,I! 3,-.:&-&#)(8! *(! P&::! *(! ,)N&'! %*:&#3&!
3N*#K$#K! .',3&((&(! )N*)! %&'1! I'*-&(! -*O! /#<&'K,8! *'&!
<&*:)!P$)N!1O!)N&!K'*--*'!'/:&(8!PN$3N!*'&!)'$KK&'&<!1O!
:&S$3*:!I&*)/'&C%*:/&!*))'$1/)&(!)N*)!&#3,<&!PN&)N&'!*!%&'1!
$(8!I,'!$#()*#3&8!'&I:&S$%&!,'!.',#,-$#*:F!

FDLD! E''-+'(/3(/34"%.$)/"3(.+%2/32(

Z)!$(!&%$<&#)!I',-!.'&%$,/(!(&3)$,#8!)N*)!)N&!W2=!*#<!)N&!
Z#3O)*!:&S$3*!&#3,<&!)N&!(*-&!.N&#,-&#*!1/)!$#!*!(:$KN):O!
<$II&'&#)! P*OF! 0,'! *! )*(Q! :$Q&! */),-*)$3! -&'K$#K8!
$#I,'-*)$,#! *1,/)! )N&! (*-&! I*3)(! -/()! 1&! '&.'&(&#)&<!
&S*3):O!$#!)N&!(*-&!P*O!*(!),!3,-.*'&!*#<!<&3$<&!PN&)N&'!
V?',/3N!*#<!^$#K8!_99@XD!!

C! $)!$(!)N&!(*-&!$#I,'-*)$,#!
C! $)!$(!<$II&'&#)!$#I,'-*)$,#!)N*)!(N,/:<!1&!Q&.)!$#!

)N&!'&(/:)$#K!:&S$3,#!
C! $)!$(!<$II&'&#)!$#I,'-*)$,#!)N*)!.,$#)(!*)!(,-&!K*.!

,'! $#3,#($()&#3O! $#! ,#&! ,I! )N&! :&S$3*8! $I! #,)!
<$'&3):O!),!*#!&'','!

!
Z#!*<<$)$,#!),!-&'&!I,'-*:!<$II&'&#3&(8!$F&F!<$II&'&#)!)*K(8!
)N&'&!3*#!1&!<$II&'&#3&(!$#!)N&!(&-*#)$3(!,I!*!K$%&#!)*K8!
$F&F!,#&!)*K!3,%&'(!PN*)!$#!*#,)N&'!<$3)$,#*'O!3,%&'(!)P,!
)*K(F!i#&!,I! )N&!-,()! 3,-.:&S! 3*(&(!P&! I,/#<!P*(! )N&!
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&#3,<$#K! ,I! '&I:&S$%&! *#<! .',#,-$#*:! %&'1(! $#! 1,)N!
:&S$3*F!L,P8!P&!P$::! 1'$&I:O! '&%$&P! )N&! $-.:$3*)$,#(! ,I!
)N$(! .N&#,-&#,#8! )N&! 3,-.:&S$)O! ,I! '&.'&(&#)$#K! $)! *#<!
N,P!)N&(&!)P,!:&S$3*!&#3,<&!$)!<$II&'&#):O8!PN$3N!P*(!,#&!
,I!)N&!-,'&!$#)&'&()$#K!$((/&(!),!()/<O!$#!)N&!'&(/:)(!,I!)N&!
-&'K$#K!&S.&'$-&#)(F!
!
Z#!W.*#$(N!V1/)!*:(,!$#!,)N&'!:*#K/*K&(!:$Q&!0'&#3N8!Z)*:$*#8!
h/)3N8! =&'-*#8! &)3FX! )N&! .'&(&#3&! ,I! )N&! '&I:&S$%&!
.',#,/#! )'$KK&'(8! $#! 3,-1$#*)$,#! P$)N! <$II&'&#)! %&'1(8!
<$II&'&#)! $#)&'.'&)*)$,#(! '&:*)&<! ),! <$*)N&($(! *#<! )N&!
#/-1&'!*#<!$#)&'.'&)*)$,#!,I!)N&!*'K/-&#)(F!MN&!(,!3*::&<!
.',#,-$#*:! %&'1(! *'&! )N,(&! )N*)! *'&! :&S$3*::O! -*'Q&<8!
PN$3N! $#! (,-&! 3,#()'/3)$,#(! ,33/'! P$)N! *! .',#,-$#*:!
+:6*6+"<03*6+:("E1(B@">6*/.9*"3(S(3()*60:"20:9(P"K/(":0+=".S"
'&I&'&#)$*:! %*:/&! <$()$#K/$(N! )N&(&! 3,#()'/3)$,#(! I',-!
,)N&'!3:$)$3!,33/''&#3&(!:$Q&!)N&!&S.:&)$%&!/(&!,I!3:$)$3(!),!
'&I&'!),!*#!,1:$K*),'O8!1/)!#,)!-&#)$,#&<8!,1R&3)!(/3N!*(!
V5X8!,'!*!)'/&!'&I:&S$%&!,33/''&#3&!:$Q&!$#!V_XF!
!
5F! !"!%$!!

E#"10>"/(3B!
_F! #$!:*%,!:*(!-*#,(!

E#">01/"54"/0);1B!
!
+',#,-$#*:!%&'1(!*'&!#,'-*::O!3:*(($I$&<!$#),!)P,!K',/.(F!
%&'$($&)*"+,-./)$0 1(-&-23&".0 4$(+,D! MN&$'! I'*-&!
,1:$K*),'$:O! '&]/$'&(! )N&! ,33/''&#3&! ,I! )N&! 3:$)$3! *#<!
1&3*/(&! $)! <&.&#<(! ,#:O! ,#! )N&! :&S$3*:! $)&-8! $)!-/()! 1&!
&#3,<&<!$#!)N&!:&S$3*F!
!
6F! c/*#!(&!N*!*)'&%$<,!*!.&<$'!/#!*/-&#),!

Ec,/)"U%#";03(;"*."01="S.3"0"3061(B!
;c/*#!N*!*)'&%$<,!*!.&<$'!/#!*/-&#),!

!
5(6/2$&)0 ($7/83&60 1(-&-23&".,D! TN&#! *..&*'$#K! P$)N!
)N&!3:$)$38! $)(!,)N&'P$(&! )'*#($)$%&! ()'/3)/'&! $(! '&</3&<! $#!
,#&!&:&-&#)!*#<!)N&!$#)&'#*:!*'K/-&#)!1&3,-&(!&S)&'#*:F!
Z)! $(! #,'-*::O! '&:*)&<! ),! *#)$3*/(*)$%$U*)$,#! .N&#,-&#*!
V4,(]/&8!5\\\XD!
!
bF! B:!3*.$)k#!N*!N/#<$<,!(/!1*'3,!

EK/("+0<*06)"10)="/61"1/6<B!
@F! B:!1*'3,!(&!N*!N/#<$<,!

EK/("1/6<"/01"10)=B!
lF! c/*#!N*!',),!/#!%*(,!

E-./)"?3.=("*/("7:011B!
AF! B:!%*(,!(&!N*!',),!

EK/("7:011"U%#"?3.=(B!
!
Z#!W.*#$(N!*!I/')N&'!.',1:&-!*'$(&(!1&3*/(&!,I!)N&!(/'I*3&!
($-$:*'$)O!1&)P&&#! )N&(&! f.',#,-$#*:!%&'1f!3,#()'/3)$,#(!
*#<! )N&! $-.&'(,#*:!*#<! '&I:&S$%&!.*(($%&! (&#)&#3&(!*:(,!
&S.'&((&<!P$)N!)N&!3:$)$3!f(&fF!Y,()!%&'1(!3*#!&#)&'!$#!)N&(&!
3,#()'/3)$,#(! PN&'&! )N&! f$-.&'(,#*:f! %*:/&! 3,-&(! I',-!
)N&!I*3)! )N*)!PN&#!*..&*'$#K!P$)N! f(&f! )N&O! $#I:&3)! $#! )N&!
6'<F!.&'(,#8!N&'&!$(!#,!:&S$3*:!(/1R&3)!*#<!)N&O!N*%&!#,)!,'!
)N&O!<,!#,)!$-.:O!'&I&'&#3&!),!*#O!<&I$#$)&!(/1R&3)!*(!)N&O!
P,/:<!<,!$I!)N&!.*')$3:&!f(&f!P*(!&:$-$#*)&<F!
!
7F! W&!%$%&!1$&#!&#!4*'3&:,#*!

EJ(.<:(":62(">(::"6)"I03+(:.)0B!
\F! W&!N*#!(/(.&#<$<,!:*(!#&K,3$*3$,#&(!

EK/(")(7.*60*6.)1"/02("?(()"191<();(;B!
!

Z#! *! '&I:&S$%&! .*(($%&! 3,#()'/3)$,#! )N&! %&'1! *K'&&(! $#!
#/-1&'! P$)N! )N&! #,-$#*:! &:&-&#)! PN$3N! $(! 3,#($<&'&<!
K'*--*)$3*::O! ),! 1&! )N&! (/1R&3)8! .',</3$#K! )N/(! *!
'&</3)$,#! $#! )N&! #/-1&'! ,I! 3,-.:&-&#)(! ),,8! :$Q&! )N&!
.',#,-$#*:!3*(&!R/()!-&#)$,#&<F!!
!
G9("*."*/61"2036(*4".S"<.116?:("91(1".S",1(8"0);"*/("19?*:("
#/*#3&(! ,I! )N&$'! $#)&'.'&)*)$,#(8! )N&'&! $(! *! ($K#$I$3*#)!
<&K'&&! ,I! N&($)*)$,#8! $I! #,)! 3,#I/($,#8! PN&#! &#3,<$#K!
'&I:&S$%&! *#<!.',#,-$#*:! %&'1(! $#! )N&! :&S$3,#F!i/'! )P,!
:&S$3*!P&'&!#,)!*#!&S3&.)$,#!*#<8!-,()!.',1*1:O!1&3*/(&!
,I! )N&! <$II$3/:)$&(! ,I! 3,#($()&#):O! &#3,<$#K! .',#,-$#*:!
%&'1(8!&*3N!:&S$3,#!N*(!,.)&<!I,'!*!<$II&'&#)!()'*)&KO!*#<8!
3'$)$3*::O8!)N&O!<,!#,)!*:P*O(!*K'&&!$#!)N&!3:*(($I$3*)$,#!,I!
*! %&'1! *(! .',#,-$#*:! ,'! '&I:&S$%&8! )N&! )P,! 3*(&(!PN&'&!
(.&3$I$3!$#I,'-*)$,#!$#!)N&!W?0!:&S$3,#!$(!'&]/$'&<F!MN&!
#)+4*0" :(V6+.)" ()+.;(1" */("<.116?6:6*4".S" ?(036)7" 0" ,1(8"
3:$)$3! *#<! )*Q$#K! .*')! $#! *#! *'K/-&#)! '&</3)$,#!
</().5().)" >6*/" */(" *07" ,WMK" LMN8" 0)).*0*6)7" */("
PN,:&! W?0F! 4&($<&(8! $)! -*'Q(! )N&! .,(($1$:$)O! ,I! *#!
*'K/-&#)! )*Q$#K! *! '&I:&S$%&! .',#,/#! *<<$#K! )N&!
I&*)/'&C20:9(" ,D&JK"LMNO8" 01" 0)" 0)).*0*6.)" 6)"FGHI-"
*#<!gZi4c!3,-.:&-&#)(F!!
!
MN&! W2=! :&S$3,#! <$()$#K/$(N&(! P$)N! <$II&'&#)! )O.&(!
*-,#K!)N&!'&I:&S$%&!,'!.',#,-$#*:!$#)&'.'&)*)$,#!,I!*!%&'1!
PN&#!,33/''$#7">6*/",1(8P!
!

! 6+48+I/9+! >%"3"./3$8!

m%&'1(! m1,)N! m($#K:&(! m%&'1(! m!1,)N! m($#K:&(!

76K! 76@!
5\9!

lb@! A5_!
@\A!

55@!

E30J)$! _9b! 5b! 5_9b! l9A!

!
M*1:&!5D!h$II&'&#3&(!,I!'&I:&S$%&!*#<!.',#,-$#*:!

&#3,<$#K!$#!)N&!)P,!:&S$3*!
!
Z#! )*1:&! 5! P&! 3*#! (&&! )N&! #/-1&'! ,I! %&'1(! &#3,<&<! *(!
'&I:&S$%&! V*(! 5X! *#<! .',#,-$#*:! V*(! b! *#<! @X! *#<! )N&!
,%&':*..$#K!,I!)N&!)P,!:&S$3*!&S.'&((&<!*(!)N&!#/-1&'!,I!
%&'1(! &]/*::O! &#3,<&<! $#! 1,)N! :&S$3*F! W$#K:&(! '&I&'! ),!
)N,(&!)N*)!*'&!,#:O!&#3,<&<!*(!'&I:&S$%&!,'!.',#,-$#*:!$#!
,#&!,I!)N&!:&S$3*F!h&(.$)&!)N&!<$II&'&#3&!$#!]/*#)$)$&(8!,#&!
3*#! ,1(&'%&! )N*)! )N&! ,%&':*.! $(! I*'! I',-! 1&$#K! $#! )N&!
-*R,'$)O8! *#<! )N*)! )N&'&! $(! *! ($K#$I$3*#)! *-,/#)! ,I!
(O()&-*)$3!<$II&'&#3&(!P$)N$#!)N&!&#3,<$#KF!!

FDMD!!*+( +30"&/32( "4( 7GH( /3( )*+( 0".."3(
8+I/0"3(

[(!P&!(*$<!1&I,'&8!,/'!,1R&3)$%&!P*(!),!-&'K&!)P,!W?0!
:&S$3*!1O!K'*.N!/#$I$3*)$,#!PN$3N!*::,P(!/(! ),!3,-1$#&!
)N&! $#I,'-*)$,#! 3,#)*$#&<! $#! )P,! :&S$3*F! MN$(! -&)N,<!
I/:I$::(!,/'!,1R&3)$%&!),!3'&*)&!*!3,-.:&)&!*#<!3,''&3)!W?0!
:&S$3*! /($#K! $#I,'-*)$,#! I',-! )P,! -*#/*::O! 3'&*)&<!
'&(,/'3&(F! 4O! /#$I$3*)$,#8! P&! %*:$<*)&! )N&! 3,--,#!
$#I,'-*)$,#8!&S3:/<&!)N&!$#3,#($()&#)!*#<!*<<!)N&!/#$]/&!
$#I,'-*)$,#!)N*)!&*3N!:&S$3,#!3,#)*$#(F!
!
MN&!I$'()!()&.!,I!)N&!.',3&((!$(!),!3,#%&')!&*3N!:&S$3,#!$#),!
*!I,'-*)!PN$3N!(/..,')(!K'*.N!/#$I$3*)$,#F!T&!<&3$<&<!),!
/(&!I&*)/'&C%*:/&!()'/3)/'&(8!PN$3N!I,'-!<$'&3)&<!*3O3:$3!
K'*.N(8!$F&F!)N&!I&*)/'&(!*'&!*'',P(!*#<!)N&!%*:/&(8!#,<&(F!
[! K'*.N! 1&$#K! *! ()'/3)/'&<! '&.'&(&#)*)$,#8! $#)/$)$%&:O!
.'&(&#)(! )N&! :&S$3*:! $#I,'-*)$,#! *#<! $)! 3*#! 1&! &*($:O!
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)'*#(I,'-&<8!*I)&'!-&'K$#K8!),!,)N&'!()*#<*'<!I,'-*)(!I,'!
I/')N&'!'&/(&F!!
!
MN&!&S&'3$(&!,I!3,#%&')$#K!)N&!$#I,'-*)$,#!3,#)*$#&<!$#!*!
:&S$3,#!$(!'&I&''&<!),!*(!)N&!&S)'*3)$,#!.N*(&!*#<!(&%&'*:!
'/:&(! P&'&! -*#/*::O! P'$))&#! *33,'<$#K! ),! )N&! $#)&#<&<!
$#)&'.'&)*)$,#!,I!)N&!&#3,<$#K!I,/#<!$#!)N&!:&S$3*!$#!,'<&'!
),!-*Q&!$)!-*)3N!,#:O!P$)N$#!)N&!3*(&(!P*#)&<8!'&(.&3)$#K!
<$II&'&#)!$#I,'-*)$,#!)N*)!-/()!,33/'!$#!)N&!#&P!'&(,/'3&8!
*#<!$#<$3*)$#K!PN&#!3,#)'*<$3),'O!$#I,'-*)$,#!,33/'(!I,'!
)N&!(*-&!%&'1F!
MN&!&S)'*3)$,#!.N*(&!'&%&*:&<!-*R,'!<$II&'&#3&(!1&)P&&#!
)N&!)P,!:&S$3*!$#!)N&!I,::,P$#K!3*(&(D!
!
V$X!h$II&'&#)!$#I,'-*)$,#!K'*#/:*'$)OF!MN$(!P*(!)N&!3*(&!,I!
*/(" #)+4*0" *07" ,XY8" S.3" 3(S(336)7" *." */(" +0*(7.34" .S" */("
.N'*(&! )N*)! 3*#! I/:I$::! *! 3,-.:&-&#)F! Z)! N*<! ),! 1&! (.:$)!
0++.3;6)7"*."*/(63"S.35@"6)*."0"ES6)6*(B".3"E6)S6)6*62(B"+:091("
$#!,'<&'!),!3,-.*'&!P$)N!)N&!W2=!&#3,<$#KF!!
!
V$$X! h$II&'&#)! K'*--*)$3*:! 3,%&'*K&F! 0,'! $#()*#3&8! )N&!
Z#3O)*! :&S$3,#! :$()(! 1,/#<! .'&.,($)$,#(8! PN$:&! )N&! W2=!
:&S$3,#!3*#!'&I&'!),!)N&!)O.&!,I!)N&!1,/#<!.'&.,($)$,#(!V$F&F!
:,3*)$%&!,'!-*##&'XF!!
!
V$$$X! h$II&'&#)! )'&*)-&#)! ,I! (O()&-*)$3! 3,-.:&-&#)!
*:)&'#*)$,#(F! W2=! N*#<:&<! )N&-! 1O! :&S$3*:! '/:&(! PN$:&!
Z#3O)*! &S.:$3$):O! <&3:*'&<! )N&-! *(! .,(($1:&! W?0! ,'!
<$(R/#3)$,#(!$#3:/<&<!$#!,#&!,I!)N&-F!0,'!&S*-.:&8!*!%&'1!
)N*)! N*(! *! 3,-.:&-&#)! )N*)! -*O! 1&! I/:I$::&<! 1O! 1,)N! *!
I$#$)&!*#<!*#! $#I$#$)$%&!3:*/(&! $(! '&.'&(&#)&<!P$)N!*! )O.&!
)N*)! $#3:/<&(! *! :&S$3*:! '/:&! )N*)! P$::! .',</3&! )N&!
*:)&'#*)$,#! PN&#! #&&<&<F! Z#! )N&! Z#3O)*! :&S$3,#! )N$(!
.N&#,-&#,#! $(! &#3,<&<! *(! )P,! <$II&'&#)! '&*:$U*)$,#(! $#!
)N&!W?0(8!,#&!I,'!)N&!I$#$)&!3:*/(&!V0?+X!*#<!,#&!I,'!)N&!
$#I$#$)&!VZ?+XF!MN/(8!$#!)N$(!&S*-.:&8!,#&!&S)'*3)$,#!'/:&!
P,/:<!3,#%&')!,#&!W2=!I'*-&! $#),! )P,D!,#&!P$)N!I$#$)&!
*#<!,#&!P$)N!*#!$#I$#$)&!3:*/(&!3,-.:&-&#)F!!
!
MN&(&! <$II&'&#3&(! $#! &#3,<$#K! '&(/:)&<! $#! *! <$II&'&#)!
#/-1&'!,I!W?08!PN$3N!P&!P$::!3,--&#)!/.,#!:*)&'F!!
!
Z#! K&#&'*:! )&'-(8! )N&! &S)'*3)$,#! '/:&(! -*..&<! )N&!
$#I,'-*)$,#! ,I! &*3N! :&S$3,#! $#),! *! K'*.N! )N*)! 3*#! 1&!
'&.'&(&#)&<!*(!*#!*))'$1/)&C%*:/&!-*)'$SF!MN&!*))'$1/)&!*#<!
%*:/&(! /(&<! *'&! )N&! I,::,P$#K! V)N&! #*-&(! *'&! /(&<! I,'!
$#)&'#*:! ./'.,(&(8! 1/)! *! )'*#(:*)$,#! $#),! '&3,--&#<&<!
JY0!:*1&:(!$(!.:*##&<XD!!
!

"! E19?TB" 1<(+6S6(1" */(" +0*(7.34" .S" */(" 19?T(+*@" 6P(P"
L,/#! +N'*(&! VL+X8! ?,-.:&-&#)$U&'! ?:*/(&!
+N'*(&!V?+Xe!

"! E+.5<Z[B"0);"E+.5<Z\B"1<(+6S4"*/("+0*(7.34".S"
)N&! I$'()8! '&(.&3)$%&! ),! )N&! (&3,#<8! %&'1!
3,-.:&-&#)8! $F&F! #,#&! V#,! 3,-.:&-&#)X8!
*<%&'1$*:!V*<%X8!$#<$'&3)!,1R&3)!V..*X8!*<R&3)$%*:!
V*<RX8!L+8!?+!,'!++F!

"! E<01162(B"1<(+6S6(1"6S"*/("2(3?"0++(<*1"*."9);(37."
.*(($%&F!!

"! E0<+B"1<(+6S6(1"6S"*/("2(3?".++931"01"0?1.:9*("<01*"
.*')$3$.:&!3,#()'/3)$,#!

"! E3<+B"1<(+6S6(1"6S"*/("2(31!$(!'&3$.',3*:!%&'1!*(!$#!
*/("(V05<:(]",c/*#!O!Y*'n*!(&!&(3'$1&#!3*')*(8!
DE9/"&0"&70#"(:"0;(3)$0.$))$(,0)-0$"8'0-)'$(BOP!

"! E3SVZ<3)B" 61" 0" +.5<:(V" 20:9(;" 0**36?9*(" */0*"

1<(+6S6(1" 6S" */(" 2(3?" 61" 3(S:(V62(" D^+:6*6+_E4(1B`"
3SV_E4(1B`"<3)_E).BaO@"<3.).56)0:"D^+:6*6+_E4(1B`"
3SV_E).B`" <3)_E4(1BaO" .3" ).)(" .S" */(5"
D^+:6*6+_E).B`"3SV_E).B`"<3)_E).BaOP"!

!
K/("0**36?9*(1"E19?TB@"E+.5<[B"0);"E+.5<\B"+0)"?("165<:("
()'/3)/'&(8!$F&F!L+8!,'!3,-.:&S!()'/3)/'&(F!Z#!)N&!:*))&'!3*(&8!
)N&O! $#3:/<&! *! :$()! ,I! (.&3$I$3! I&*)/'&(8! $#<$3*)$#K! )N&!
3*)&K,'O8! )N&$'! I,'-! VI$#$)&! ,'! $#I$#$)&8! *II$'-*)$%&! ,'!
$#)&'',K*)$%&X8!)N&!%&'1*:!-,<&!V$#<$3*)$%&!,'!(/1R/#3)$%&X!
,'!)N&!.'&.,($)$,#!'&]/$'&<F!!
!
[#,)N&'! +.5<:(V" 1*39+*93(" 61" */(" E3SVZ<3)B" 0**36?9*("
+.)*06)6)7" */(" E+:6*6+B" S(0*93(" ;61+911(;" 6)" 1(+*6.)" \Pb@"
>/6+/"*0=(1"E4(1B"6S"*/("2(3?"61""0"<3.).56)0:".3""3(S:(V62("
0);"E).B"6S" 6*";.(1").*"0++(<*"*/61"*4<(".S"<3.).9)P"E<3)B"
0);" E3SVB" 6)S.350*6.)" 61" *3677(3(<! 1O! )N&! W2=! :&S$3,#!
PN$3N!&#3,<&(8!PN&)N&'!*!%&'1!$(!.',#,-$#*:!,'!'&I:&S$%&F!
0,'!%&'1(!PN$3N!*33&.)!1,)N!)O.&(!,I!.',#,/#(8!)N&O!P$::!
N*%&!)P,!<$II&'&#)!W?08!,#&!I,'!&*3N!1&N*%$,'F!
!
[(!P&!(&&!$#!)*1:&!58!)N&!*K'&&-&#)!*-,#K!)N&!)P,!:&S$3*!
'&K*'<$#K! )N&! &#3,<$#K! ,I! '&I:&S$%&! *#<! .',#,-$#*:!
.N&#,-&#*!P*(!I*'!I',-!1&$#K!3,-.:&)&F!MN$(!P,/:<!1&!*!
N*#<$3*.! I,'! /#$I$3*)$,#! *:K,'$)N-(!PN$3N! /#$IO! ,#:O! $I!
)N&!%*:/&(!,I!*::!3,--,#!I&*)/'&(!*'&!3,-.*)$1:&!V$#!)N$(!
3*(&!$I!)N&!%&'1!$(!'&I:&S$%&!,'!.',#,-$#*:XF!MN/(8!P&!N*<!
),! ()*#<*'<$U&! )N&! <$%$($,#! $#! '&I:&S$%&! *#<! .',#,-$#*:!
3:*((&(!I',-!,#&!,I!)N&!:&S$3*F![I)&'!*!-*#/*:!$#(.&3)$,#!
P&!<&3$<&<! ),!.'&(&'%&! )N&!W2=! $#I,'-*)$,#!1&3*/(&! $)!
P*(! '$3N&'8!P&! 3,::*.(&<! )N&! Z#3O)*! $#I,'-*)$,#! $#!,#:O!
.)(" S(0*93(" ,+:6*6+_4(188! $F&F! )N&! %&'1! $(! .',#,-$#*:! ,'!
'&I:&S$%&8!*#<!:&)!)N&!W2=!-*Q&!)N&!I$#*:!<&3$($,#!</'$#K!
)N&!-,-&#)!,I!/#$I$3*)$,#F!0,'!&*3N!%&'1! $#! )N&!W2=8!*!
S93*/(3",+:6*6+_4(18">01"0;;(;@"0*"*/("105(":(2(:"01"E<3)B"
0);"E3SVB"S(0*93(1@"*."<3(2()*"9)6S6+0*6.)">6*/"*/.(&!&#)'$&(!
)N*)! N*<! #,! $#I,'-*)$,#8! *#<! )N/(! 3*#! /#$IO! P$)N,/)!
'&()'$3)$,#(F!
!
TN&#!P&!,'K*#$U&!$#I,'-*)$,#!I',-!1,)N!<$3)$,#*'$&(!$#!*!
3,--,#!I,'-*)8!P&!:,,Q&<!I,'!*!()'/3)/'&!)N*)!Q&&.(!)N&!
$#I,'-*)$,#!%*:$<!</'$#K!)N&!.',3&((!,I!K'*.N!/#$I$3*)$,#F!
0,'!$#()*#3&8!*!++!P$)N!*!?+!,1R&3)!3*##,)!/#$IO!P$)N!*!++!
P$)N!*!L+!,1R&3)F!!

LD! N3/4/0$)/"3(

[I)&'!)N&!-*#/*:!&II,')!,I!3,#%&'($,#!$#),!*!'&*<O!),!/#$IO!
I,'-*)8! )N&! (&3,#<! ()&.! P*(! )N&! /#$I$3*)$,#! ,I! )N&! )P,!
:&S$3*! )N*)! 3,#)*$#! )N&! (*-&! ()'/3)/'&! *#<! I&*)/'&(F!MN&!
,1R&3)$%&!,I!-&'K$#K! )N&! )P,!W?0! :&S$3*!P*(! ),!N*%&!*!
#&P8!'$3N&'! :&S$3,#!P$)N! $#I,'-*)$,#!3,-$#K! I',-!1,)NF!
[I)&'! &*3N! :&S$3,#!P*(!-*..&<! $#),! *! 3,--,#! I,'-*)8!
)N&!'&(/:)(!P&'&!-&3N*#$3*::O!3,-.*'&<!*#<!3,-1$#&<!),!
I,'-!)N&!#&P!'&(,/'3&F!!
!
i#3&! )N&! W?0! P*(! 3,#%&')&<! $#),! K'*.N(8! P&! /(&<! )N&!
1*($3!/#$I$3*)$,#!-&3N*#$(-!$-.:&-&#)&<!$#!LJM^!V4$'<!
&)! *:F8! _99\X! I,'! &*3N! %&'1! ),! -&'K&! $)(! W?0! I',-! )N&!
Z#3O)*! :&S$3,#!P$)N! )N,(&! I',-! )N&! W2=! :&S$3,#F! 0,'! *!
1&))&'!/#<&'()*#<$#K!,I!)N&!/#$I$3*)$,#!.',3&((8!$#!0$K/'&!
5! P&! .'&(&#)! )N&! '&(/:)(! ,I! )N&! /#$I$3*)$,#! I,'! )N&! %&'1!
E'&.'$-$'B"D*."3(<3&((X8!PN&'&!$)! $(! $#)&'&()$#K!),!#,)&!)N&!
3(19:*6)7" 20:9(1" .S" */(" E3SVZ<3)B" S(0*93(P" K/61" 2(3?" 61"
+.)16;(3(;"6)"*/("#)+4*0":(V6+.)"01"0"E+:6*6+B"2(3?@">6*/.9*"
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(V<3(116)7"*/("20:9(1"S.3"E3SVB"0);"E<3)B"S(0*93(1P"c.>(2(3@"
$#!)N&!W2=!:&S$3,#8!$)! $(!&#3,<&<!*(!*!.',#,-$#*:!%&'1e!
)N&'&I,'&! )N&! I$#*:! W?0! :&S$3,#! 3,#($<&'(! $)! *:(,! *!
.',#,-$#*:!%&'1F!Z#!*<<$)$,#8!)N&!(*-&!&S*-.:&!.'&(&#)(!*!
3*(&!,I! :*3Q!,I! $#I,'-*)$,#! $#!W2=!1&3*/(&! $)! <,&(!#,)!
(.&3$IO!)N&!<$II&'&#3&(!,I!)N&!3*/(*:!.N'*(&!I',-!)N&!++!$#!
)N&!3*(&!)N*)!$)!$(!*!()*)&-&#)!,'!*!]/&()$,#F!MN&!'&(/:)$#K!
()'/3)/'&! I/:I$::(! ,/'! ,1R&3)$%&! ),! -*$#)*$#! $#I,'-*)$,#!
I',-!1,)N!:&S$3*F!
!

MN&! /#$I$3*)$,#! .',3&((! )'$&(! ),! -*)3N! -*#OC),C-*#O!
W?0(!/#<&'! )N&!(*-&! :&--*F!MN$(!-&*#(! )N*)! I,'!&%&'O!
%&'18!&*3N!W?0!I',-!,#&!:&S$3,#!)'$&(!),!/#$IO!P$)N!&*3N!
W?0!I',-!)N&!,)N&'!:&S$3,#F!MN&!'&(/:)$#K!:&S$3,#!$(!'$3N&'!
$#!W?0(!I,'!&*3N!:&--*8!,#!*%&'*K&8!*(!(N,P#!$#!M*1:&!_8!
PN&'&!P&!.'&(&#)!)N&!'&(/:)(!,I!-&'K$#K!)N&!)P,!:&S$3*!$#!
)&'-(!,I!W?0(8!:&--*(!*#<!)N&!*%&'*K&!,I!W?0!.&'!:&--*F!
L,)&!)N*)!P&!.'&(&#)!1,)N!)N&!#/-1&'!,I!/#$]/&!W?0(!$#!
)N&!)N'&&!:&S$3*!*#<!)N&!#/-1&'!,I!),)*:!W?0(!)N*)!3*#!1&!
I,/#<!$#!)N&-F!
!
MN&! '&(/:)$#K! :&S$3,#! P$::! 3,#)*$#! :&--*(! I',-! 1,)N!
<$3)$,#*'$&(! *#<! I,'! &*3N! :&--*8! )N&! /#$I$3*)$,#! ,I! )N&!
W?0(! I',-! )N&! Z#3O)*! :&S$3,#!P$)N! )N,(&! I',-! )N&!W2=!
:&S$3,#F!MN&!/#$I$&<!W?0(!3*#!1&!(.:$)!$#!)N'&&!3:*((&(D!

!
V5X! W?0(!,I!%&'1(!)N*)!P&'&!.'&(&#)!$#!1,)N!<$3)$,#*'$&(8!

$F&F![W?0!$(!3,#)*$#&<!/#<&'!,#&!:&--*!$#!1,)N!:&S$3*8!
)N/(! )N&! '&(/:)$#K! :&S$3,#8! 3,#)*$#(![W?0! /#<&'! )N$(!
:&--*e!

V_X! #)S.350*6.)".)"RUMB1"+.5<.)()*1"*/0*">(3("<3(1()*"
$#! ,#&! ,I! )N&! :&S$3,#! 1/)! #,)! $#! )N&! ,)N&'8! $F&F! )N&!
Z#3O)*!:&S$3,#!3,#)*$#(![W?08!PN$:&!)N&!W2=!:&S$3,#!
3,#)*$#(!4W?0!/#<&'!)N&!(*-&!:&--*F![W?0!*#<!4W?0!
/#$IO! $#! ?W?0! 8! PN&'&! ?W?0! 3,#)*$#(! )N&! 3,--,#!
$#I,'-*)$,#!*#<!*:(,!)N&!$#I,'-*)$,#!R/()!$#![W?0!!,'!
R/()!$#!4W?0Fe!

V6X! !W?0(!)N*)!P&'&!.'&(&#)!$#!,#&!,I!)N&!:&S$3,#!1/)!#,)!
$#!)N&!,)N&'D!)N&!Z#3O)*!:&S$3,#!3,#)*$#(![W?08!PN$:&!
)N&!W2=!:&S$3,#!3,#)*$#(!4W?0!/#<&'!)N&!(*-&!:&--*F!
[W?0!*#<!4W?0!3*##,)!/#$IO8!)N/(!)N&!'&(/:)$#K!:&S$3,#!
3,#)*$#(!I,'!)N&!(*-&!:&--*!1,)N!I'*-&(8![W?0!*#<!
4W?0F!!

!
=',/.!V6X!3,#($()(! $#! $#3,#($()&#)! $#I,'-*)$,#! $#! :&S$3*8!
*(!$)!3*#!($K#*:!*!:*3Q!,I!$#I,'-*)$,#!$#!,#&!:&S$3,#!V&FKF!
[W?0! *..&*'(! $#! Z#3O)*! 1/)! $)! <,&(! #,)! N*%&! *!
3,''&(.,#<$#K!W?0!$#!W2=X!,'!*#!&'','!$#!)N&!:&S$3*!V*)!
:&*()! ,#&! ,I! W?0! $-.:$3*)&<! $#),! )N&! /#$I$3*)$,#! $(! *#!
$#3,''&3)! I'*-&! I,'! $)(! :&--*XF! MN/(8! I,'! <&)&3)$,#!
3,#I:$3)$#K! $#I,'-*)$,#8! P&! P$::! <&)&3)! :&--*(! PN,(&!
W?0(!<,!#,)!/#$IO!*)!*::!V)N&!/#$I$3*)$,#!#/-1&'!/#<&'!*!
:&--*!$(!9X8!,'!W?0(!$#!,#&!,'!)N&!,)N&'!:&S$3,#!)N*)!#&%&'!
/#$IO!P$)N!,)N&'!W?0(!V)N&!),)*:!/#$I$3*)$,#!#/-1&'!I,'!*!
W?0!$(!9XF!Z#!*!I/')N&'!()&.8!1O!/($#K!*!N/-*#!(.&3$*:$()8!
)N$(!$#I,'-*)$,#!3*#!1&!-*#/*::O!*#*:OU&<!*#<!&%&#)/*::O!
&:$-$#*)&<! I',-! )N&! I$#*:! :&S$3,#F! i/'! ,1R&3)$%&! $(! ),!
*/),-*)$3*::O! -&'K&! *! :&S$3*8! )N/(! P&! 3,#($<&'! N/-*#!
*#*:O($(! *! .,(($1:&! $#)&'%&#)$,#! )N*)!P,/:<! 1&! /(&I/:! ),!
I$:)&'! )N&! '&(/:)(8! 1/)! #,)! *! #&3&((*'O! ()&.F! MN&! '&(/:)&<!
:&S$3,#! 3,#)*$#(! *::! %*:$<! $#I,'-*)$,#! .',%$<&<! 1O! )N&!
/#$I$3*)$,#!,I!:&S$3*!*#<!(,-&!W?0(!)N*)!3*#!1&!$#3,''&3)!
,'!#,)F!!
!
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!
M*1:&!_D!2&(/:)(!,I!)N&!-&'K$#K!&S&'3$(&!

!

0$K/'&!5D!MN&!'&(/:)(!,I!)N&!-&'K$#K!I,'!)N&!%&'1!
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Z#3O)*D!

W2=D!!

2&(/:)D!

0<+"_"E).B!
!
!
3,-.o5!p!!
!
!
!
3,-.o_!p!E#,#&B!
.*(($%&!p!E#,B!
'3.!p!E).B!
!
'ISo.'#!p!
!
!
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+:6*6+"_"EO&(B!
.'#!!p!EO&(B!
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!
,1R&3)!p!
!
!
.N'*(&!p!E..B!!
.'&.!p!E<&B!!
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<3.<Zd9(1*6.)_B<B!
)O.&!p!E$#IB!

0<+"_"E).B!
!
!
3,-.o5!p!!
!
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!
3,-.o_!p!E#,#&B!
.*(($%&!p!E#,B!
'3.!p!E).B!
!
'ISo.'#!p!
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!
,1R&3)!p!
!
!
.N'*(&!p!E..B!!
.'&.!p!E<&B!!
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<3.<Zd9(1*6.)_B<B!
)O.&!p!E$#IB!

+:6*6+"_"EO&(B!
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!
!
3,-.o5!p!!
!
!
!
+.5<Z\"_"E).)(B!
<01162("_"E).B!
3+<"_"E).B!
!
'ISo.'#!p!
!
!
19?T"_"E)<B!

+:6*6+"_"EO&(B!
.'#!!p!EO&(B!
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!
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!
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Z)!3*#!1&!(&&#!I',-!)N&!#/-1&'!,I!/#$]/&!W?0(!)N*)! )N&!
Z#3O)*!:&S$3,#!N*(!-*#O!-,'&!W?0(!)N*#!)N&!W2=!:&S$3,#F!
MN$(! $(! </&! ),! <$II&'&#)! K'*#/:*'$)O! ,I! $#I,'-*)$,#F! 0,'!
&S*-.:&8! )N&! Z#3O)*! :&S$3,#! *:P*O(! K$%&(! $#I,'-*)$,#!
*1,/)!)N&!3,#3'&)&!.'&.,($)$,#!*33,-.*#O$#K!*!++!PN$:&8!
$#!(,-&!3*(&(8!)N&!W2=!K$%&(!,#:O!)N&!)O.&!,I!.'&.,($)$,#8!
*(!&S.:*$#&<!1&I,'&F!MN&!#/-1&'!,I!/#$]/&!W?0(!,I! )N&!
'&(/:)$#K!:&S$3,#8!PN$3N!$(!3:,(&!),!)N&!(/-!1&)P&&#!)N&!
#/-1&'(! ,I! )N&! /#$]/&! W?0(! $#! )N&! :&S$3*8! P*(! %&'O!
(/'.'$($#K! I,'! /(F![(! (N,P#! $#!M*1:&! 68! I,'! @9q!,I! )N&!
:&--*(!P&!N*%&!*!3,-.:&)&!/#$I$3*)$,#e! )N/(! )N$(! '&(/:)!
3,-&(! I',-! )N&! -*#O! ),! -*#O! /#$I$3*)$,#! '*)N&'! )N*#!
I',-!)N&!<$'&3)!*<<$)$,#!,I!W?0(!I',-!1,)N!:&S$3*F!
!
2&K*'<$#K!)N&!*%&'*K&!#/-1&'!,I!W?0(!.&'!:&--*!$#!)N&!
<$II&'&#)! :&S$3*8! P&! /(&! )N&! ),)*:! #/-1&'! ,I! W?0(! ),!
3*:3/:*)&!$)F!

!!
J&--*(!"#$I$3*)$,#!

3:*((&(!
V:&--*(X!

2&(/:)&<!W?0! !

M,)*:! "#$IO! L,!/#$IO!

W2=! Z#3O)*!

b9@9! _5ll! 66_\! 66_\! 9! 9! V5X!

777! Ab_b! 5\ll! 655\! _66\! V_X!

@_@! _\AA! 55_6! 57@b! 9! V6X!

5\A! \\5! l99! 9! 6\5! VbX!

_Ab! 5759! 9! 55_6! l7A! V@X!

_Ab! ! 7b@! 9! AA7! lA! VlX!

!
M*1:&!6D!h&)*$:&<!'&(/:)(!,I!-&'K$#KD!

V5X! "#$IO! 599qe! V_X! MN&'&! *'&! #,)! /#$I$&<!
W?0(!$#!1,)N!:&S$3*e!V6X!MN&'&!*'&!#,)!/#$I$&<!
W?0(!$#!W2=e!VbX!MN&'&!*'&!#,)!/#$I$&<!W?0(!
$#! )N&! Z#3O)*! :&S$3,#e! V@X! [#O! W?0(! <,! #,)!
/#$IOe!VlX![..&*'(!,#:O!$#!,#&!:&S$3,#F!
!

M*1:&!6!&S.:*$#(!P$)N!-,'&!<&)*$:(!)N&!(,/'3&!,I!)N$(!K*$#!
,I! W?0(F! i/'! I$#*:! :&S$3,#! 3,#)*$#(! *! ),)*:! ,I! b86_b!
:&--*(F!0',-!)N,(&8!b89@9!*..&*'&<!$#!1,)N!:&S$3*!V\bqXF!
_85ll! :&--*(! V3:*((! V5X! I',-!M*1:&! 6X! /#$I$&<! *::! )N&$'!
W?0(!($K#$IO$#K!*!),)*:!*33,'<!1&)P&&#!1,)N!:&S$3*!I,'!@9q!
,I!:&--*(F!L,)&!)N*)!I,'!_85l9!,I!)N&-8!&%&'O!W?0!I',-!
)N&!Z#3O)*!:&S$3,#!/#$I$&(!P$)N!,#&!*#<!,#:O!,#&!W?0!$#!
)N&!W2=!:&S$3,#8!)N*)!$(!*!/#$I6+0*6.)"*4<("E["*."[B@">/6:("e"
%&'1(!*33,-.:$(N!*!-*#OC),C-*#O!/#$I$3*)$,#F!!
!
58l59!V)N&!3:*((&(!V_X8!V6X!*#<!VbX!I',-!M*1:&!6X!:&--*(!
<,! #,)! /#$IO! *::! )N&! W?0(! )N/(! )N&O! '&%&*:! <$II&'&#3&(!
1&)P&&#! 1,)N! :&S$3*8! *(! &S.:*$#&<! $#! (&3)$,#! _FbF!MN&(&!
:&--*(!.'&(&#)8!$#!),)*:8!78l6A!W?0(!$#!)N&!W2=!:&S$3,#!
*#<! l86b_! W?0! $#! )N&! Z#3O)*! :&S$3,#F! MN',/KN! )N&!
/#$I$3*)$,#! .',3&((! /#<&'! )N&! (*-&! :&--*8! 68l7\! W?0(!
/#$IO8!PN$:&!*!),)*:!,I!b8\A6!W?0(!I',-!)N&!W2=!:&S$3,#!
*#<!_8A69!W?0(!I',-!)N&!Z#3O)*!:&S$3,#!*'&!*<<&<!<$'&3):O!
$#),! )N&! '&(/:)$#K! :&S$3*F! 4&($<&(8! )N&! '&(/:)$#K! :&S$3,#!
3,#)*$#(! _Ab! :&--*(! V)N&! 3:*((! VlX! I',-! M*1:&! 6X! )N*)!
*..&*'!R/()!$#!,#&!:&S$3,#8!_5!:&--*(!*..&*'!R/()!$#!)N&!
Z#3O)*! :&S$3,#! *#<! _@6! :&--*(! *..&*'! R/()! $#! )N&! W2=!
:&S$3,#8!PN$3N!*'&!3,#($<&'&<!*(!:*3Q$#K!,I!$#I,'-*)$,#F!
MN&O!*'&!)N&!1&()!.',,I!,I!,/'!'&(/:)(!)N*)!)N&!#&P!:&S$3,#!
$(!-,'&!3,#($()&#)!$#!$#I,'-*)$,#F!
!
i#:O!_Ab!:&--*(8!l86q8!<$<!#,)!/#$IO!*#O!W?0(!1&3*/(&!

,I! 3,#I:$3)$#K! $#I,'-*)$,#! *#<! '&]/$'&! I/')N&'! -*#/*:!
*#*:O($(F! [#! &S*-.:&! ,I! 3,-.:&)&! /#$I$3*)$,#! I*$:/'&!
3,-&(!I',-!)N&!$#3,#($()&#)!&#3,<$#K!,I!.',#,-$#*:!*#<!
'&I:&S$%&! %&'1(! $#! *! N*#<C-*<&! :&S$3,#! :$Q&! )N&!,#&!P&!
N*%&!$#)',</3&<!$#!(&3)$,#!_F6F!
!
Z#! ,'<&'! ),! *((&((! )N&! ]/*:$)O! ,I! )N&! #&P! '&(,/'3&8! P&!
.&'I,'-&<!*!-*#/*:!$#(.&3)$,#!,I!:&--*(!PN,(&!I'*-&(!
+0)B*"?("9)6S6(;P"H93".?T(+*62(">01"*."6;()*6S4">/0*">01"
)N&!$#3,#($()&#)!$#I,'-*)$,#!*#<!P&!N*<!*!(.&3$*:!$#)&'&()!
$#! )N&! '&(/:)(! ,I! )N&! -&'K$#K! ,I! )N&! .',#,-$#*:! *#<!
'&I:&S$%&!%&'1(8!PN$3N!P&!Q#&P!*'&!.',1:&-*)$3F!
!
Z#!)N&!Z#3O)*!:&S$3,#8!-,()!,I!)N&!'&I:&S$%&!,'!.',#,-$#*:!
%&'1(!N*%&!)P,!<$II&'&#)!W?0(D!,#&!I,'!)N&!,33/''&#3&!,I!
)N&! 3:$)$3! .&'(,#*:! .',#,/#8! #,!L+!3,-.:&-&#)! *#<! )N&!
)*K!I,'!*!'&I:&S$%&!%&'1!V&FKF!3/1'$'D!rO,!-&!3/1',r8!%08-4$(0
2<,$.=X!*#<!*#,)N&'!,#&! I,'! )N&!L+!3,-.:&-&#)8! $#! )N$(!
3*(&!$)!$(!#,!:,#K&'!&#3,<&<!P$)N!)N&!)*K!I,'!'&I:&S$%&!%&'1!
VrO,!3/1',!&:!3,3N&r8!%08-4$(0)'$08"(XF!!
!
i#!)N&!3,#)'*'O8!$#!W2=8!1,)N!'&*:$U*)$,#(!,I!*!'&I:&S$%&!
%&'1!*'&!$#3:/<&<!$#!)N&!(*-&!I'*-&8!$#<$3*)$#K!1,)N!)N*)!$)!
-*O!N*%&!*!L+!3,-.:&-&#)!*#<!*!'&I:&S$%&!)*KF!4&3*/(&!
)N&!3:$)$3!.',#,/#!*#<!)N&!L+!3,-.:&-&#)!3*##,)!*..&*'!
$#!)N&!(*-&!W?0(8!PN&#!&S)'*3)$#K!*::!.,(($1:&!W?0(!)N*)!
*!W2=!%&'1!-*O!N*%&!,/'!(&)!,I!&S)'*3)$,#!'/:&(!3'&*)&(!
)P,! W?0(D! ,#&! '&I:&S$%&8! P$)N,/)! L+! 3,-.:&-&#)8! *#<!
*#,)N&'! #,#C'&I:&S$%&! P$)N! L+! 3,-.:&-&#)F! "($#K! )N$(!
()'*)&KO8! P&! ,1)*$#&<! ,%&'! 6l99! /#$I$3*)$,#(! I,'! )N&(&!
)O.&(! ,I! %&'1(8! )N/(! P&! 3,#($<&'! ,/'! *..',*3N! 3,''&3)F!
`,P&%&'8!P&!I,/#<!)N*)!*',/#<!599!Z#3O)*!%&'1(!N*<!1&&#!
&#3,<&<!I,::,P$#K!)N&!(*-&!$#)&'.'&)*)$,#!*(!)N&!,'$K$#*:!
)N&!W2=!:&S$3,#F!MN&(&!%&'1(!N*%&!*!W?0!)N*)!3,#)*$#(!
1,)N!)N&!L+!3,-.:&-&#)!*#<!)N&!'&I:&S$%&!)*K!*#<!)N/(!<,!
).*"9)6S4">6*/" */("RLW"RUMB1" */0*" /02("?&&#! (.:$)! $#),!
)P,!W?0(F!MN&(&!%&'1(!*'&!*!)N$'<!,I!)N&!,#&(!)N*)!<,!#,)!
/#$IO! *#O! W?0F! 0$K/'&! _! <&-,#()'*)&(! )N&(&! .*')$3/:*'!
I&*)/'&!()'/3)/'&(F!
!
[(! $)! 3*#! 1&! (&&#! I',-! )N&! )*1:&(! *1,%&8! )N&! '&(/:)$#K!
:&S$3,#!$(!'$3N&'!)N*#!)N&!)P,!$)!$(!3,-.,(&<!,I!*(!$)!N*(!
K*$#&<!$#I,'-*)$,#!$#!)N&!#/-1&'!,I!W?0(!.&'!:&--*8!*(!
P&::!*(!$#!)N&!$#I,'-*)$,#!3,#)*$#&<!$#!&*3N!W?0F!M*1:&!_!
(N,P(!*#!$#3'&*(&!,I!W?0(!.&'!:&--*!,#!*%&'*K&F!!
!
Z#! K&#&'*:8! */),-*)$3! -&'K$#K! .',</3&(! &'','(! )N*)! 3*#!
&*($:O!1&!)N&!,1R&3)!,I!I/')N&'!'&I$#&-&#)8!1&3*/(&!&'','(!
*'&! (O()&-*)$3F! `,P&%&'8! )N$(! )&#<(! #,)! ),! 1&! )'/&! ,I!
-*#/*:! -&'K$#K! &S&'3$(&(8! PN&'&! N/-*#! &'','(! *'&!
,33*($,#*:!*#<!N&#3&8!$#3,#($()&#)8!*(!P&!N*%&!(&&#!$#!)N&!
&#3,<$#K!,I!'&I:&S$%&!%&'1(!$#!)N&!Z#3O)*!:&S$3,#F!!
!
MN/(8!*#!*/),-*)$3!-&'K$#K!.',3&((!3*#!N*%&!*!I$#*:!()&.8!
?01(;".)">/0*"U3.9+/"0);"f6)7"D\YYgO"+0::",<0*+/"S6:(18P"
"($#K! ,/'! ,1(&'%*)$,#(! 3,::&3)&<! </'$#K! )N&! I$#*:!
%&'$I$3*)$,#8! P&! P$::! 3,#($<&'! I,'! )N&! I/)/'&! ),! <&%$(&!
(.&3$I$3! .*)3N&(! )N*)! 3,''&3)! ,'! *<<! $#I,'-*)$,#! $#!
.*')$3/:*'! 3*(&(! PN&'&! &$)N&'! P',#K! ,'! $#3,-.:&)&!
$#I,'-*)$,#!$(!.',</3&<F![!I$'()!3*#<$<*)&!3*(&!P,/:<!1&!
),!3,''&3)!*::!,I!)N&!%&'1(!$#!)N&!Z#3O)*!:&S$3,#!P$)N!W?0(!
)N*)!N*%&!1,)N!)N&!'&I:&S$%&!)*K!*#<!)N&!L+!3,-.:&-&#)F!
!
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MD! G"308-'/"3'((

T&!N*%&!.',.,(&<!*!-&)N,<!),!'&</3&!N/-*#!$#)&'%&#)$,#!
$#! )N&! -&'K$#K! ,I! J*#K/*K&! 2&(,/'3&(8! $#! .*')$3/:*'!
P$)N$#!)N&!W?0!:&S$3*F!4O!/($#K!K'*.N!/#$I$3*)$,#!*(!)N&!
(,:&! ,.&'*)$,#! )N*)! 3,#)',:(! -&'K$#K8! P&! (/..,')! )N&!
.',.,(*:!,I!Z<&!*#<!4/#)!V_959X!I,'!'$3N!*##,)*)&<!3,'./(!
-&'K$#K8!<&-,#()'*)$#K!)N*)!$)!$(!*:(,!.,(($1:&!I,'!:&S$3*:!
-&'K$#KF! i/'! .',.,(*:! ,I! &S)'*3)$#K! $#I,'-*)$,#! *#<!
'&.'&(&#)$#K!$)!*(!*!K'*.N!$#!,'<&'!),!,#:O!/(&!*!/#$I$3*)$,#!
-&)N,<!I,'!)N&!*3)/*:!-&'K$#K!$(!*#!$##,%*)$%&!.',.,(*:!$#!
)N&!I$&:<!,I!<$3)$,#*'O!-&'K$#KF!MN&!()'/3)/'&!.',.,(&<!$(!
1*(&<! ,#! *))'$1/)&C%*:/&! I&*)/'&C1*(&<! <$'&3)&<! *3O3:$3!
K'*.N(! *#<! 3*#! 1&! &*($:O! )'*#(I,'-&<! $#),! *! ()*#<*'<!
I,'-*)!I,'!I/')N&'!'&/(&F!
!
T&!3,#($<&'!)N&!'&(/:)(!,1)*$#&<!$#!,/'!&S.&'$-&#)(!%&'O!
(*)$(I*3),'OF! "#$IO$#K! )P,! W?0! :&S$3*! *I)&'! 3,#%&')$#K!
)N&-!),!*!3,--,#!,.&'*)$%&!I,'-*)!1O!/($#K!&S)'*3)$,#!
'/:&(! :&<! ),! *! '$3N&'! '&(,/'3&! )N*)!P$::! 1&!,II&'&<! ),! )N&!
3,--/#$)O!*(!*!K,:<C()*#<*'<!,I!%&'1*:!W?0!I,'!W.*#$(NF!
h/'$#K! )N&!/#$I$3*)$,#!()&.!&'','(8!PN$3N!*'&! (O()&-*)$3!
</&! ),! )N&! I,'-*:!-&'K$#K!.',3&((8! 3*#!1&!<&)&3)&<!*#<!
)N&#!3,''&3)&<!/($#K!.*)3N!I$:&(F!
!
MN&! -*..$#K! ,I! $#I,'-*)$,#! ),! *! 3,--,#! ()'/3)/'&!
'&-*$#(!*!%&'O!&S.&#($%&!.*')!,I!'&(,/'3&!-&'K$#K!$I!<,#&!
-*#/*::OF! Z)! $(! I/)/'&! P,'Q! ),! '&</3&! )N&! 3,()! ,I!
$#I,'-*)$,#! 3,-.*'$(,#! *#<! &S)'*3)$,#! &S&'3$(&(! 1O!

.',.,($#K!*#!*/),-*)$3!-*..$#K!(,:/)$,#F!
!
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Abstract  

We describe a lexicon of Arabic verbs constructed on the basis of Semitic patterns and used in a resource-based method of 

morphological annotation of written Arabic text. The annotated output is a graph of morphemes with accurate linguistic information. 

An enhanced FST implementation for Semitic languages was created. This system is adapted also for generating inflected forms. The 

language resources can be easily updated. The lexicon is constituted of 15 400 verbal entries.  

We propose an inflectional taxonomy that increases the lexicon readability and maintainability for Arabic speakers and linguists. 

Traditional grammar defines inflectional verbal classes by using verbal pattern-classes and root-classes, related to the nature of each of 

the triliteral root-consonants. Verbal pattern-classes are clearly defined but root-classes are complex. In our taxonomy, traditional 

pattern-classes are reused and root-classes are simply redefined.    

Our taxonomy provides a straightforward encoding scheme for inflectional variations and orthographic adjustments due to assimilation 

and agglutination. We have tested and evaluated our resource against 10 000 diacriticized verb occurrences in the Nemlar corpus and 

compared it to Buckwalter resources.  The lexical coverage is 99.9 % and a laptop needs two minutes in order to generate and compress 

the inflected lexicon of 2.5 million forms into 4 Megabytes.    

1. Introduction 

Arabic morphology can be described by many formal 
representations. However, Semitic morphology or 
root-and-pattern morphology (Kiraz, 2004) is a natural 
representation for Arabic 1 . The root represents a 
morphemic abstraction, usually for a verb a sequence of 
three consonants, like ktb. A pattern is a template of 
characters surrounding the root consonants, and in which 
the slots for the root consonants are shown by indices. The 
combination of a root with a pattern produces a surface 
form. For example, kataba and yakotubu are represented 
by the root ktb and the patterns 1a2a3a or ya1o2u3u.  
Root-and-pattern morphology is standard in Arabic and is 
learned in grammar text books. Arabic linguists use 
root-and-pattern representation in order to list verbal 
entries and related inflected forms. On the other hand, 
FSTs have shown their simplicity and efficiency in 
inflectional morphology for western languages. Computer 
scientists appoint FSTs as standard devices for inflection. 
Various formal representations for Arabic morphology 
have been created by computer scientists to avoid 
root-and-pattern representation. The point that motivated 
this trend is that FSTs formalism would not be fitted for 
Semitic morphology since FSTs are concatenative 
whereas Semitic morphology is not.   In concatenative 
representation, the root-and-pattern representation is 
replaced by a stem- or lexeme-based representation. For 
these formalisms, a stem is a basic morpheme that 
undergoes affixations with other morphemes in order to 

                                                        
1  We would like to thank Eric Laporte and Sébastien Paumier for helpful discussions, 

contributions and for the adaptation of Unitex to Arabic. Unitex is an open source multilingual 

corpus processor.  More than 12 European languages, Korean and Thai  with their linguistic 

resources are operational in Unitex. http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex  

form larger morphological or syntactic units.  For 
root-and pattern morphology, a stem derives from a root 
and a particular pattern and subsequently undergoes 
affixations. 
At the operational level, the lexical representation of the 
concatenative model is entirely concatenative in order to 
compel with the [prefix][stem][suffix] representation. 
However, these representations imply a manual stem 
precompilation based on a root-and-pattern representation.  
The concatenative models are generally composed of 
three components: lexicon, rewrite rules, and 
morphotactics. The lexicon consists of multiple sublexica, 
generally prefix, stem, and suffix. The rewrite rules map 
the multiple lexical representations to a surface 
representation.  The morphotactics component aims with 
a subjacent representation to generate or to parse the 
surface form [prefix][stem][suffix] and performs 
alternation rules at morpheme boundaries such as deletion, 
epenthesis, and assimilation.  
Any formal representation that is not adapted to Semitic 
morphology will be rejected by the majority of 
Arabic-speaking linguists. When linguists work in a 
newly created formalism, they continue to work with 
root-and-pattern representation on paper and 
subsequently, they unfold their descriptions for a specific 
formalism. Their contribution for updating and correcting 
lexical resources is complex and time-consuming, and 
therefore error-prone. 
Our approach resorts to classical techniques of lexicon 
compression and lookup in an inflected full-form 
dictionary that includes orthographic variations related to 
morpheme agglutination. The formalization of all 
possible verbal tokens requires complex and 
interdependent rules. For these issues, we define a 
taxonomy for Arabic verbs composed of 460 inflectional 
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classes. We demonstrate that FSTs are compatible with 
root-and-pattern representation. Our taxonomy encodes 
simultaneously in the lexical representation three 
variations at the surface level: 
-   inflectional classes of a lemma; 
- inflectional subclasses related to morphophonemic 
assimilation; 
-  orthographic adjustments related to the agglutination of 
a pronoun.   
 
In our orthographic representation, we use a fully 
diacriticized lexicon and we take advantage of the clear 
boundary, already defined in traditional grammar, 
between verbal inflection and verbal agglutination to 
describe these two levels independently. In order to 
satisfy both computer scientists and Arabic linguists, we 
have created in Unitex an enhanced version of FSTs 
adapted to root-and-pattern representation. 
 
In Section 2, we outline the state-of-the-art approaches to 
Arabic morphological annotation. Section 3 describes the 
methodology and particularly the inflectional verbal 
taxonomy. Section 4 describes agglutination as morpheme 
combinatorics. Section 5 reports the construction of the 
lexicon. Section 6 reports the evaluation of the lexicon. A 
conclusion and perspectives are presented in Section 7. 

2. State of the Art 

 
Several morphological annotators of Arabic are available.  
The Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA) 
is one of the best Arabic morphological analysers and is 
available as open source. The BAMA uses a concatenative 
lexicon-driven approach where morphotactics and 
orthographic adjustment rules are partially applied into the 
lexicon itself instead of being specified in terms of general 
rules that interact to realize the output (Buckwalter, 2002).  
 
The BAMA has three components: the lexicon subdivided 
in A, B, C sublexica, the compatibility tables (AB, BC, 
AC) and the analysis engine. An Arabic word is viewed as 
a concatenation of three regions, a prefix region (A), a 
stem region (B) and a suffix region (C). The prefix and 
suffix regions can be null. An entry in A may be the 
concatenation of proclitics and an inflectional prefix. An 
entry in C may be the concatenation of an inflectional 
suffix and an enclitic.  The A and C lexica   are composed 
of 561 and 989 entries which represent all possible 
combinations of inflectional and agglutinative 
morphemes for nouns and verbs. For each stem in B, a 
morphological compatibility category, an English gloss 
and part-of-speech (POS) data are specified. A list of 
stems is assigned to a lemma, and the lemma is not used in 
the analysis process. The B lexicon is composed of 82 000 
stems which represent nearly 40 000 lemmas.  Verbal 
stems are 333932 and represent 8709 verbal lemmas. A 
full ABC form must be allowed by the three compatibility 
tables AB, BC, AC. 
 

                                                        
2  Verbal stems are for perfect active (17008) stems, imperfect active (13241), perfect passive 

(403), imperfect passive (2611), and for imperative 130 stems. BAMA resource does not include 

all imperfect active stems, for instance.  

 

qr> qara> PV->  qara>/VERB_PERFECT 
qr| qara|  PV-|  qara|/VERB_PERFECT 
qr& qara& PV_w qara&/VERB_PERFECT 
qr> qora> IV  qora>/VERB_IMPERFECT 
qr> qora> IV_wn qora>/VERB_IMPERFECT 
qr| qora|  IV-|  qora|/VERB_IMPERFECT 
qr& qora& IV_wn qora&/VERB_IMPERFECT 
qr} qora} IV_yn qora}/VERB_IMPERFECT 
qr> qora> IV_Pass  yuqora>/VERB_IMPERFECT 
 

Table 1. BAMA stem lexicon using Buckwalter 
transliteration. A list of stems related to the 

lemma-identifier    qara>-a_1 "to read". The 9 stems are 
related to the orthographic variants of the 3rd root 

consonant, here glottal stop (hamza), depending on the 
next inflectional suffix and the existence of an 

agglutinated pronoun. 
 
The Buckwalter representation for the Arabic lexicon is 
not fitted for generation but only for text analysis. In   
ElixirFM (http://elixir-fm.sourceforge.net/), Smrz (2007) 
adapted the Buckwalter resources for generation and the 
project is implemented in Haskell, a functional 
programming language. In the ALMORGEANA project, 
Habash (2004) proposed also a version of Buckwalter 
resources adapted to generation and analysis. Below an 
example lilkutubi ―books‖   : 
 
lilkutubi [kitAb-1 POS: N l+  Al+    +PL   +GEN]  
li_l_kutub-i 
[lemma-ID NOUN PREP+DET+ (plustem)  + Genitive]   
 
Although the lexicon is an open linguistic resource, the 
procedure for updating it is complex. For instance, adding 
a new verb is an intricate operation. First, the A and C 
lexica   are composed of 561 and 989 entries. Although 
the two disjoint sets of inflectional and agglutination 
suffix morphemes are clearly defined in Arabic, the 
[prefixes] [stem][suffixes] representation does not allow 
two suffix subsets to be defined. Second, the stem lexicon 
entries corresponding to a lemma are numerous and need 
to be subcategorized. In other words, a lemma is unfolded 
into many stems, and one uses a cumbersome 
subcategorization which mixes up inflectional and 
agglutinative features of verb stems   in order to match 
with 3 compatibility tables, composed respectively of 
2050, 1660, 1200   entries. Such composite data are 
complex and not transparent for Arabic linguists.     
Mesfar (2008) adopts a ―lemma-based lexicon‖ and FSTs 
for inflection. The project claims 10 000 verb lemmas. 
The framework is similar to ours since it resorts to 
classical techniques of lexicon compression and lookup in 
a full list of inflected -forms. The project does not use 
root-and-pattern representation. As far as we know, no 
figures on testing and evaluating the systems are available. 
The lemma lexicon is wordy such as the extract of the 
lexicon  from Mesfar (2008):  
V+Tr+FLX=Vdaraba1+DRV=N_daraba1:Flx,ضََرةََ

DRV+DRV=A_daraba1:FlxDRV 

# le verbe "َََذَكر" et "َََكَتت" se conjuguent et 

se dérivent selon les même modèles 

V+Tr+FLX=Vdakara2+DRV=N_dakara2:Flx,َذَكرََ

DRV+DRV=A_dakara2:FlxDRV 

V+Tr+FLX=Vdakara2+DRV=N_dakara2:Flx,َكَتتََ

DRV+DRV=A_dakara2:FlxDRV. 
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FST are difficult to read and maintain (Mesfar, 2006, page 
3): 

 V+Tr+FLX [8] = V_kallama (kallama – to ," آَلَّمََ ―
speak with someone) 
Among the 122 inflectional transformations which 
are described in the flexional paradigm "V_kallama", 
here is one: (<LW>  َي <R4><S> <R><S> /  ُ  
A+P+3+m+s). This NooJ transformation means: 
position the cursor (|) at the beginning of the 
form(<LW>) (|kallama), insert "  َي" (yu) into the head 
of the form (yu|kallama), skip four letters (<R4>) 
(yukall|ama), erase a letter (<S>) (yukall|ma), insert 
the vowel "  ُ  " (i) (yukalli|ma), skip a letter (<R>) 
(yukallim|a), delete of the following letter (<S>) 
(yukallim|)and finally insert the final vowel "  ُ  " (u) 
(yukallimu|).‖ 

 
For their morpho-phonological system and in addition to 
concatenative rules, Carnegie Melon Univ. uses 
transformational rules to describe alternation of root letters 
(Cavalli-Sforza, et al., 2005). As far as we know, no figures 
on lexical coverage or evaluation are available.  
The SARF project (Al-Bawab et al., 1994, 
http://sourceforge.net/projects/sarf/) is based on 
root-and-pattern representation. Starting from three- and 
four-consonant roots, it can generate Arabic verbs, 
derivative nouns, and gerunds, and inflect them. It has 
over 20 000 verb lemmas. The project uses conventional 
programming techniques with the Java language and roots 
encoded in XML files.  It uses transformational rules in 
order to handle alternation of root letters in the Java 
programs. The patterns are hard-coded in the form of Java 
code.  This work has the advantage of being clearly built 
on a strong linguistic basis that is the standard 
morphology in Arabic. However, it neither includes the 
use of a test collection nor reports a success rate; in 
addition, updating and correcting a language resource 
included in source code is complex since it involves two 
expertises: an Arabic linguist and a programmer; updating 
data and updating source code obey to different 
professional practices. 
At Université de Lyon 2, the DIINAR project (Dichy & 
Ferghali, 2004)   was developed for terminological and 
translation purposes. DIINAR.1 includes a total number 
of 119,693 lemmas, fully vowelled, among which 19,457 
verb lemmas.  A conventional programming framework 
and databases are used for generation and analysis with a 
lemma-based lexicon encoded according to this 
framework. As far as we know, no figures on testing and 
evaluating the system for morphological annotation are 
available. 
For a complete survey of morphological parsers, readers 
should consider Al-Sughaiyer & Al-Kharashi (2004) and  
Habash (2010).  

3. Method of description  

3.1 A taxonomy for verb inflection 

 
Our method is based on a precompiled diacriticized 
full-form dictionary with all possible inflected forms and 
their orthographic variations due to morphophonemic 
alternations. We exclude from this inflectional 

representation agglutinated prefixes and suffixes such as 
conjunctions and pronouns.  We associate 
morphosyntactic feature values to each entry in the 
generated list of 2.43 million surface forms. In order to 
obtain this list, we provide a list of lemmas manually 
associated to codes defined by a taxonomy, each code 
representing a transducer. The full-form list is produced 
after inflecting each lemma by applying the encoded 
transducer (Silberztein, 1998).  
 
Arabic and other Semitic languages have long been 
described in terms of a root interwoven with a pattern. 
The root is a sequence of consonants. Each Arabic verb 
contains 3 or 4 consonants that remain generally 
unchanged in all conjugated forms and make up the 
consonantal root; all the remaining information on a 
conjugated form is called ‗pattern‘.  For example, 
yakotubuwna = [ktb & ya1o2u3uwna] is obtained through 
the interdigitation of the root ktb with the pattern of 
active-Perfect-3person-masculine-plural-indicative 
ya1o2u3uwna. Below some precisions: 
- Some root consonants change. They are the glottal stop, 
noted h in the taxonomy, and glides, noted w, y; those that 
never change are written in patterns in the form of their 
position 1, 2, 3 or 4. 
- At the surface level, the orthographic representation of 
glottal stop and glides can change. The glottal stop is 
represented by six allographs depending on the context. 
At phonological level, the glides become short vowels / i, 
u/ or long vowels /a:, i:, u:/ or are omitted and  
transcripted as zero-vowel, o3 (see also footnote 4).  
- A pattern indicates the position of its letters relative to 
the root consonants. Generally, these letters are vowels 
and/or affixes related to derived verb form such as 
IisotakotabuwA = [ktb & Iisota1o2a3uwA]. The surface 
form may also be subdivided in [prefix] [stem] [sufix]. 
The stem pattern formalizes all infixation operations such 
as kotub = [ktb & 1o2u3]. Inflectional prefixes and 
suffixes can be concatenated subsequently to the stem 
form yakotubuwna = [ya] [ktb & 1o2u3] [uwna].  
- The third root consonant can be identical to the second 
one. In the root, it is represented by a gemination mark G, 
and in the pattern, by 2, such as madadota = [mdG & 
1a2a2ota].  
- By convention, the perfect-3rd person-masculine 
-singular is the form used as lemma. The corresponding 
pattern is called the canonical pattern. All patterns are 
defined in function of the canonical pattern. 
 
Verbal pattern classes are clearly defined in Arabic 
grammar but root-classes are intricate and involve a 
complex terminology. Root-classes are defined according 
to the nature of some of the root consonants: regular, weak, 
geminated, with glottal stop, and to their position 1, 2, 3 or 
4. In this terminology, qaAla/yaquwlu قال ―say‖ is a hollow 
verb of w kind, with a weak consonant w at the second 
position; whereas baAEa/yabiyEu باع  ―sell‖  is a hollow 
verb of y kind. Moreover, two or three special values of the 
root consonants can appear at the same time. A verb like 
OataY/yaOotiy تىأ  ―arrive‖ has a glottal stop at the first 
position and a weak consonant y at the third position. A 
classification with nature/position criteria and each with 4 
sub-criteria yields to an intricate terminology and is not 

                                                        
3 The zero-vowel marks the absence of vowel between two consonants.  
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consensual in Arabic grammar.  
Our classification is bi-dimensional like the traditional one 
and based on the traditional pattern-classes which are 
reused and root-classes which are redefined more simply.  
Traditional grammar defines an inflectional verbal class by 
a pattern-class and a root-class. Triliteral verbs are 
compatible with 16 possible canonical patterns and 
quadrilateral verbs with 4 canonical patterns. Our 
classification defines 31 root-classes.  The root classes are 
defined according to the nature of the root consonants. The 
special values for the consonants are w, y and the glottal 
stop (h). An irregular root is a root with at least one special 
value in its consonants. The inflected forms of a verb are 
easily predictable on the basis of the features of the root. 
We revisited and simplified, with no loss of information, 
the root-based traditional classification by using three 
consonantic slots, noted 123, except for special values: 
glottal stop (h), w, y, for each slot; and when the 3rd root 
consonant is identical to the 2nd, the slots are noted 122. 
Thereby, the lemma ktb will be encoded $V3au-123 where: 
 
$    is the Semitic mode for FST which means the root 

consonants interdigitate into the pattern: [ktb & 
ya1o2u3u]=  yakotubu; 

V     is the verbal POS; 
3au is the class of triliteral verbs used with the patterns 

1a2a3/ya1o2u3 for perfect/ imperfect;  
123 is the class of roots in which no slot is occupied by a    

special value. 
Each root/canonical-pattern pair corresponds to a lemma. 
This representation seems well-founded and also 
well-established in Arabic morphology. Above all, it is 
ubiquitous in the Arabic-speaking world. Below, some 
examples from the lexicon:  
 
/Lemma,encoding/ canonical-patt. Special values  

----------------------------------------------  

/ simple forms 

 V3au-123 / 1a2a3a/ya1o2u3u no special values$,ًقض

 V3au-122 /    third root identical to second$,جرَّ

  V3au-1w3 /     with waw as a second root$,عبد

  V3au-12w /    with waw as a third root$,غفب

 V3aa-123/ 1a2a3a/ya1o2a3u$,فتح

 V3ai-123 / 1a2a3a/ya1o2ilu$,لوس

  V3ai-1y3 /  with yeh as a second root$,حبك

  V3ai-12y /   with yeh as a third root$,سري

   V3ai-hwy /   with hamza, waw and yeh$,أوي

 V3ia-123 / 1a2i3a/ya1o2a3u$,علن

  V3ia-w2h /  waw and hamza as 1rst and 3rd$,وطئ

   V3uu-123 / 1a2u3a/ya1o2u3u$,كُرم

 V3ii-123 / 1a2i3a/ya1o2i3u$,حست

/ Derived forms 

   V61-123   / Aa1o2a3a$,أقجل

 V62-123   / 1a2Ga3a$,دشّي

 V63-123  / 1aA2a3a$,داهن

 V64-123 / Iino1a2a3a$,إًشغل

  V64-12y /    with yeh as a third root$,إًطلً

 V65-123 / Ii1ota2a3a$,إختٌق

 V66-123   / Ii1o2a3Ga$,إزهرَّ

 V67-123 / ta1aA2a3a$,تهبجي

  V67-h23   /    with  hamza as a first root$,تآكل

  V68-122   / ta1a2Ga2a with identical 3rd root$,تحّدد

  V68-12h   /   with hamza as a third root$,تلّكؤ

 V69-123 / Iisota12a3a$,إستجسل

 V70-123 / Ii1o2aw2a3a$,اعشىشت

 

/ Quadriliteral roots 

 V40-1234  / 1a2o3a4a a quadriliteral root$,ثعثر

 V40-12h4  /   with hamza as a third root$,طوؤى

  V40-1212  /   a geminated quadriliteral root$,دهدم

 V41-1234 / ta1a2o3a4a$,تجعثر

   V41-1h1h   /     a geminated root with 2 hamzas$,تألأل

 
Below, some of the 31 possible combinations of 
root-classes related to class-pattern V3ia. Some 
root-classes are empty which means that there is no verb 
with such root-classes for class-pattern V3ia:   
    
/Lemma,encoding/ /lemma-transliteration  

  V3ia-123 /Elm$,  علن

 V3ia-122 /ZlG$, ظل

 V3ia-h22 /OmG$, أمَّ

 V3ia-h23 /Olf$, ألف

 V3ia-1h3 /ref$, رئف

 V3ia-12h /Zme$, ظوئ

//First weak root consonant  

 V3ia-w22 /wdG$, ودَّ

 ,$V3ia-wh3 

 V3ia-w2h /wTe$, وطًء

 V3ia-w23 /wjE$, وجع

 ,$V3ia-y22 

 V3ia-yh3 /yes$, يئس

 V3ia-y23 /yqZ$, يقظ

 
The format of the lexicon is a list of lemma entries. In our 
format, the string before comma transcribes plain letters 
and the gemination mark but no short vowel diacritics. The 
pattern includes the encoding of short vowels (a, i, u). This 
transcript choice is consistent with usual practice in 
traditional paper dictionaries.    
Our full-form lexicon is produced by FSTs. The FST output 
format is surface-form,lemma.V:feature-values such as : 

كتت,َتْكُتتَُ .V:aI3fsN     

/active-Imperfect-3
rd
pers-fem-sing-iNdicative 

 

The feature values are :  
- Voice: active (a), passive (b); 
- Tense: Perfect, Imperfect, Imperative (Y); 
- Person: 1, 2, 3; 
- Gender: masculine, feminine; 
- Number: singular, dual, plural; 
- Mode: indicative (N), Subjunctive, Jussive, Energetic. 
 
In the following two sub-sections, we present first 
inflectional transducers and then inflection-related 
orthographic adjustments. 

3.2 The inflection transducers 

An inflection transducer specifies the inflectional 
variations of a word. It is shared by the class of words that 
inflect in the same way. The input parts of the transducer 
encode the modifications that have to be applied to the 
canonical forms. The corresponding output parts contain 
the codes for the inflectional features. A transducer is 
represented by a graph and can include subgraphs. The 
transducers are displayed in Unitex style, i.e. input parts 
are displayed in the nodes, and output parts below the 
nodes.  
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Fig 1. The active imperfect (aI) subgraph. Each path contains a prefix, a stem-pattern and a subgraph of suffixes. 
The Person-Gender-Number variations are numbered from 01 to 14. 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2. The 01-03 subgraph represents Number-Mode suffix variations for active Imperfect 3rd Person masculine, 
 related to Person-Gender-Number-Mode variations. 

 
Fig 3. Text automaton as output of the application of a graph dictionary. Here a morphological analysis of faloyugayGirohu 

(and_to_change-they_it). The morphological dictionary graph  restricts the selection to V+pro agglutinated variant only. Dashed 
lines connect segments in the same token. 
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A Buckwalter transliteration is used as a standard to map 
Arabic characters into Latin ones.  An XML version of this 
transliteration was created in order to handle this format.   
We create a modified version of the XML version where all 
special characters such as ( ',  ¦,  * , $,  ~ ) are respectively  
replaced by (c, C, J, M, G) 4. Many systems use special 
characters in a special way. 
In order to generate the full-form dictionary, the following 
steps are accomplished.  
- The lemma lexicon is transliterated. 
- The FSTs are applied to the list and produces a 
transliterated full-form dictionary output.  
- The output is transliterated into Arabic script.  
So, both the lemma lexicon and the full-form dictionary are 
in Arabic script which is handier to read for Arabic 
linguists. 
 
For example, the lexical entry ktb,$V3au-123  is 
processed by the transducer named V3au-123 in order to 
get all inflected forms. The main graph contains five 
subgraphs referring to the five voice-tense variations. In 
turn, each subgraph (Fig. 1) contains suffixes of Person, 
Gender, Number for the perfect and Person, Gender, 
Number, Mode for the Imperfect (Fig. 2).  
 

3.3 Inflection-related adjustments 

 
The inflectional taxonomy takes into account variations 
due to orthographic adjustment and morphophonemic 
assimilations. The phoneme involved in the variation is 
replaced by a gemination mark or by another phoneme. At 
morpheme boundaries between a stem and a suffix, the first 
letter n and  t of the perfect suffix is changed to gemination 
mark like  in daxGan+naA => daxGanGaA , ―smoked-we‖; 
Oavobat + tu => OavobatGu ―demonstrated-I‖. Our 
taxonomy includes the inflectional classes Vpp-12n, 
Vpp-12t in order to take into account such phenomena. In 
our resource, we have counted 614 entries in Vpp-12n and 
154 in Vpp-12t root-classes.  
 

Due to morphophonemic variations, the t in the canonical 
pattern V65 or Ii1ota2a3a ( َاْفتََعل) has an orthographic 
variation depending on the value of the first root 
consonant. It is replaced by emphatic T, or d, or by 
gemination mark G. The subclasses V65T, V65d, V65G 
encode the t variation, we have counted: 46 entries with 
V65T-rrr such as  ISTfY,$V65T-12y ً31 ;إصطف 
entries with V65d-rrr  such as  Izdwj,$V65d-1w3  
 ,and 114 entries with V65G-rrr  such as ItGbE ;إزدوج
$V65G-123 َّجعإت  or  ItGSl,$V65G-w23 إّتصل. 

 

4. Agglutination and omission of diacritic 

4.1 Orthographic adjustments and agglutination 

 
In Arabic, a token delimited by spaces or punctuation 
symbols is composed of a sequence of segments. Each 

                                                        
4  The Transliteration in Unitex  Arabic <=> Latin: ء, c; آ, C; أ, O; ؤ, W; إ, I; ئ, e; ا, A; ب, B; ة, P; 

 ,ف ;g ,غ ;E ,ع ;Z ,ظ ;T ,ط ;D ,ض ;S ,ص ;M ,ش ;s ,س ;z ,ز ;r ,ر ;J ,ذ ;d ,د ;X ,خ ;H ,ح ;J ,ج ;V ,ث ;T ,ت

f; ق, q; ك, k; ل, l; م, m; ن, n; ه, h; و, w; ى, Y; ي, y;   ـ, F;    ُ , N;    ُ , K;  َـ, a;   ـ, u;   ـ, i;   ـ, G;  ْـ, o; 

segment in a token is a morpheme. In Unitex, this 
segmentation is formalized via a morphological dictionary 
graph. Such graphs introduce morphological analyses in 
the text automaton (Fig 3) where dashed lines connect 
segments.   
 
The combination of a sequence of morphemes obeys a 
number of constraints. Checking these constraints is 
necessary to discard wrong segmentations. In Arabic, a 
verbal token is composed by one morpheme <V> or the 
concatenation of up to 4 morphemes such as:    
    <CONJC> <CONJS> <V> <PRO+accusative> 
where <CONJC> is a coordinating conjunction, <CONJS> 
is a subordinating conjunction and <PRO+accusative> an 
agglutinated object pronoun. 
  
<CONJC> combines freely with any inflected verb. The 
<CONJS> constraints the verb to the Imperfect 
Subjunctive or Jussive. Finally, an inflected verb form is 
often insensitive to the agglutinated pronoun but some 
forms are sensitive like forms with a glottal stop as the third 
root consonant.  
 
The subgraph  selects only V+pro variants from the 
full-form dictionary (cf. Fig 3). When followed by a 
pronoun, a verbal segment may have an orthographic 
adjustment. This is often the case when the verbal segment 
ends with a long /a:/ A, its allograph Y, or a glottal stop 
which has 6 allographs depending on its position and the 
surrounding vowels. For verbs, the roots with a glottal stop 
as the third consonant change their graphemic 
representation. A suffix subgraph related to classes Vpp-rrh 
represents the orthographic variations of an ending glottal 
stop due to pronoun agglutination.  
 
The generation of the agglutinable variants of an inflected 
verb is performed directly with a lexicon of words, which is 
another way to implement a rule.  In fact, the dictionary 
graph links each morphological variant to the correct 
context, which also expresses a rule. The variants are 
generated during the compilation of the resources, not at 
analysis time as in rule-based systems in which a rule 
should compute each morphological variant at run time, 
then link each variant to the correct context. The advantage 
of our method is that it simplifies and speeds up the process 
of annotation.  

4.2 Diacritics 
 
Diacritics are often omitted in Arabic written text. 
According to our corpus study of 6930 tokens from 
Annahar newspaper, 209 tokens (3%) include at least a 
diacritic. 140 tokens (2 %) are with the F diacritic (–an) 
and 57 (1 %) are with gemination mark G, in which nearly 
0.8 % is related to a verbal form. 9 are with the short 
vowel u. For the u diacritic, 7/9 involve a passive verbal 
form. For the gemination diacritic, 49/57 involve a verbal 
form and are the following.  
-  41 to V62    refer   to 1a2Ga3a derived form ( َفَعَّل).  
-  5 to V68      refer   to ta1a2Ga3a derived form ( َتَفَعَّل). 
-  2 to V65G   refer   to Ii1Ga2a3a  derived form ( َاْفتََعل). 
-  1 to V3au   refers to ya1o2ulu a triliteral  simple form 
 .(فَعل يَفع ل)
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Editors generally display diacritics for unusual forms 
such as passive verb forms. When some are displayed, 
they can avoid misinterpretations to the reader. For verbs, 
diacritics are the short vowels (a, i, u) or the gemination 
mark followed by a short vowel. Arabic verbs can include 
a sequence of two diacritics: the gemination mark 
followed by a short vowel. In the case of two diacritics, 
diacritics omission is not totally free. One can omit the 
two diacritics or the last diacritic but never the gemination 
mark alone.  
  
Consequently, processing written Arabic text should take 
into account undiacriticized and partially diacriticized 
text. A lookup procedure in Unitex5 has been adjusted to 
deal with omission of diacritics in Arabic. This procedure 
finds in the diacriticized full-form dictionary all possible 
diacriticized candidate forms compatible with a given 
undiacriticized or partially diacriticized form. When a 
diacritic is present in a surface form, the lookup procedure 
excludes the candidates in the lexicon which do not have 
that diacritic at the same position.  

5.  Some figures  

 
Our lexicon is composed of 15 400 entries. Each entry is 
inflected into 144 surface forms and in average 158 forms 
if we include orthographic variations due to agglutination. 
The size of the full-form dictionary is 2.43 million surface 
forms. The size of the full-form dictionary in plain text is 
132 Megabytes in Unicode little Endian and is compressed 
and minimized into 4 Megabytes which is loaded to 
memory for fast retrieval. The generation, compression and 
minimization of the full-form lexicon lasts two minutes6 on 
a Windows laptop.  
The number of main inflectional graphs is 460. Each main 
graph is composed of 5 subgraphs for voice-tense features 
variations, that is 2300 subgraphs. These subgraphs use 
also 540 suffix subgraphs related to 
person-gender-number-mode features. In all, the number of 
graphs and subgraphs is 3300 (460+2300+540), to be 
compared with nearly 100 graphs and subgraphs dedicated 
to the verbal inflection  system for Brazilian Portuguese 
constructed also for Unitex (Muniz et al. 2005). A sample 
will be freely available from the time of the workshop. 
  
We have noticed that many simple triliteral verbs may have 
orthographical variants related to the variation of the vowel 
after the second root consonant. However, these variations 
may correspond to meaning differences; therefore we 
should have different entries. In order to facilitate the 
encoding scheme, all orthographic variants of verbs are 
encoded in separate entries. In our lexicon,   a verb may 
have several inflectional codes. These codes can 
correspond to different lexical items or to orthographic 
variants of the same item. In the future, we plan to encode 
different lemmas if the different inflectional behaviours are 

                                                        
5 The lookup procedure was adjusted by Sébastien Paumier. 
6 At Columbia University, MAGEAD Project constructs  an Arabic resource according to 

Buckwalter‘s Prefixes-Stem-Suffixes representation. They describe an Arabic lexicon  based on 

root-and-pattern representation and  rules dedicated to orthographic variations due 

morphophonemic alternations; and other rules dedicated to orthographic adjustment due to 

agglutinations (Habash & Rambow, 2006). The program needs more than 15 hours to generate 

such resource (Owen Rambow, personal communication). 

correlated to differences at other levels, e.g. semantic, 
which is the case of Hsb,$V3au-123 ―count‖,    and 
Hsb, $V3ii-123 ―think‖. One should also encode a 
single lemma if the inflectional behaviours are a free 
variation, such as for kfl,$V3au-123 and 
kfl,$V3ai-123 ―grant‖. Out of a total 4135 simple 
triliteral root in the lexicon, 1278 triliteral root have several 
inflection al codes.  
 
Some inflectional classes are redundant such as V62-122, 
which is identical to V62-123, whereas V65-122 is 
different from V65-123.  In order to make the encoding 
scheme easier to handle for Arabic linguists, we have 
duplicated the inflectional graph V62-122. The 122 
root-class delimits two classes in nearly all other cases. We 
estimate such redundancy at 15%.  We offer a simple 
encoding scheme with duplicated inflectional classes in 
order to make it unnecessary for Arabic linguists to 
memorize in which cases some features have to be marked.  

6. Evaluation   

 
We have chosen the NEMLAR Arabic Written Corpus 
(Attia et al., 2005), first to improve our lexicon of verbs, 
and then to constitute our test collection. The Nemlar data 
consists of about 500 thousand words of Arabic text from 
13 different genres. The text is provided in 4 different 
versions: raw text, fully diacriticized text, text with 
Arabic lexical analysis, and text with Arabic POS-tags. 
The database was produced and annotated by RDI, Egypt, 
for the Nemlar Consortium.  
The extraction of occurrences of verbs from ―text with 
Arabic POS-tags‖ provided 50 000 occurrences of verbs.  
These occurrences were split in two disjoint parts: nearly 
40 000 token occurrences (11050 token types) for 
correcting the resource and a test collection of 10 000 
token occurrences (5222 token types) for testing it after 
the correction stage.  
The test collection shows that 10 verbs lemmas were 
missing in our lexicon 7 . Hence, the fault rate of the 
resource is 0.1% in this corpus. Let us assume that a page is 
composed of 50 lines/page, 10 tokens/line, 1 verb/10 
tokens. In other words, in 20 pages of real corpus, our 
resource fails to recognize 1 verb.  
In order to compare our lexicon with the Buckwalter 
resource, we ran BAMA on the first 550 occurrences of 
verbs of the same test collection. 14 occurrences of verbs 
were unrecognized, which represents a 2.5 % error rate, i.e. 
25 times the error rate of our resource. The unrecognized 
tokens involve:  10 missing passive stems, 2 imperative 
stems and 2 missing verb lemmas.   
Morphosyntactic tagging is generally part of a pipeline of 
written text processing. In a common undiacriticized 
Arabic corpus, most verbs have two possible analyses, one 
as active and one as passive.  The lack of passive stems in 
the Buckwalter resource leads to assign only the active tag 
to verbs, which can jeopardize a subsequent deep syntactic 
parsing of a sentence.  
A fallback procedure in order to assign morphosyntactic 

                                                        
7jzm,$V32-123;  qrGZ,$V62-123; thrGb,$V68-123;  

rDb,$V33-123;   kfl,$V34-123;   tnAqM,$V67-123;  

sAb,$V32-1y3;  zEq,$V33-123; DnG,$V32-1nn;  tAh,$V32-1y3 
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features to unrecognized tokens is often included in a 
language processing pipeline. Since our fault rate is 0.1 %, 
it might be useless to construct a fallback procedure for 
unrecognized verbs when this resource is used.   

7. A conclusion and perspectives  

 
We elaborated a model for Arabic verbs with the 
following features. A detailed and simple taxonomy is 
based on Semitic morphology. Lemma-based verbs are 
used as entries in the lexicon. FSTs are used to produce 
inflected forms. Agglutination is described independently 
from inflection.Our experimentation shows that the 
method outperforms state-of-the-art systems of Arabic 
morphological annotation. 
We made language resources the central point of the 
problem. All complex operations were integrated among 
resource management operations. The output of our 
system is accurate and informative; the language 
resources used by the system can be easily updated by an 
expert of Arabic independently from computational 
linguistics experts, which allows users to control the 
evolution of the accuracy of the system. Morphological 
annotation of Arabic text is performed directly with a 
lexicon of words and without morphological rules, which 
simplifies and speeds up the process. The undiacriticized, 
partially and fully diacriticized Arabic text can be 
annotated excluding incompatible analyses.  
 
We reuse traditional Semitic patterns and we provide a 
clear scheme for root-class encoding by avoiding intricate 
terms. Root-and-pattern representation facilitates our task 
in encoding the lexicon since it is a standard but also it 
helps to debug our transducers quickly which is not the 
case of a rule-based system.   
This work opens several perspectives. The resources can be 
extended by running the annotator and analysing output. 
Another perspective is to extend this methodology to 
inflection of noun and adjective, mainly to encode singular 
and the plural under the same lemma entry using Semitic 
patterns  َفِعيلَُفَعالء. For example, the pair raeiys, 
ruWasaAc ( َؤَساء  president‖ will be represented by―  (َرئ يس ر 
one entry: 

raeiys,$N3_1a2iy3-1u2a3Ac-1h3   

nabiyl,$N3_1a2iy3-1u2a3Ac-123  

where number 3 denotes a triliteral root;  
1a2iy3-1u2a3aAc is a pattern pair that represents 
singular-plural variations; and  1h3 (vs 123)  encode the 
glottal stop variations of the 2nd consonant root (e =>W). 
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Abstract  

This paper presents the ARTES database (Aide à la Redaction de TExtes Scientifiques / Dictionary-assisted writing 
tool for scientific communication) and the underlying approaches to lexicography, terminology, languages for special 
purposes (LSPs), and lexical resources creation, behind the design of the database. This new type of lexical resource 
has been developed within the ARTES project, whose main objective is to explore the interaction between research and 
teaching in the areas of applied linguistics such as specialised translation and LSP communication. As a multilingual 
multidomain language resource targeting various LSP users – students, translators, experts, subject specialists, teachers, 
linguists –, the ARTES database offers a comprehensive approach to lexical resources: terminological, phraseological, 
domain-specific, domain-free, semasiological and ultimately onomasiological. The underlying research orientations are 
thus broad and allow to investigate various language mechanisms which operate on lexico-discursive level, and 
consequently to fine tune the database in order to take into account these various linguistic phenomena. 
 

1. Introduction 
The present paper is an overall study of the interactions 
between research and teaching in the domain of lexical 
resource creation that have been taking place within the 
ARTES project1. Launched in 2007 at Paris Diderot 
University - in the frame of the ESIDIS-ARTES scheme 
- the ARTES project was designed to bridge the gap 
between research and teaching in a number of related 
areas: terminology, phraseology, translation, LSPs, 
lexical resources, corpus linguistics, genre and discourse 
analysis. It enables us to tackle some core research 
problems related to the conceptual design of lexical 
resources which seek to integrate language phenomena 
currently observed through corpus analysis and on the 
linguistic levels of terminology, phraseology and 
discourse. 
In 2010, a major tool was added to the project, an online 
database, opening up new avenues of research and 
facilitating the creation of lexical resources and 
development of dictionaries to meet the specific needs of 
speakers using LSPs: researchers, experts, translators, 
students, teachers. In addition to terminology, the 
database highlights phraseology, whether 
domain-specific or domain-free.  
Although comparable to some extent to terminological 
databanks such as Termium 2 , Grand Dictionnaire 
Terminologique3 or Eurodicautom, now known as IATE4, 
the ARTES database is closer to initiatives on lexical 
                                                             
1 ARTES project homepage:  
http://www.eila.univ-paris-diderot.fr/artes 2 The Government of Canada’s terminology and linguistic 
databank: http://www.termiumplus.gc.ca 
3 Dictionary of the Office québécois de la langue française : 
http://www.granddictionnaire.com 
4 InterActive Terminology for Europe database: 
http://iate.europa.eu 

resources creation where teaching, research and database 
development are very closely related, such as DiCoInfo5 
database, and the latest DiCoEnviro6 (L'Homme 2007) 
or WebTerm7, a project of the Institute for Information 
Management in Cologne.  
After these preliminary remarks, we shall first discuss 
the general approaches to specialised lexical resources 
adopted in ARTES database. The turning of the database 
into an online electronic dictionary by providing an 
interface for data access will be exemplified in the 
second part of the paper. In the last part, we evaluate the 
relevance of research conducted on terminology, 
phraseology and specialised discourse for a fine tuning 
of database architecture.  

2. Creating lexical resources with ARTES 
database 

The present section is an overview of the general scheme 
of the ARTES project and its goals, and of the ARTES 
database architecture designed to host LSP resources. 

2.1 Presentation of ARTES project 
ARTES is an ambitious and innovative project 
developed with the aim of bridging the gap between 
research and teaching in LSP translation and 
communication. It is carried out at the Paris Diderot 
University by a group of researchers working on LSP, 
Corpus Linguistics and Translation Studies: Kübler, 

                                                             
5 Dictionnaire fondamental de l’informatique et de l’internet : 
http://olst.ling.umontreal.ca/cgi-bin/dicoinfo/search.

cgi 
6 Dictionnaire fondamental de l’environnement :  
http://olst.ling.umontreal.ca/cgi-bin/dicoenviro/searc

h_enviro.cgi 
7 http://www.iim.fh-koeln.de/webterm/webtermsamm_e.htm 
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Pecman & Bordet 2011; Froeliger 2008; Humbley 2008; 
Kübler 2011; Kübler & Pecman forthcoming; Pecman 
2005, 2008; Pecman et al. 2010; Volanschi et Kübler 
2011. The target was to construct a model for collecting 
lexical resources in LSPs which would be flexible 
enough to allow developments in line with advances in 
research and changing learning needs. After testing 
several experimental models, we decided on SQL 
database technology with online applications for editing 
and retrieving data. 
Several earlier developments paved the way for 
acquiring knowledge necessary for designing this online 
database, namely BasTet8 designed in 2006 by Claudie 
Juilliard, Terminom19 developed first in 2004 by Kübler 
and Juilliard and redeveloped in 2007 by Kübler and 
Pecman, and the LangYeast 10 combinatory dictionary 
developed by Volanschi (2008). 
The architecture of the ARTES database is inspired by 
BasTet which was first developed using Microsoft 
Access database management system. In ARTES, new 
functions were added based on a better understanding of 
General Scientific Language (GSL) and the processing 
of domain-free phraseology (Pecman 2004, 2007, 2008). 
The transfer of technology from Access DBMS to an 
online SQL database was entrusted to (e)Kudji company. 
The new online database is currently under development 
but the main stages of transfer were achieved by 
November 2010. 
Although not an XML database, The ARTES database 
was developed in agreement with TBX and TMF 
standards for	  terminological databases. The structure of a 
terminological entry, the specific data categories and the 
relational disposition of data adopted in ARTES scheme 
are very close to meta model of ISO 16642 standards and 
guidelines for creating terminological data collections. 
Nevertheless, in the present state of the tool, the 
terminological data collection (TDC) scheme 
recommended by ISO 16642 for providing information 
on concepts of specific subject fields is not yet integrated. 
In the future developments of ARTES DB, we intend 
though to provide a preliminary conceptual level analysis 
where concepts would act as pivots ensuring linguistic 
transfer between different languages, and consequently 
an access to data through ontologies.	  	  

2.2 General architecture of ARTES database 
The ARTES database is a relational database designed to 
contain lexical information spread over a number of 
tables. Some aspects of the ARTES database architecture 
were already discussed in Pecman et al. (2010), and 
Kübler & Pecman (forthcoming). There are some forty 
tables in the ARTES database, which can be divided into 
three subgroups according to the type of information 

                                                             
8 http://wall.eila.univ-paris-diderot.fr/bastet 
(restricted access) 
9 http://terminom1.eila.univ-paris-diderot.fr  
(restricted access) 
10 http://ytat2.ijm.univ-paris-diderot.fr/LangYeast 

stored in the tables: data tables, labelling tables, and 
relational tables.  
Data tables are central tables in which all key 
information is stored. There are six data tables in ARTES 
containing respectively sources, terms, contexts, 
definitions, specific collocations, generic collocations, 
and notes. The table for sources serves to record 
bibliographical references of textual or oral sources used 
for referencing definitions, contexts or notes. In the table 
for terms, all terms are recorded no matter what language 
or domain. The specifications on the language and 
domain are given through descriptors provided by 
labelling tables. Context tables serve to record contexts 
taken from various sources and which serve as examples 
for illustrating the usage of terms or collocational 
phenomena. The tables for definitions contain all the 
definitions of the terms recorded in the database. For 
each term, all relevant existing definitions are provided 
and, if necessary, a new definition is drafted. The table 
of specific collocations is designed to record the most 
frequent collocations associated with terminology. In this 
way, two tables were designed to separate specific 
collocations related to terms from generic collocations 
related to discourse functions. The table of generic 
collocations is designed to list frequent word 
combinations used in a variety of LSP domains and 
which are related to discourse functions, the latter being 
recorded in a label-type table (see hereafter). Finally, the 
table for notes contains various observations on 
resources stored in data tables (e.g. an additional 
commentary on the meaning of the term as a 
complement to its definition, or an observation on the 
choice of terms indicated as synonyms). 
Labelling tables are the tables with pre-defined values 
which describe and classify the resources stored in the 
data tables. The predefined values act as labels or 
descriptors. They allow us to adopt a descriptive 
approach to language data. Some labelling tables contain 
closed-class type values, such as the table of 
grammatical categories linked to the table of terms. 
Other labelling tables are open-class tables and can be 
modified or completed according to the results of 
research conducted in relation with language resource 
creation. For instance, the table of discourse functions 
which offers some eighty classes for categorizing generic 
collocations according to their general meaning or 
function in LSP discourses, is an open-class table.  
The relational tables are necessary for establishing 
various links between data (between equivalent terms 
across languages, between equivalent pairs of 
collocations, between synonyms within a language, 
between a hyperonym and its hyponyms, and so on). 
It should be mentioned that in the relational database, all 
tables are eventually linked together in one scheme 
which forms the architecture of the database: terms are 
linked to definitions, contexts and specific collocations, 
which are in turn linked to sources and notes. 
Furthermore, terms can be linked to other terms to 
indicate language equivalences or synonym pairs or sets, 
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and similarly collocations can be linked to other 
collocations to indicate equivalent pairs or to form 
semantic synonymous sets, and so on. 

3. Designing language resources for LSP 
communication and translation 

In the ARTES project, the LSP communication and 
translation are tackled from the learner and professional 
perspective. 

3.1 Taking into account teaching needs in LSP 
communication and translation 
The ARTES database was designed to cater for teaching 
and learning needs in specialised translation at the 
department of Applied Languages of Paris Diderot 
University. The students in Master Studies in Specialised 
Translation and Language Engineering11 are introduced 
in the theories, methods and applications of terminology, 
lexical resource creation, and corpus linguistics, with 
emphasis on corpus linguistic tools and information 
retrieval. A combination of these courses allows the 
students to develop skills and acquire knowledge crucial 
for achieving a high quality translation of LSP texts. The 
final result of the interaction of these various disciplines 
is presented in a form of Master's dissertation. The 
ARTES database is designed to allow students to 
participate in the project by creating LSP resources in 
relation with the text they translate. In turn, the database 
offers useful functions for teachers to help them follow 
students' work in progress and evaluate the resources 
compiled by students. Special effort was made to design 
the editing and management interface, commonly called 
the back-office, to anticipate these user situations.  
Consequently, a very important feature of the ARTES 
DB project is that data is compiled mainly, but not 
exclusively, by LSP and translation learners. The overall 
methodology used to ensure the quality of data collected 
consists in three key procedures. The first one is the 
method itself followed by learners which is based on 
thorough comparable corpus analysis and an exchange 
with domain experts, which leads to a design of a 
domain ontology. The acquired knowledge on the 
domain, combined with the knowledge on terminology 
processing, allows the learners to select and process 
terms and relevant linguistic information adequately. The 
second procedure consists in the reviewing and 
validating resources by domain experts. An onging 
collaboration with experts in Earth and Planetary 
Sciences form a STEP department 12  and Institut de 
Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP)13 of Paris Diderot 
University, allows us to apply this procedure efficiently 
to a number of disciplines. The third and crucial stage in 

                                                             
11 Master professionnel ILTS (Industrie de la langue et 
traduction spécialisée) : 
http://www.eila.univ-paris-diderot.fr/formations-pro/m

asterpro/ilts/index 
12 http://step.ipgp.fr 
13
 http://www.ipgp.fr 

building language resources is the overall normalisation, 
correction and validation of resources by terminologists, 
which should be devised in the near future. We hope thus 
that the overall methodology will yield satisfactory 
results.  
Students in Master's Studies are also invited to question 
the theoretical and methodological premises on which 
the description of language data in ARTES is based by 
testing them against “real life” translation problems.  
The data recorded in the database can be retrieved via an 
online application specifically designed to take into 
account various LSP communication contexts. 

3.2 Designing an online electronic dictionary for 
LSP users 
The ARTES project had led to the design of an online 
terminological and phraseological database for storing 
and managing structure-rich information with the 
possibility for multiple criteria and multiple-level query. 
The database is searchable through a database 
application accessible online14. The access to data was 
devised with special care to targeted users: translators, 
teachers, students, domain experts and linguists. The 
intention behind the design of the interface for data 
access was to explore the possibilities for providing a 
dictionary-assisted writing tool for scientific 
communication. In the choice of the name for this 
application, the priority was given to target users which 
are largest in number: science students and experts who 
need to write articles or other text types in their second 
language within the scope of their discipline. It turns out 
that these are the most numerous users among students 
and researchers of Paris Diderot university which is a 
large multidisciplinary university hosting departments 
and research centres in Humanities, Sciences and 
Medicine. 
The ARTES database has two interfaces: one for editing 
and management purposes and one for retrieving 
information and displaying it in the form of an LSP 
dictionary. The latter interface has been designed to 
display data recorded in the database functionally, 
following Leroyer's approach to functional lexicography 
according to which development of a dictionary is 
determined by users needs and made to serve 
communication and knowledge-oriented functions in 
particular user situations (Leroyer 2007: 110). The data 
disposition in the ARTES dictionary takes into account 
different users and user situations targeted by the tool - 
learners of terminology and translation studies, 
translators, learners in scientific fields, scientists, and 
linguists. Translators and translation learners need to find 
relevant information for translating concepts and phrases 
which they do not necessarily completely understand. On 
the other hand, scientists and science students need to 
find information that will help them formulate their ideas 
in the second language. Thus two opposing situations 
can be distinguished, leading to the necessity to make 

                                                             
14
 https://artes.eila.univ-paris-diderot.fr 
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ARTES both an encoding and a decoding dictionary. 
There is yet another function of the ARTES dictionary 
which enables the linguists and the teachers to navigate 
through data by specifying criteria for data selection. 
This function refers to a setting where a language 
specialist needs to retrieve data in order to construct 
useful material for teaching or research purposes. As 
shown in the Figure 1, there are three major accesses to 
data: through terminology, through phraseology, and by 
multiple criteria query.  
The function “Terminology in context” allows the user to 
interrogate the database for terminology which is 
domain-dependant and to display useful information in 
relation with each term. The data is categorised 
according to different settings: a term from the point of 
view of its meaning, its usage or its translation. The 
following function, “Discourse phraseology”, provides a 
template for navigating through phraseology which is 
domain-free, yet frequently used in LSP communications, 
and includes collocations, collocational frameworks, 
expressions and other types of phraseological units (for 
example: to be described elsewhere by, to be in a poor 
agreement with, to provide evidence for, tremendous 
amount of, etc.). The access to this sort of data is 
provided via semantico-discursive categories which were 
pre-identified thorough multi-domain corpus analysis of 
phraseological data (Pecman 2004, 2007). The last 
function, “Multiple query search”, intended for linguists, 
allows the user to retrieve data by multiple criteria and 

thus construct useful material for teaching or research 
purposes. 

4. Improving ARTES database through 
research in terminology, phraseology and 

discourse analysis 
The ARTES project is being developed in close relation 
with research in a number of connected areas: 
terminology, phraseology, translation, LSPs, corpus 
linguistics, genre and discourse analysis. The results of 
studies conducted in these various fields are 
implemented in the database whose architecture reflects 
the advances in our knowledge on LSPs. In this way, the 
solutions adopted in the ARTES database are to large 
extent based on switching between theories, observed 
linguistic evidences, and target users’ needs. In the other 
words, we proceed by examining various theoretical 
premises in translation and LSP oriented terminology 
management and then by applying or adapting them in 
agreement with the observed linguistic phenomena, all to 
serve adequately various LSP speakers’ needs defined in 
the context of the ARTES project. The present section 
presents some of the major aspects of lexical resource 
creation with the ARTES database for improving 
language-related research and applications in areas such 
as information retrieval, terminology, phraseology or 
discourse analysis. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: ARTES dictionary interface 
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4.1 Processing multidomain resources  
Creation of lexical resources in a multidomain 
perspective raises the question of the organisation of 
lexical units according to different domains. It is well 
known that a term can have different meanings according 
to the different domains it may occur in. Assigning a 
term to a domain, or a series of domains, is often a 
complex task. Let us consider but one simple example: 
the word water which can be assigned to the domain of 
chemistry (where its definition could be "chemical 
compound consisting of two atoms of hydrogen and one 
atom of oxygen"), physics (where its definition could be 
"a liquid that changes its phase into ice at 0°C and into 
gas at 100°C"), or geology, climatology and meteorology 
(where its definition could be "the element of which seas, 
lakes, and rivers are composed, and which falls as rain 
and spouts from springs"), not to mention its role in the 
general language. The degree of precision of a domain 
specification is another difficulty we have to deal with. 
For example the term fault, defined as "a fracture in the 
Earth’s crust that divides a geological area into two 
blocks which move relative to one another" can be 
assigned equally to the following domains: geology, 
seismology, plate tectonics, structural geology, 
geomorphology, endogenous geology, geophysics, and 
so on. 
In the case of polysemy or in general, in an LSP database 
it is important to have an efficient system of descriptors 
for domain specifications. For the ARTES database, we 
have chosen to follow Universal Decimal Classification 
(UDC), which has systematic approach to classification, 
allows for exhaustiveness, and to choose a level of 
precision when specifying a domain. Consequently, in 
the ARTES database, a term can be easily assigned to 
one or more domains.  
At this stage of the project, the resources are only being 
built and the domain coverage is not yet as large as the 
DB allows it. There are nevertheless some 23 000 terms, 
25 000 collocations and 1 500 domains recorded in the 
DB. The collection of generic collocations is at initial 
stage and contains more then 100 entries.  

4.2 Processing multilingual resources 
So as not to be limited to a fixed number of languages 
when creating resources in LSPs, the architecture of the 
ARTES database was developed to allow for a 
multilingual approach. Each term can be assigned to one 
language specification. The table of language 
specifications contains some fifty languages. The pairs of 
equivalences can be established among any two terms or 
collocations of equivalent terms. For example, if 
greenhouse gases and gaz à effet de serre are defined as 
equivalents, it is then possible to align their respective 
collocations, e.g. man-made green house gases and gaz à 
effet de serre anthropique, to reduce green house gases 
and réduire les gaz à effet de serre, etc. It is thus possible 
to consider different types of units when working on the 
transfer of meaning from one language to another.  

Nevertheless, establishing translational units is a very 
problematic matter, even in the exact sciences. In many 
cases the equivalences between terms are partial. We 
have thus added in the database a field for translation 
notes in order to indicate the contexts in which the 
equivalence is acceptable. For example, the concept of 
“rocks fabric” or “the fabric of a rock”, in the domain of 
geology and mineralogy, is difficult to translate into 
French as it comprises the idea of rock’s texture, 
composition and the disposition of its crystals. The 
French langue uses finally a loanword “fabrique” but 
which in common language is a false cognate meaning 
“factory”. This difficulty is nevertheless particularly 
apparent in the domains where cultural differences are 
important. As the ARTES database is a multidomain 
language resource, the domains such as law, education or 
social sciences are also included. For example, in the 
domain of bankruptcy law the distressed company seems 
to be a suitable equivalent for entreprise en difficulté, but 
the cultural differences of law systems in English and 
French speaking countries, raise problems of translation, 
despite a European tendency for harmonisation, e.g. in 
US distressed companies are the matter of bankruptcy 
courts while in France les entreprises en difficulté are the 
matter of tribunaux de commerce. It would be though 
improper to say that tribunaux de commerce is the exact 
equivalent of bankruptcy courts. 
On the other hand, when we have a series of 
synonymous units in a source and target language, they 
can all be considered as equivalent. Establishing multiple 
equivalent pairs is then necessary. The following 
examples taken from trans-discipline phraseology: the 
present section concentrates on, our concern here is with, 
we shall concentrate here on can be all considered as 
possible translations for dans cette partie nous abordons, 
nous allons maintenant aborder, nous nous intéressons 
ici à. In order to facilitate the processing of multiple 
equivalences across languages, we are currently 
modifying the ARTES database architecture in order to 
integrate synsets which can be defined within a language 
before aligning them across languages.  

4.3 Processing terminological variation 
Handling terminological variation when creating 
language resources is another complex matter. This issue 
relates to the phenomenon of synonymy, which in the 
ARTES project is tackled from a broad perspective and 
termed "concurrence", referring to a situation of 
competition between terms. In many cases the synonymy 
between terms is partial. We have thus added a series of 
descriptors allowing to determine the degree or the type 
of "concurrence" between terms: acronym, extended 
version of a term, reduced version of the term, partial 
synonymy, and so on. For example, in geology, Moho is 
a reduced version of a term for Mohorovicic 
discontinuity, VLP is an acronym for very-long period, 
ice flow and ice creep could be considered as partial 
synonyms, or near isonyms. An additional note on 
concurrent pairs explains the degree of superposition of 
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the meaning and the usage of concurrent terms. 
Some more sophisticated phenomena of terminological 
variation are currently under study with a view to 
improving the method of processing terminology in the 
ARTES database, namely the case of complex nominal 
groups which appear as new terms and give rise to 
relatively high degree of variation within discourse: e.g. 
naturally ventilated buildings vs. buildings ventilated 
naturally, buildings ventilated by natural means, 
buildings ventilated by natural convection.  
The current procedure for processing terminological 
variation contains several stages. The first one consists in 
accessing the nature of the variation through corpus and 
discourse analysis. Variation, specifically nominal 
variation, in LSP is generally considered as an indicator 
of neology. Nevertheless, in some instances, variation 
can play specific rhetoric or expressive effect. The 
second step consists in determining, again through 
corpus and discourse analysis, which variant is dominant, 
and which variants are the alternative ways of expressing 
the same concept. The dominant variant is encoded in the 
ARTES DB as a main entry, while all the relevant 
variations of the entry are recorded as its concurrents. 
The type of relation between the main term and each 
variant is precised, and a note is added to provide 
linguistic information on the usage of each variant, for 
instance explain the specific nature of a variant or its 
context, or circumstances, of use. As the ARTES DB is a 
relational DB, it is possible through the user’s interface 
to search one of variants and to access the article of the 
main term. 

4.4 Working toward a conceptual organisation 
of resources 
The idea behind ARTES dictionary is to bypass classical 
alphabetic access to data by revealing multiple relations 
between data, some of which are particularly useful for 
understanding lexicon structure. 
Generic, partitive, functional, instrumental, analogical... 
relations can be established between terms in order to 
highlight the conceptual organisation of lexicon of a 
particular domain. Retrieving data from the ARTES 
database in order to display lexical resources graphically 
is one of the perspectives we intend to develop in the 
near future. 
By the same token, semantic preference and prosody 
relations, as defined by Sinclair (1987), Louw (1993) can 
be established between terms determining semantically 
cognate terms or terms sharing the same connotation. 
Few authors have studied these phenomena in LSPs, 
among them Tribble (2000), Hunston (2007) and Louw 
& Chateau (2010). Semantic preference and prosody 
have been studied extensively by the members of 
ARTES team (Kübler & Pecman forthcoming, 
Castagnoli et al. forthcoming) with a view to improving 
even further the linguistic information encoded in the 
ARTES database. These phenomena can indeed help us 
to enhance our knowledge of lexicon structure in terms 
of meaning and connotation.  

One of the many ambitious approaches to data offered in 
ARTES is also the onomasiological access to 
collocations which are common to a variety of scientific 
discourses, as a help tool for drafting scientific texts 
(Pecman 2007, Pecman et al. 2010). This discourse 
phraseology has enriched studies on GSL (General 
Scientific Language) (Pecman 2004, 2007) which looks 
at ready-made patterns commonly employed by 
researchers and experts regardless of their discipline. In 
ARTES we have proposed 14 main classes and some 80 
sub-classes for categorizing GSL phraseology in types, 
according to their meaning and function in LSP 
discourse.	  	  
Only very recently, the more comprehensive studies of a 
similar type of language resources, namely academic 
phraseology, have been carried out (cf. Durrant and 
Mathews-Aydınlı 2011; Simpson-Vlach and Ellis 2010). 
For example, Simpson-Vlach and Ellis (2010) propose 
an Academic Formula List (AFL) of most frequent 
lexical bundles found in academic communication, 
which are sorted according to major discourse-pragmatic 
functions. Nevertheless, if we compare the AFL with the 
collocations used in GSL, we find that the formulas used 
in academic setting are significantly different from those 
used in scientific setting. Moreover the methodologies 
for processing collocational phenomena for creating 
reusable lexical resources are still underexplored. In 
much the same way, the studies and resources on expert, 
rather then learner, trans-discipline phraseology are still 
lacking. 

4.5 Integration of complex lexical items such as 
collocations, collocational frameworks and 
prefabricated sentence builders 
In line with advances in corpus linguistics, the ARTES 
resources are constructed giving priority to context for 
determining the meaning and the usage of terminological 
units. Terms are considered as main entries in the 
database, while collocations, collocational frameworks 
and ready-made sentence builders are handled as 
secondary entries. They behave as preferential contexts 
of use, which provide useful information on the 
combination profile of terms in LSP communicative 
situations.  
Studies on collocations and translational problems from 
a corpus perspective (Kübler 2003, Pecman 2004, 
Volanschi 2008) have encouraged us to separate specific 
collocations (associated with terminology) from generic 
collocations (associated with discourse functions). The 
information on specific collocations avoids collocational 
blends when using highly scientific or technical terms in 
second language communication (e.g. the adjectival term 
buoyant used in a comparative form to be more buoyant 
corresponds in French to a nominal term modified by an 
adjective: avoir une plus grande flottabilité). Similarly, 
the information on generic collocations allows the user to 
go further in achieving native-like communicative skills. 
The generic collocations are often associated to lexical 
units which are domain non-specific (e.g. aspect, 
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approach, method, study, result, limit, question, problem, 
evaluate, describe, etc.) with which they enter into 
collocation (e.g. to raise a question, promising results, 
experimental approach, etc.), or they act as sentence 
builders (e.g. the most complete account of this problem 
is found in..., our conclusions focus on aspects such as...). 
Both collocations, specific and generic, are analysed in 
the ARTES database according to their syntactic 
structure (e.g. to raise a question: vb_noun, experimental 
approach: adj_noun) and offer a very useful information 
for LSP users, particularly when communicating in a 
second language or working in translation perspective. 

5. Conclusion 
The ARTES database is an innovative approach to 
creating lexical resources where database development 
and an in-depth linguistic analysis of language 
phenomena are closely interwoven. The originality of 
this tool lies in its comprehensive approach to language 
items of relevance in LSP translation and communication, 
encompassing terminological, phraseological and 
discoursal elements. The contrastive approach to 
languages and to scientific disciplines extends further the 
coverage of lexical resources stored in the ARTES 
database. This multiple approach makes of the ARTES 
database an interesting framework for conducting 
research on a variety of linguistic phenomena observable 
in relation with LSP. Furthermore, a growing variety of 
LSP users (translators, teachers, students, experts and 
linguists) motivated the design of applications that 
ensure entering and retrieving information from the 
database by taking into account different user situations. 
Although designed for a dictionary type use, the ARTES 
database offers many possibilities for extracting lexical 
resources and thus anticipate new situations of use: for 
instance linking the terminological and phraseological 
data stored in the ARTES database to an online 
concordancer would allow to display lexical items in 
larger contexts for distribution analysis. The future 
research will focus on exploring this new orientation of 
research. Finally, we think that research in terminology 
and phraseology from a lexical resources creation 
perspective can lead the way to a better understanding of 
language in terms of cognition, description and teaching. 
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Abstract
In a morphological lexicon, each entry combines a lemma with a specific inflection class, often defined by a set of inflection rules.
Therefore, such lexica usually give a satisfying account of inflectional operations. Derivational information, however, is usually badly
covered. In this paper we introduce a novel approach for enriching morphological lexica with derivational links between entries and with
new entries derived from existing ones and attested in large-scale corpora, without relying on prior knowledge of possible derivational
processes. To achieve this goal, we adapt the unsupervised morphological rule acquisition tool MorphAcq (Nicolas et al., 2010) in a way
allowing it to take into account an existing morphological lexicon developed in the Alexina framework (Sagot, 2010), such as the Lefff
for French and the Leffe for Spanish. We apply this tool on large corpora, thus uncovering morphological rules that model derivational
operations in these two lexica. We use these rules for generating derivation links between existing entries, as well as for deriving new
entries from existing ones and adding those which are best attested in a large corpus. In addition to lexicon development and NLP
applications that benefit from rich lexical data, such derivational information will be particularly valuable to linguists who rely on vast
amounts of data to describe and analyse these specific morphological phenomena.

1 Introduction
Among existing lexical resources, morphological resources
accounting for an language’s inflectional properties are
very common. Resources specifying derivation phenomena
and derivation links between individual lexical entries,
however, appear to be less complete — even for major
languages such as French and Spanish. This is not a
surprising fact, since, if we look at descriptive grammars,
we also notice that the potentially missing parts of a
language’s morphological description usually concerns
derivation, while inflection is thoroughly documented.
In this paper, we use an unsupervised morphological rule
acquisition tool to uncover derivation rules for French
and Spanish and acquire new lexical information, namely
derivation links between existing lexical entries as well as
new derived lexical entries, that is missing in two of the
major lexical resources existing for these two languages:
the Lefff (Sagot, 2010), a large-scale morphosyntactic
lexicon for French, and the Leffe (Molinero et al., 2009), a
large-scale morphological lexicon for Spanish. In order to
uncover these derivation rules missing in these two lexica,
we adapt the unsupervised morphological rule learning
technique MorphAcq (Nicolas et al., 2010) enabling it
to take into account lexical data and complete the set of
derivation rules in the Lefff and the Leffe.
In the following sections, we will first sketch an overview of
existing (semi- ) automatic morphological rule acquisition
techniques and lexical data acquisition techniques (section
2). In section 3, we describe the lexical framework
Alexina (Sagot, 2010) and the Alexina lexica we used
in our experiments. Then, in section 4, we describe
morphological rule acquisition using MorphAcq, the
acquisition tool itself, its adaptation to account for lexical
data, the input corpora and the obtained raw results.

In section 5, we show that using morphological rule
acquisition techniques helps enriching existing lexical
resources. We finally conclude in section 6.

2 Related Work
Unsupervised methods for morphological rule acquisition
can be divided into roughly two types: those that aim at
building morphological analysers through the optimisation
of a specific set of metrics, and those that concentrate on
the explicit uncovering of morphological information.
Among the first type, the most cited are Linguistica
(Goldsmith, 2001; Goldsmith, 2006) and Morfessor
(Creutz and Lagus, 2005). Linguistica constitutes the
first real attempt to use the concept of MDL (Minimum
Description Length) for encoding a complete corpus
w.r.t. morphemes using as few bits as possible, thus trying
to achieve the best possible affix and stem recognition. In
(Creutz and Lagus, 2005), the authors also use the MDL
approach without restricting the analysis of a word into
only one facultative prefix, only one stem and only one
suffix as is the case in (Goldsmith, 2001). Morfessor has
later been extended for treating allomorphisms (Kohonen
et al., 2009). Later, in (Golenia et al., 2009), MDL is
used to pre-select possible stems for given forms; the
stems are separated from the rest and the remaining strings
considered possible affixes. These possible affixes are
then first broken into substrings and then re-assembled
according to a metric relying on the number of these
substrings’ occurrences. Spiegler et al. (2010), Bernhard
(2008) and Keshava (2006) describe methods inspired by
the work of Harris (1955) and extensions thereof (Hafer
and Weiss, 1974; Déjean, 1998). These approaches focus
on transition probabilities and letter successor variety,
i.e., the distribution of letters following a given sequence
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of characters. They detect morpheme boundaries using
entropy measures. The method described in (Demberg,
2007) also follows the algorithm in (Keshava, 2006), but
corrects important drawbacks, in particular by handling
with the fact that, for languages such as English, numerous
forms are characterised by the absence of any kind of suffix.
Dasgupta and Ng (2007) further extend the (Keshava, 2006)
methods to the treatment of multiple suffixes.
The second type of unsupervised morphological rule ac-
quistion methods concerns ways to identify morphological
information per se. Thus, Lavallée and Langlais (2010)
succeed in identifying word-formation using analogical
processes such as live vs. lively and cordial vs. cordially.
In this approach, every analogical process is weighted ac-
cording to its productivity, i.e. the number of attested forms
w.r.t. to the potential applicability of the analogical process.
A similar approach is described in (Lignos et al., 2009). In
this latter approach, however, productivity is measured ac-
cording to the number of shared stems and the length of
the attached affixes for each given form pair. In (Bernhard,
2010), the similarity of two forms is measured either by
an edit distance or, when it is too small, by automatically
extracted morphological and analogical rules. This simi-
larity measure is then used in a clustering algorithm used
to group possible forms for a given lemma. In (Can and
Manandhar, 2009), the authors start with grouping forms
according to similarity and then try to identify analogical
processes between the forms of distinct groups. The pro-
ductivity of the analogical processes is measured according
to the number of shared stems. Finally, in (Monson et al.,
2008) the morphological affixation rules applying to a given
position class (in the sense of (Stump, 2001)) are directly
identified, without prior identification of concrete possible
affixes. This task uses a series of heuristics that control the
output of the morphological rule detection method.
Concerning the acquisition of lexical data, several
algorithms have been designed to extract new lemmas
from a limited amount of information. They have been
applied to several languages such as Russian (Oliver et
al., 2003), French verbs (Clément et al., 2004), German
nouns (Perera and Witte, 2005), Slovak (Sagot, 2005),
Italian (Zanchetta and Baroni, 2005), French verbs, nouns
and adjectives (Forsberg et al., 2006) and Polish (Sagot,
2007). These techniques differ from one another in
various aspects, such as the soundness of the underlying
probabilistic model and/or heuristics, the completeness
of the manually described linguistic information that are
exploited (e.g.,constraints on possible stems for each
inflectional class, derivation patterns, etc.), the use of
Google for checking the “existence” of a form, or the use of
(probabilized since uncertain) part-of-speech information
when it becomes available.
The acquisition of derivational links and derived lexical
entries has also been studied. Systems like GéDériF (Dal
and Namer, 2000) and its successors Walim (Namer, 2003)
and Webaffix (Hathout, 2002) are for instance able to
acquire new derived lemmas whenever their base lemma
and their derivation rules are known.
In this work, we focus on the acquisition of new derived
lemmas and derivation links in cases where the derivation

rules have yet to be found. We propose an approach
using the uncovering of these derivation rules through
unsupervised morphological rule acquisition.

3 Presentation of the Input Lexica
3.1 The Alexina Framework
In our experiments, we used our morphological rule
learning tool MorphAcq (described in section 4.1) jointly
with lexical resources developed within the Alexina
framework (Sagot, 2010). The lexica developed within
the Alexina framework have the advantage of being
all freely available1 for quite a reasonable number of
morphologically relatively diverse languages.
In this section, we thus briefly describe the Alexina
framework underlying the two lexica we conducted our
experiments on.
Although the Alexina framework covers both the morpho-
logical and the syntactic level, we only exploit the morpho-
logical level of the developed resources. Alexina allows for
representing lexical information in a complete, efficient and
readable way, that is meant to be independent of the lan-
guage and of any grammatical formalism. It is compatible
with the LMF standard2 (Francopoulo et al., 2006). Numer-
ous resources are being developed within this framework,
such as the Lefff , a large-coverage morphological and syn-
tactic lexicon for French (Sagot, 2010), the Leffe for Span-
ish (Molinero et al., 2009), and also the Leffga for Galician,
PolLex for Polish (Sagot, 2007), SkLex for Slovak (Sagot,
2005), PerLex for Persian (Sagot and Walther, 2010), So-
raLex for Sorani Kurdish (Walther and Sagot, 2010) and
KurLex for Kurmanji Kurdish (Walther et al., 2010).
The Alexina model is based on a two-level representation
that separates the description of a lexicon from its use:

• The intensional lexicon factorises the lexical informa-
tion by associating each lemma with a morphological
class (defined in a formalised morphological descrip-
tion) and deep syntactic information; it is used for lex-
ical resource development;

• The extensional lexicon, which is generated automat-
ically by compiling the intensional lexicon, associates
each inflected form with a detailed structure that repre-
sents all its morphological and syntactic information;
it is directly used by NLP tools such as parsers.

3.2 The Input Lexica
The Lefff is the first lexical resource developed within the
Alexina formalism (Clément et al., 2004) and has been
continuously manually and automatically completed since
then. The Leffe (2009) is more recent. Still, the Leffe
contains a complete morphological description.3

In Alexina lexica, morphological information is encoded in
a separate morphological description file that encodes the

1Under LGPL-LR licences, downloadable at the following
address: http://alexina.gforge.inria.fr.

2Lexical Markup Framework, the ISO/TC37 standard for NLP
lexica.

3The difference in scale between the Lefff and the Leffe
mainly lies in the syntactic level.
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operations necessary to create the different forms for each
given lemma according to a specific inflection table it be-
longs to. An example of inflection rules (<form .../>)
and derivation rules (<derivation .../>) is given be-
low: the inflection rule adds the suffix es to the stem of
verbs in –er, indicated by the name of the table the rule be-
longs to. It thus creates an inflected form with the morpho-
logical tag PS2s (present indicative or subjunctive, second
person singular). The derivation rule indicates that a de-
rived lemma can be created from a nominal base in -ion by
adding ner to the base stem.4

<table name="v-er" canonical_tag="W"
rads="...*">
<form suffix="es" tag="PS2s"/>

<derivation suffix="ner" table="v-er"/>

In Alexina lexica, the relevant inflection class is specified
for each lemma in the column immediately following the
citation form. The lemmas are listed in a POS specific
file containing the intensional lexical entries. Lemmas
and inflection tables from the Lefff s verbal entries are
represented as below5.

agacer v-er:std
agir v-ir2

Adding new derivation rules requires encoding the rule in
the Alexina language. Adding new derived lemmas hence
entails indicating their newly associated inflection table.

4 Morphological Rule Acquisition from
Raw Corpora

4.1 The MorphAcq System
MorphAcq (Nicolas et al., 2010) is a tool that takes as an
input raw corpus data in a given language, that is supposed
concatenative,6 and automatically computes a data-
representative description of the language’s morphology.
Eventhough MorphAcq is still in a preliminary state of
development, it has already proven its ability to compete
with the state of the art, in particular by its first participation
to the MorphoChallenge (Kurimo et al., 2009) competition.
MorphAcq can be thought of as a set of filters that
sequentially refines a list of (candidate) affixes and a list
of sets of related affixes, which are meant to belong
to the same inflectional or derivational paradigm: such
sets are called morphological families. The combination
of an affix from a morphological family and a stem
associated with this morphological family is expressed as
a morphological rule. For MorphAcq, a morphological
rule, be it derivational or inflectional, consists in adding one

4Examples are from the Lefff s morphological description.
5Syntactic information, including detailed valency informa-

tion, is included in the Lefff , but is not shown here out of clarity
reasons, as it is not relevant in this paper.

6We define here a concatenative language as a language that
uses morphological operations that can all be entirely described
through affixation. The rules are applied to graphemic sequences.
Sandhi phenomena are treated independently, e.g., through the
operation <fusion .../> in an Alexina lexicon.

(possibly empty) affix (prefix or suffix) to a given stem with
no character deletion or substitution whithin the stem or
derivational base. Linguistic phenomena that might modify
the stem and/or the affix thus lead to various different
morphological rules.7

The overall MorphAcq algorithm can be decomposed into
five steps:

1. Generate an over-covering and “naive” list of
candidate affixes, i.e., substrings that may be affixes.
In other words, each form found in the corpus is
split into a large number of stem+affix combinations
(among which most are incorrect).

2. Detect candidate affix pairs that seem to be related (see
discussion of step 2 below for details). For example,
if affixes a, b and c belong to the same morphological
family (e.g., to the same inflection class), then this step
should detect pairs {a, b}, {b, c} and {a, c}.

3. Build morphological families according to sets of
pairs that share a common stem. For instance, if
affixes a, b and c have all been seen on the same
stem, and if the pairs {a, b}, {b, c} and {a, c} have
been detected as “related” in step 2, the morphological
family {a, b, c} is built.

4. Split compound affixes. For example, split the English
suffixes -ingly into -ing and -ly.

5. Detect which substrings can connect stems and split
compound stems. For instance, detect that the hyphen
(“-”) can connect English stems and split the form
“brother-in-law” into “brother + in + law”.

All these steps are based mostly on simple computations
with no or few free parameters. Therefore, MorphAcq
can be used on virtually any concatenative language with
almost no expert work.
We focus here on steps 2 and 3, which needed adaptation
for this work in order to take into account external lexical
data. The first step was left unchanged, and the fourth and
fifth steps provide data that is not relevant here.
Step 2 exploits the following crucial observation about
form- vs. lemma frequency: the frequency of a lemma’s
inflected forms tends to vary consistently with the the
lemma’s overall frequency. For example, in general texts,
all inflected forms of the lemma to talk are more frequent
than their corresponding forms from the lemma to orate.
Moreover, this observation is not limited to the inflected
forms of a lemma, but applies also derived lemmas and
forms. For example, let us consider a set of forms found
in the input corpus and that can be split into a stem and
one of the two affixes a1 or a2. The goal of step 2 is to
decide whether a1 and a2 belong to the same morphological
family, i.e., whether they belong to the same inflectional or

7For instance, in French, chantons and mangeons, inflected
forms corresponding to stems chant- and mang- correspond to
two different morphological rules, one that adds the suffix -ons
and another one involving the suffix -eons. The fact that the “real”
suffix is -ons in both cases and that the extra -e- is the consequence
of a phonographemic rule is not extracted.
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derivational paradigm. If this is the case, which means that
the frequency of lemmas and the frequency of their forms
are found to vary accordingly, sorting stems s according
to the frequency of the forms s + a1 or according to
the frequency of the forms s + a2 should lead to similar
orderings. Oppositely, if a1 and a2 are not related, both
orderings should be very different.
Once pairs of related affixes are identified, step 3 builds
sets of affixes that constitute morphological families by
putting together pairs that have been seen on at least one
common stem. It then uses four different heuristic filters
for removing incorrect affix sets. Among these filters, the
main one relies on the same observation as step 2. Indeed,
this form- and lemma-level frequency consistency implies
that the more frequent a lemma is, the more of its inflected
forms will occur in the corpus. Therefore, less frequent
lemmas should be attested in the corpus only by some of the
inflected forms generated by their inflection class, whereas
more frequent lemmas from the same inflection class are
attested by more distinct forms. This means that we
should be able to relate a morphological family involving
n affixes with morphological families involving only n −
1, n − 2,. . . , 1 of these affixes, and that these families
should be associated with stems of decreasing frequency.
Therefore, we use a filter that keeps a morphological family
with n affixes only if it at least one of its morphological
subfamilies involving n − 1 of its affixes is identified as
such.

4.2 Adapting MorphAcq
In order for MorphAcq to take into account lexical data, we
modified steps 2 and 3 as follows.
First, step 2 uses the lexicon for grouping inflected
forms of a same lemma, considered as a combination
stem+inflection class. Instead of applying the frequency-
based observation described above on two stem+affix
sequence pairs, which allows to compare the two
corresponding affixes, we now apply this observation on a
stem+inflection class sequence and a stem+affix sequence
such that the form stem+affix is not generated by the
inflection class. Thus, we are able to identify affixes that are
“related” to inflection classes, by means of stems they are
both associated with (by the lexicon as far as the inflection
class is concerned, and by the corpus as far as the affix is
concerned).
For each inflection class cb, step 3 then tries to group
into affix sets the “related” affixes found during step 2.
These “related” affixes generate forms that do not belong
to the known inflectional paradigm of the (base) lemma
lb corresponding to their stems. They might therefore
correspond to missing inflectional rules or to missing
derivational rules.
We first suppose that all these rules are derivational, i.e.,
these forms are candidates for being inflected forms of
lemmas ld (with inflection class cd) that are derived from
that base lemma lb. If, for at least one stem s, one of these
candidate derived forms is known to the lexicon, then the
lexicon provides us with its lemma ld and inflection class
cd. This allows for computing a morphological (derivation)
rule that transforms lb into ld. By removing the longest

LANGUAGE CORPUS SIZE

(IN TOKENS)
Lefff French ∼18 215 000
Leffe Spanish ∼540 000

Table 1: Corpora used as an input to MorphAcq

substring lb and ld have in common, we can turn this
morphological rule into a generic rule that might apply to
any lemma with inflection class cb.
If this process fails on a given affix, this affix is considered
inflectional: we then build the corresponding missing
inflection rule. The fact that it is missing explains why the
form is unknown to the lexicon although its lemma lb is
known.
Finally, MorphAcq is able to associate a confidence score
with each morphological rule it outputs, based on paradigm
coverage and form frequency.

4.3 The Input Corpora
As input data to MorphAcq, we used a corpus extracted
from the French newspaper le Monde diplomatique 8 for
French, and the raw data of the Ancora corpus (Taulé et
al., 2008) for Spanish. We were able to detect several
missing derivational rules for both our input lexica. The
corresponding figures are given in Table 1.

4.4 Results and Evaluation of the Morphological Rule
Acquisition

When we first confronted the output of MorphAcq with the
forms generated with the two Alexina lexica, the results
showed that both resources seem to reasonably well encode
the inflectional system of both languages. The inflectional
rules that were suggested as missing rules were the result
of isolated typographical errors or English loanwords.
Therefore, we simply ignored the few inflection rules that
were suggested by MorphAcq.
MorphAcq generated 3,131 derivational rules from our
Spanish data, and 36,430 derivational rules from our French
data. This huge difference is mostly due to the fact that the
French corpus we gave as an input to MorphAcq is over
30 times bigger than the Spanish one. However, many of
these rules have to be considered as noise. This is why we
applied various filters before using them in practical lexicon
enrichment experiments, as explained in the next section.

5 Enriching Lexical Resources through
Automatic Acquisition of Morphological

Rules
5.1 Evaluation of Acquired Derivation Rules through

External Information
Derivation is a morphological process that generates a
new lemma from the derivation-base of a first one. The
new lemmas are part of the set of lexical entries available
in the lexicon of a given language. They have to be
associated with the right inflection tables since they are
themselves possibly inflectable. Recall that in Alexina

8http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/, February
2011.
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DERIVED LEMMA TABLE BASE LEMMA TABLE

basculement nc-2m basculer v-er:std
centreur nc-2m centrer v-er:std
crochetage nc-2m crocheter v-er:std
déloyalement adv déloyal adj-al4
fasciste nc-2 fasciser v-er:std
gourmand nc-2f gourmander v-er:std
insolation nc-2f insoler v-er:std
minimaliser v-er:std minimal adj-al4
perfectionnement nc-2m perfectionner v-er:std
reboisement nc-2m reboiser v-er:std
soûler v-er:std soûl adj-4
trébuchement nc-2m trébucher v-er:std

Table 2: Examples of French derivation links acquired
automatically

lexica, the inflection class is specified for each lemma in
the column immediately following the citation form (the
above example is simplified, since the syntactic — e.g.,
valency — information is not shown).

agacer v-er:std
agir v-ir2

Before adding derivation rules to the morphological
descriptions underlying the Lefff and the Leffe, we first
filtered out from the derivation rules output by MorphAcq
those that seemed less likely, in the following way. First,
we automatically filtered the output given by MorphAcq
using a beam filter: for a given morphological family
(including the associated base inflection class), many
derivation rules may be suggested by MorphAcq, each affix
in the morphological family being covered by more than
one of these derivation rules (each derivation rule, in turn,
usually covers more than one affix, as it creates a derived
lemma that has several inflected forms). For each affix
in the considered morphological family, we identify the
suggested morphological rule that has the best score among
those that cover that affix: it is the affix’s best rule. Then,
we only keep those morphological rules that are the best
rules for at least one of its affixes.
Among the remaining derivation rules, we require that
suffixation rules be suggested for at least two distinct
morphological families and prefixation rules by 25
morphological families for French and five for Spanish.9

Then we automatically added all remaining derivation rules
into the Lefff ’s or the Leffe’s morphological description.
We were also able to retrieve the possible variant a
new lemma belongs to: variants are used in Alexina
to differentiate lemmas that show particular morphotactic
properties with minor impact on the lemmas inflection.10

Hence, derivation rules are represented as follows:

9The apparent striking difference in the selectivity imposed
on prefixation rules between French and Spanish comes from the
different scales of the acquisition corpora fed into MorphAcq.
Using the same threshold for both languages would have led to
either to much noise in the French data or to few acquirable rules
for Spanish.

10See for instance French verbs that double their stems last
consonants when preceding certain suffixes: infinitive jeter
“throw” vs. P1sg of the present indicative je jette “I throw”.

<derivation suffix="ner" table="v-er"
var="std" />

Converting and filtering MorphAcq’s output led to the
introduction of 823 derivation rules into the French
morphological description. These new rules are scattered
over most existing inflection classes. For Spanish, only
132 derivation rules could be identified and added. This
difference in scale has again to be imputed to the difference
in size the the corpora used as input to MorphAcq.
Once the new derivation rules added into the lexica, we
generated all possible derived lexical entries by applying to
each existing entry all derivation rules associated with its
inflection class. We obtained as large a result as 2.9 million
candidate entries for French and 1.0 million candidate
entries for Spanish. However, Alexina inflection tables are
often associated with constraints on stems: e.g., French
adjectives inflecting according to class adj-n4 in the Leff
f , such as parisien(s) / parisienne(s), are requested to have a
stem ending in n. Trying to inflect the new derived lemmas
hence allowed us to discard all those new lemmas whose
stem was not compatible with the inflection class suggested
by MorphAcq.
The remaining derived lemmas were used in two different
ways. First, derived lemmas that correspond to existing
entries in the Lefff or the Leffe were preliminarily
validated as correct derived lemmas, i.e., we considered
that derivation links between base and derived lemmas
could be added. The entries corresponding to derived
lemmas thus received a derivation link of the form derived
from X.11 At this point 16,646 derivational link candidates
were added for French and 10,745 for Spanish.
Among the candidates, the derived lemmas are necessarily
correct as lexical entries, since they were found within
the lexica. Only the correctness of the derivation links
with the base lemma needs to be assessed. To do so,
we performed manual evaluation on randomly selected
samples containing 100 candidates. For Spanish, all 100
morphosemantic links were correct (see Table 3). For
French, we obtained 92 correct links out of 100 (see
Table 2), but from a larger set of candidates (errors are
shown in Table 4). It also became apparent that the
longer the base and/or the derived lemma is, the greater
the certainty of the established link’s correctess. Indeed,
Table 4 shows that most errors involve at least one relatively
short lemma.

5.2 Using Newly Acquired Rules for Enriching Large
Scale Resources

Once the derrivation links between the lemmas already
contained within the Lefff and the Leffe had been
identified, we developed a procedure for adding new
(unknown) derived lemmas (with their corresponding
derivational links that initially led to suggesting them).
For selecting which derived lemmas had to be added, we
used form frequency information extracted from large-scale
corpora.

11This tag is meant to facilitate future use of the Lefff as a
resource for studies on derivational relations.
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DERIVED LEMMA TABLE BASE LEMMA TABLE

calcular V2 calculadamente R1
conspirador N8 conspirar V2
desencadenante N1 desencadenar V2
extremo N1 extremar V2
horadable A2 horadar V2
justo N4 justar V2
modoso A1 modosamente R1
patrimonialista A2 patrimonial A3
racional A3 ración N3
rotulista N6 rotular A3
temperado A1 temperadamente R1
zanqueador N8 zanquear V2

Table 3: Examples of correct Spanish derivation links
acquired automatically

DERIVED LEMMA TABLE BASE LEMMA TABLE

attiser v-er:std attiquement adv
bafouiller v-er:std bafouer v-er:std
cotte nc-2 coter v-er:std
entassement nc-2m enter v-er:std
must nc-2m muser v-er:std
présentement adv présenter v-er:std
salement adv saler v-er:std
sire nc-2m sirex nc-1m

Table 4: Examples of incorrect French derivation links.
Most links involve at least a “short” lemma

For French, we used a part of the Est Républicain
corpus12, composed of newspaper articles published in
1999. We tokenized the corpus of the Est Républicain
into 37.5 million tokens using the “light” version of
the shallow processing chain SXPipe which is included
in the distribution of the MElt POS-tagger (Denis and
Sagot, 2009). For Spanish, we used a cleansed dump
of the Spanish Wikipedia13. The Spanish Wikipedia was

12http://www.cnrtl.fr/corpus/
estrepublicain/

13http://download.wikimedia.org/eswiki/
latest/eswiki-latest-pages-articles.xml.
bz2, dump from Feb 3, 2011.

DERIVED LEMMA TABLE BASE LEMMA TABLE

maltraitance nc-2f maltraiter v-er:std
recapitalisation nc-2f recapitaliser v-er:std
incinérable adj-2 incinérer v-er:std
rissolette nc-2f rissoler v-er:std
abreuvement nc-2m abreuver v-er:std
rétractable adj-2 rétracter v-er:std
plastification nc-2f plastifier v-er:std
tronçonnement nc-2m tronçonner v-er:std
grenailleur nc-2m grenailler v-er:std
désencadrement nc-2m désencadrer v-er:std
regardable adj-2 regarder v-er:std
grêleux nc-x3 grêler v-er:std

Table 5: Examples of new French derived lemmas acquired
automatically

DERIVED LEMMA TABLE BASE LEMMA TABLE

orbitador N5 orbitar V2
presentacional A3 presentación N3
correlacional A3 correlación N3
insercional A3 inserción N3
confrontante N1 confrontar V2
agudismo N1 agudizar V3
multidireccionalidad N7 multidireccional A3
distintal N5 distinto A1
letalidad N7 letal A3
aleteador N5 aletear V2
aconfesionalidad N7 aconfesional A3
zanqueador N8 zanquear V2

Table 6: Examples of new Spanish derived lemmas
acquired automatically

tokenized with the same “light” version of SXPipe. We
retained the first 10 million tokens.
We used these corpora as follows. First, we filtered
out candidate derived lemmas whose canonical form is
not attested in the corpus. This first filtering reduced
the number of derivation candidates from respectively 2.9
million and 1.0 million derived lemma candidates to 62,158
for French and 22,814 for Spanish. Then, we inflected all
these candidates, generating 191,000 possible new inflected
entries for French and 94,000 for Spanish. We associated
those with two basic sources of information: whether each
inflected form is known to the lexicon or not, and its
number of occurrences, if any, in the corpus.
Then, we ranked the remaining candidates in the following
iterative way: at each step, we computed a score for
each derived lemma candidate by adding contributions for
every one of its inflected forms; these contributions were
computed as their number of occurrences, taken positively
if the form is unknown to the lexicon and negatively if it
is known to the lexicon. The idea of this ranking is to
suggest only those new lemmas that have the best coverage
of corpus forms still unknown to the lexicon and do not at
the same time cover forms already known to the lexicon.
After having ranked all candidates, we output the best one.
All its inflected forms were now considered as known to
the lexicon. This means we needed to re-compute the
scores and iterate the process14. Each iteration outputs one
candidate. We stopped when the best candidate had a score
smaller or equal to 1. As a result, we obtained 1,511 new
derived lemmas for French and 563 new derived lemmas for
Spanish. We added these new lemmas to the Lefff and the
Leffe respectively, specifying the corresponding derivation
tag for each {base lemma, derived lemma} pair.
After adding the new lemmas we performed a small manual
evaluation on 100 randomly chosen new lemmas and their
derivation tags for both languages. Examples of correct
new derived lemmas are shown in Tables 5 and 6, whereas
the quantitative results of this evaluation are given in
Table 7.

14Of course, we did not recompute all scores, but only updated
those which had been affected by the last output.
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FRENCH • 42 correct lemmas & derivation links,

• 1 correct lemma with false derivation
link,

• 14 correct canonical forms with incor-
rect inflection tables,

• 10 incorrect lemmas due to the presence
of English words in the corpus,

• 28 incorrect lemmas due to typographi-
cal errors in the corpus,

• 5 other incorrect candidates.

SPANISH • 40 correct lemmas & derivation links,

• 7 correct canonical forms with incorrect
inflection tables,

• 39 incorrect lemmas due to the presence
of English words in the corpus,

• 9 incorrect lemmas due to typographical
errors in the corpus,

• 5 other incorrect candidates.

Table 7: Derived Lemma Evaluation

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a novel method for
enriching large-scale lexica with concrete derivation links
and a straightforward manner to use the acquired explicit
derivational information to increase a lexicon’s coverage.
The new derivation rules have been acquired through
a specifically adaptated version of the unsupervised
morphological rule acquisition tool MorphAcq.
An obvious interesting side result of this method is that the
lexica on which our method has been applied now show
an improved quality: derivation links have been specified
within the Lefff and Leffe, hence allowing to use both
resources for theoretical and descriptive linguistic studies
on derivation.15

A further step in enriching lexical resources (in general,
and Alexina lexica in particular) should be to combine the
morphological rule acquisition tool MorphAcq with other
methods designed for identifying new possible lemmas,
as described in (Sagot, 2005). We plan on running the
tools developed by Sagot (2005) jointly with MorphAcq.
These lemma acquisition methods that rely on information
from the morphological description should benefit from
the improved description provided by MorphAcq’s output.
MorphAcq will in return benefit from being combined
with resources with greater coverage. In particular
the identification of the correct inflection classes for
new derived lemmas should be significantly improved.
Thus, using morphological rule acquisition and lemma
acquisition techniques iteratively seems a promising way
for efficient lexical resource enriching. This method
should help rapidly developing new lexica with completely
automatic methods, hence giving access to new resources
for undescribed languages.

15The results are freely available on http://www.
linguist.univ-paris-diderot.fr/˜gwalther/
homepage/Publications_(en).html.
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